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In een stromingsveld ten gevolge van golven alleen, is de gemiddelde
horizontale viskeuze driftkracht een gevoig van de aanwezigheid van een
splash (vrije opperviak) zone van een waterdoorsnijdende cilindrische
constructie terwiji het altijd ondergedompelde dee! van de constructie
hier geen invloed op heeft. Echter, in de aanwezigheid van stromiñg
en golven samen worden de viskeuze driftkrachten in de splash zone
versterkt en een extra bron wordt gecreëerd die een bijdrage levert aan
viskeuze effecten op de continu ondergedompeldè constructie.

Oscillerend eerste.orde golfkrachten en gemiddelde driftkrachten ten ge-
volge van viskeuze effecten dienen .bepaald te worden met behuip van de
juistewaarden van respectievelijk de oscillerende weerstandscoëfficiënt
en de gemiddelde weerstandscoëfficiënt.

Wanneer een frequentie domein analyse volstaat voor de bepaling van
de gemiddelde viskeuze driftkracht in regelmatige golven, dan is een
tijdsdomein analyse nodig voor de bepaling van de gemiddelde viskeuze
en laag frequente driftkrachten in onregelmatige golven ten gevolge van
de aanwezigheid van sterke niet-lineariteiten.

Omgevingsbelastingen ten gevolge van golven, wind en stroming, vor-
men tezamen een zeer complex geheel. Ze kunnen echter onafhanke!ijk
van elkaar behandeld worden als zijnde zwak co-existerend in plaats van
sterk iriteractief.

Voor een potentiaalstrominggeeft een 3-D numeriekeoplossings-methode
vaak een voldoende nauwkeurig resultaat, terwiji in een viskeuze strom-
ing zelfs een 2-D numerieke methode al vele onzekerheden oplèvert.



Wetenschap is zowel constructief als destructief, maar kunst blijft altijd
expressief.

Elk onderzoek is vol van vreugde en verdriet. Maar hoe waardeert men
geluk, als men het ongeluk niet kent?

Hoe minder je hecht aan materialistisch gewin in de wereld, hoe meer
je de vrijheid van geest waardeert.

Kennis stuurt aan op vriendschap en solidariteit, ongeletterdheid tot
vijandigheid en diversiteit.

Werk (karma) en toewijding (sadhana) zouden het motto en misschien
wel het succes van het leven moeten zijn.

Een explosieve groei van de bevolking, speciaal in de door armoede
getroffen derdewereldianden, zal het brandende vraagstuk blijven in de
komende eeuw. Volksonderricht aangaande de consequenties is een mo-
gelijke en imminente oplossing.

Religieuze fundamentalisten maken van iedere godsdienst een kwade:
filosofie.
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In a waves-only flow field, the horizontal viscous mean drift force is due
to the presence of the splash (free surface) zone of the surface piercing
cylindrical structures when the constantly submerged structures do not
contribute to such forces. However, in the presence of currents with
waves, the viscous drift forces due to the splash zone are enhanced
and an additional source is created for further contributions of viscous
effects for the constantly submerged structures.

Oscillatory first order forcesand meandrift forces due to viscous effects
are to be properly treated via the appropriate values of the oscillatory
drag coefficients and the mean drag coefficients respectively.

When the frequency domain analysis is sufficient to deal with the viscous
mean drift force in regular wave, the time domain analysis is required
for the viscous mean and low frequency drift force. in irregular waves
due to the presence of higher nonlinearity.

Environmental loads like waves, winds and currents - all together are
extremely complex. However, they can be treated as weakly coexisting
rather then strongly interacting.

In the potential regime, it is possible to use a 3-D computational tech-
nique with sufficient accuracy whereas in the viscous regime even a 2-D
computational method gives uncertainties.

Science is constructive as well as destructive but art always remains as
expressive.

Any research is full of bliss and grief. How can one appreciate joy, if
there be no sorrow?



The less you become attached to the materialistic achievement in this
world, the more you savor peace of mind.

Knowledge steers to friendship and solidarity and illiteracy to enmity
and diversity.

Work (Karma) and devotion (sadhana) should be the motto and perhaps
the succes of life.

li. Population explosion especially in the poverty stricken third world coun-
tries will be the burning issueof the next century Educating mass people
about the consequences is a possible and imminent solution.

12. Religious fundamentalists make any religion an evil philosophy.
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Summary

With the discovery of oil fields in deep-water offshore, semi-submersibles and
tension leg platforms are nowadays often considered as strong contenders
for Floating Production Systems (FPS). The hydrodynamic forces, motions
and mooring forces on these platforms in exposed locations are dominated
mainly by wave effects. Predictions of these quantities can be based on
computational methods, model tests or a rational approach combining both.

Theoretical predictions using 3-dimensional potential theory for themean
drift forces on moored floating structures like semi-submersibles and tension
leg platforms show discrepancies in both regular and irregular waves when
compared with results of modeitests. Such divergence is further pronounced
in the low frequency range (storm condition) where diffraction effects are
smaller for such structures and the divergence is thus believed to be induced
by viscous effects. in this study such viscous effects have been studied in
connection with moored semi-subruersibles.

The viscous drag term of the Morison equation in combination with the
linear (Airy) theory up to instantaneous wave elevation has been consid-
ered as the basis in order to develop the theory in a waves-only field and
in a wave-current coexisting flow field. To substantiate the theory and its
range of applicability and its dependency on different hydrodynamic param-
eters, experimental investigations were carried out with fixed vertical surface
piercing model cylinders and a submerged pontoon in regular waves. Test
results validate the theory with a further indication that the mean forces
on completely submerged bodies are not influenced by viscous effects in a
waves-only field. Model test results further reveal consistently that the vis-
cous drift force in a waves only field cannot be obtained by subtracting the
force due to currents only from that due to a wave-current coexisting flow
field.

Finally, experiments were carried out for a complete semi-submersible
model (ITTC Model) in regular waves (both head and beam seas) in fixed
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ii Summary

and free floating (soft moored) conditions at zero speed and with forward ve-
locity. The mathematical model, incorporating a relative horizontal velocity
and relative surface elevation concept, enhances the theoretical predictions
for the horizontal mean drift forces when experimentally obtained values of
the mean, drag coefficients for the cylinders and the submerged pontoon are
properly applied for the complete senli..submersible in reguilar waves with
and without currents in the frequency domain

In order to deal with viscous effects in the low frequency behavior ofa
moored semi-submersible, tests were conducted in irregular waves in both
head and beam seas. Results of experiments when compared to 3-dimensional
(potential) predictions in time. domain also show increasing divergence in the
low frequency drift force. The same model for approximating viscous con-
tributions to the mean drift forces in regular waves has now been applied in
irregular waves in the time domain using the FFT for some test results It
has been shown that the correlation between measurements and predictions
is improved when force coefficients obtained from regular wave tests are ap-
plied carefully in consistent with the slowly varying wave envelope and its
associated frequencies.

The theory in combination with experimentally obtained force coeffi-
cients as presented and.vaiid'atedin this study..can. be. usedas. an improved
computational technique in order to calculate the viscous drift forces on a
semi-submersible in a seastate.



Samenvatt ing

Na de ontdekking van olievelden in dliepe kustwateren worden "Semi-Sub-
mersibles" (diepdrijvers) en "Tension Leg Platforms" tegenwoorclig dik-
wijis beschouwd als goede keuzen voor Drijvende Produktie Systemen (DPS).
De hydrodynamische krachten, bewegingen en verankeringskrachten op deze
booreilanden, in aan weer en wind onderhevige lokaties, worden voornamelijk
bepaald door invloeden van golven. Voorspellingen van de omvang van deze
invloedenkunnen gebaseerd worden op berekeningsmethoden, modeiproeven
of op een redelijke combinatie van beiden.

Theoretische voorspeUingen, waarbij gebruik gernaakt wordt van de 3-
dimensionale potentiaaltheorie voorde bepaling van: de gemiddelde drift-
krachten op verankerde drijvende constructies als "Semi-Submersibles" en
"Tension Leg Platforms" in zowel regelmatige als onregelmatige golven, to-
nen afwijkingen ten opzichte van resultaten van modeiproeven. Die afwijking
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is vooral dùidelijk in het lage frequentie gebied (storm condities), waar de
invloeden van diffractie voor zulke constructies kleiner zijn. Daarorn wordt
aangenornen, dat deze afwijking het gevoig is van viskeuze effecten. In deze
studie zijn zulke viskeuze effecten onderzocht met betrekking tot verankerde
"Semi-Submersibles".

De viskeuze weerstandsterni in de Morison vergelijking tezamen met
de lineaire (Airy) theorie toegepast tot de momentane golfopperviakte is
beschouwd als de basis orn een theorie te ontwikkelen voor een gebied met
alleen maar golven en voor een gebied met golven in een bestaand stro-
mingsveld. Orn deze theorie en tevens het bereik van toepasbaarheid en de
alhanlcelijkheid van verschillende hydrodynamische parameters te realiseren
zijn experimentele onderzoekingen uitgevoerd met vaste verticale cylinder-
modellen die het wateropperviak doorsnijden en met een ondergedompelde
ponton in regelmatige golven. De proefresultaten leidden wat betreft de
theorie tot nog een aanwijzing, dat de gemiddelde krachten op volledig on-
dergedompelde lichamen in een gebied met alleen maar golven niet wor-

u'



1V Sam en vatting

den belnvloed door viskeuze effecten. Experimentele modeiresultaten to-
nen verder consequent aan, dat de viskeuze driftkrachten in een gebied met
alleen maar golven niet bepaJd kunnen worden door de kracht ak gevoig
van alleen strorning te. verininderen met de kracht die het gevoig is van golf-
stromen in een bestaandstromingsveld. Tenslotte zijn er proeven uitgevoerd
met ecu volledig "Semi-Submersible"-model (ITTC Model) in regelmatige
golven (zowel van voren als dwars-inkomen.d) bij vastgehouden en drijvende
condities (licht verankerd) zonder en met voorwaartse sneilteid. Het mathe-
matisch model, dat als concept een relatieve horizontale sneiheid en relatieve
verhoging van het opperviak inhoudt, maakt theoretische voorspellingen
voor de geiniddelde horizontale driftkracht mogeijk, indien experimenteel
verkregen waarden van de geìniddelde weerstandscoëfficiénten voor de cylin-
ders en het ondergedompelde ponton op de julste wijze toegepast worden
voor de gehele "Semi-S.ibmersible" in regelmatige golven met en zonder
stromingen in het frequentie domein.

Ten einde viskeuze effecten voor het laagfrequente gedrag van een ve-
rankerde "Semi-Submersible" te kunnen introduceren, zijn proeven uitge-
voerd in oniegelmatige golven voor zowel van voren als dwars-inkomende!
zeeën. Experimentele resultaten tonen vergeleken met 3-dimensionale poten-..
tiaal voorspellingen in het tijdsdomein.00keen toenemende afwijking voor de
laagfrequente driftkracht. Hetzelfde model ter benadering van het viskeuze
deel van de gemiddelde driftkrachten in regelmatige golven is nu toegepast
voor..onregelmatige golven in het. tijdsdomein door gebruik te maken van
de FFT voor enige proefresultaten. Aangetoond is dat de correlatie tussen
metingen en voorspeffingen verbeterd wordt indien kracht-coëfficiënten ver-
kregen uit proeven in regelinatige golven zorgvuldig worden toegepast in
overeenstemiuing met de langzaam variërende golf-omhullende en de daar-
bij behorende frequenties.

De theorie, gecombineerd met de experimenteel verkregen krachtcoëfficiën-
ten, zoals gepresenteerd en vastgesteld in deze studie, kan gebruikt worden
als een verbeterde berekeningstechniek orn daarmee de viskeuze driftkrachten
op een "Semi-Submersible" in zeegang te bepalen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Offshore floating structures such as semi-submersibles and tension leg plat-
forms in recent days have had their use increased because of their recognition
as flòating bodies of good performance as far as small motión and stability
are concerned. In recent years with the possibility and sovery of oil fields
in deep-water offshore, there is a motivation for studies of deeper waters
floating offshore.structures. Both semi-subinersi:b'les and tension leg plat-
forms are nowadays considered as strong contenders for Floating Production
System (FPS) arid such production system may be a viable economic alter-
native to conventional bottom standing structures. 'Semi-submersibles and
tension leg platforms often operate under severe environmental conditions
and the motions and the mooring forces are dominated by an extremely
complex environmental loading particularly dominated by waves, currents.
and winds. In general, the wave loading makes up the major environmen-
tal loading including its interaction with currents. The accurate estimate
of the excitation forces on these floating structures is important for both
economical and safe design of them. This dissertation is mainly concerned
with Semi's but the general aspects of the entire research work including
theory, experiment and computer coding can also be applied to tension leg
platforms.

The wave excitation forces in small amplitude monochromatic long-
crested waves are divided into wave frequency (first order) forces and mean
and slowly varying wave (potential) drift forces in an irregular :seastate.
While the first order force with the wave frequency is linear with the wave
height, the mean force being nonlinear is quadratic with the wave height.
The slowly varying drift forces occur in irregulär waves because of the ex-

i



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

istence of two waves of different frequencies (beating effect of two wave
components) which always implies the existence of wave excitations at the
sum and difference frequencies. The latter frequency may occur at the res-
onance frequency of the floating structure moored in horizontal motions. If
the damping is low (as' it is usually in such motions), a highly tuned reso-
nance force is always expected although the low frequency force is generally
small in amount. Accordingly,. the motion of a floating structure moored
in irregular waves consists of a slowly varying component and a component
oscillating at wave frequencies. The spectrum of .thi time history (forces
or motions) has thus two peaks - one occurs within the wave frequency
range and the other occurs below the lowest frequency (close to resonance
frequency) at which there is any significant energy in the incident waves.

These quadratic wave forces are believed to be due to potential effects
and as such treated by linear potential theory like either the conservation
of momentum principle (far field approach) (Maruo 1960; Newman 1967.) or
the pressure integration method (near field approach) (Pinkster 1980). Such
methods have proved to be quite satisfactory where viscous effects are lésa
prominent. The diffraction theory based analysis has the added advantage.
of allowing for diffraction forces, member interactions with incident waves.
and interaction between-members. On the other hand, the dMfractión the-
ory neglects drag forces which ultimately influence mean and low frequency
drift forces especially in large waves in extreme sea (storm) conditions and
thus cannot be disregarded. For floating structures like semi-submersibles.
and tension leg platforms whose columns and pontoons have small ratios of
cross-sectional dimension, viscous effects are equally important. Besidès the
mean forces, the slowly varying drift force is the most important excitation.
Estimating the structure's maximum excursions caused by the resonance
motiOn is now being considered as essential in the design of a mooring sys-
tem. Apart from the contribution as a wave excitation force due to viscous
effects, its presence as hydrodynamic damping is equally important with
respect to the system damping towards an accurate prediction of the re-
sponse. In fact, viscous damping is relatively large compared to radiation
wave damping in any mode of slow drift motions. The presence of currents
can further enhance such viscous effects. Currents can be expected to have
an influence over the whóle submerged part of the structure and also the
free surface. The presence of currents has thus several effects which need to
be considered in the wave excitation force calculations. The drag force on a
member is proportional to the square of wave particle velocities and currents
even with a low velocity may have a significant effect. This effect ii very



1.1. Historical Review 3

important for slender members since the Morison equation (Morison et al.
1950) used to calculate the forces on such members is modified through the
velocities.

The importance of viscous effects in the mean and low frequency drift
forces has been in the minds of the hydrodynamicists in a parallel fashion to
that of potential effects. While methods of computation concerning potential
effects have been well proven, knowledge of viscous effects from the point of
view of its nature and importance has not yet been fully established. In this
study an attempt is made to investigate the physical phenomena of viscous
effects influencing the horizontal mean and low frequency drift forces on
floating structures like seuil-submersibles in a waves-only flow field as well
as in a wave-current coexisting flow field.

A semi-submersible consists of two major structures - the submerged un-
derwater hull hereinafter referred to as the pontoons and the surface piercing
vertical columns hereinafter referred to as the columns. Before dealing with
viscous effects for a complete semi-submersible, these two structures - the
vertical columns and the submerged pontoons need to be treated separately.
Several authors have dealt with the mean drift force due to viscous effects
concerning floating structures like semi-submersibles and tension leg plat-
forms.

1.1 Historical Review

In this section a review is given concerning past developments in theories and
experiments in connection with viscous drift forces on fixed vertical cylinders
and floating structures like semi-submersibles and tension leg platforms.
In the case of submerged bodies, viscous origin has been shown mainly in
connection with the first order forces without mentioning the existence of
the non-zero mean component due to viscous effects.

Pijfers and Brink (1977) considered the viscous drift force due to wave
current interaction in their analysis of two semi-submersibles drift forces.
They tried to use the value of the mean drag coefficient (CDO) as a weighted
average of drag coefficient values of the Reynolds number dependent of uni-
form flow (the sum of current velocity and the wave (Stokes) drift velocity)
and those of the Keulegan-Carpenter number dependent of harmonic hori-
zontal water particle velocity. The authors calculated the wave drift force
from viscous origin, i.e. subtracting the force due to currents alone from the
force due to steady flow (current and mass transport velocities) and waves.
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Figure 1.1: Transverse drift force coefficient [Pijfers and Brink (1977)]

'Drift force coefficients were shown to be not proportional with the wave am-
plitude squared as shown in Figure 1.1. Denise and Heaf (1979) considered
the drag force using empirical drag and friction coefficients while analyzing
the response of a tension leg platform. No indication with regard to the
values of the drag coefficient was given.

Huse (1976) gave an expression for the horizontal mean drift force on
semi-submersibles from which a qualitative indlicatión regarding the influ-
ence of viscous effects can be drawn. A vertical viscous drag force changes
by angle of pitch motion and' thus it results into a horizontal viscous force. If
such factor is significant, the steady drift force 'contribution IV in (Pin]dster
1980) must also be significant. As the first order wave force in the verti-
cal' direction includes the force component relative to the vertical velocity,
the contribution IV, in natural, becomes large when the said force factor is
dominant. But for a semi-submersible (Pinkster 1980), the contribution IV
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is practically zero except for the very low frequency near heave and pitch
resonances. Accordingly, the force factor for viscous effects is not important
quantitative1y. Similar conclusions were put forward by Kato and Kinoshita
(1990).

Ferretti and Berta (1980) applied the Morison equation to calculate the
mean drift force on a vertical cylinder due to potential effects. Damping
coefficients used were obtained from 3-D potential theory. Results were
compared with those by Newman. (1967) for both fixed and floating condi-
tions. The iifluence of wave height on the splash zone (wave stretebing zone)
was shown to cause the viscous, mean drift force. Finally the wave-current
interaction effects were explained at mean water level only showing that
even a weak current leads to drift force values larger than those obtained by
a simple linear superimposing of effects. All the computational results were
assumed to be independent of the drag coefficient, i.e. setting its value to
unity.

Lundgren et al. (1982) discussed the different contributions for the Po-
tential and viscous mean drift forces on a fixed cylinder in a particular sea
state condition providing approximate analytical expressions. Wave-current
interaction effects were also discussed. The formulation is valid when the
current velocity is less than 10% of the maximum wave velocity which has
been assumed to be constant over the entire draft of the cylinder. Such
an approach would certainly lead to erroneous results for the viscous drift
force due to wavecurrent interaction. The authors incorporated the values
of the dragcoefficient based on the oscillatory flow test results by Bearman
and Graham (1979) for circular cylinders at low KeuleganCarpenter num-
ber which does not seem appropriate for the viscous drift force due to waves
only at the free surface (splash zone)

Burns (1983) developed a method to generate a "viscous drift" trans-
fer function using the Morison formulation combining waves and currents
including the motion of a TLP structure. The viscous drift force transfer
function was shown to be quadratic so that a spectral analysis technique
by Pinkster (1974) can be applied to calculate ,the viscous low frequency
drift forces. The proposed governing equations are for the submerged zone
of a floating structure in a wave-current coexisting flow field without taking
any account of free surface effects. The drift force in waves only was ob-
tained subtracting the force due to currents only from that due to waves and
currents for quadratic RAO generation. No indicatiön was given regarding
the value of the drag coefficient. However from some results of computations
which are shown here in Figure 1.2, it is worth mentioning that the surge
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Figure 1.2: TLP displacement [Burns (1983)]

displacement due to the viscous drift is considerably larger than the offset
from waves alone plus current alone.

Chakrabarti (1984) presented both potential and viscous drift forces on
a fixed vertical cylinder to find their relative importance, i.e. where the
viscous or potential drift force predominates. Experimental results were
also presented. He discussed the viscous mean drift force both for finite
water depth and deep water condition. Wave-current interaction effects
were considered at mean water level. Indications were also provided for a
floating cylinder. The mean drag coefficient was found to have a value of
1.10 in wave-current interaction experiments without showing any governing
hydrodynamic parameter.

Kobayashi et al. (1985) showed that the viscous drift force is a significant
component besides the wave drift force. He calculated the viscous drift force
for regular wave conditions considering the fluctuation of the wetted surface
area of a tension leg platform. From Figure 1.3, the difference between 3-D
calculations and experiment is noticeable and should not be ignored. The
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Figure 1.3: Wave drift forces in regular waves [Kobayashi, et al. (1985)]

comparison improves after the viscous contribution is added. The author
does not provide any indication of the value of the drag coefficient used in the
viscous drift force calculation. In a personal communication, an explanation
was given which is quoted here "we sought a possibility of explaining the gap
between experimental and theoretical values of wave drift forces in regular
waves by introducing the nonlinear drag force. Therefore, we adopted 1.00
for the coefficient without examining its validity with great care".

Kato and Kinoshita (1990) have shown in Figure 1.4 that when () is
less than 0.5, i.e. the wave height is less than half of the column diame-
ter, the experimental results agree well with the theoretical line based on
potential theory. But when () becomes larger than 0.5, both results are
different considerably. The above argument is similar to diffraction effects
and viscous effects respectively showing convergence and divergence with
experimental results. The authors showed from experimental results for
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Figure 1.4: Longitudinal steadj drift force [Kato and Kinoshita (1990)]

a semi-submersible that the steady drift force coefficient linearly increases
with an increase of the wave height, i.e. the steady drift force is proportional
to the third power of wave height. Thus the steady drift force produced by
the mass transport velocity (proportional to the squared wave height) in
the direction of wave propagation (Stokes 1847) may be proportional to the
fourth power of wave height which is contrary to what has been found by
the authors and accordingly was not considered in their work. So, the use
mass transport velocity in addition to current velocity in (Pijfers and Brink
1977) is questionable.

Standing et al. (1991) gave an expression for the mean drag force of a
single column of a semi-submersible. Both relative horizontal velocity and
relative surface elevation were accounted for. Different values of the drag
coefficient were used. The theoretical mean surgeforce was found to improve
after the viscous mean drift force was added to the potential mean drift force.
The authors suggested the viscous drag as one of several possibly significant
factors causing the discrepancy between the predicted and the measured
low-frequency motions of a semi-submersible support vessel "Uncle John".
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Figure 1.5 shows the difference in horizontal drift force with and without
viscous drift force. An anomaly is stifi the choice of the value of the drag
coefficient.

Pinkster et al. (1993) showed the comparison of the measured and
the computed mean and low frequency drift forces on two types of semi-
submersibles in both regular and irregular waves showing consistent diver-
gence between 3-D predictions and the results of experiments. Figure 1.6
and Figure 1.7 shows the discrepancy in predicting the mean drift force
in regular waves for the semi-submersible i. Figure 1.8 further shows the
improvement in low frequency surge force prediction when viscous contribu-
tions are added to 3-D potential computations. Constant values of the drag
coefficient were used in the computations.

Chitrapu et al. (1993) presented a method to compute the wave and
current induced viscous mean drift forces and moments on a tension leg
platform in both regular and irregular waves. The basic outline of the theory
is similar to what was shown in (Burns 1983), i.e. subtracting the forces due
to currents. alone from the viscous drift forces due to waves and currents and
expressing the viscous drift force quadratic transfer functions independent of
wave amplitude squared as shown in Figure 1.9. The subsequent treatment
for irregular waves in both frequency and time domain is similar to Burns
(1983).

A few investigations were carried out with fixed horizontal rectangular
submerged cylinders in waves as well as in waves and currents.

Most of the work regarding submerged structures reportéd in the avail-
able literature deal with circular cylinders with a few exceptions. Koter-
ayama (1979) investigated the wave forces on horizontal circular cylinders
of different diameters in waves. The values of the drag coefficient were
found satisfactory for large period parameter when compared with those in
an oscifiatory flow (body). Ramberg and Niedzwecki (1982) presented an
investigation on a horizontal cylinder in waves where it was concluded that
the values of drag coefficients approach those in steady flow at higher values
of the Keulegan- Carpenter number.

Chaplin (1984) reported both horizontal and vertical mean forces for a
submerged circular cylinder beneath waves. Effects of circulation were also
discussed. Problems of noise in the mean force measurements were suggested
as well. Forces on horizontal circular cylinders in waves and also in waves
and currents were reported by (Teng and Nath 1985; Teng and Nath 1988).
Values of drag coefficients in the said flow field were compared with those in
planar oscifiatory flow showing the effects of the vertical velocity component.
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Values of drag coefficients were also shown as a function of the Moe-Verley
number. The authors showed that the experimental technique of towing a
cylinder with steady speed in waves can be used to simulate the waves and
currents passing a stationary cylinder if the linear superimposition of the
wave induced velocity and current velocity is assumed.

Ikeda et al. (1988) and Otsuka et al. (1993) reported the values of drag
coefficients as a function of the Keulegan-Carpenter number. They were
found to be higher than those in planar oscillatory flow. The presence of
circulation affecting the inertia forces was shown.

Li and Xu (1989) and Li and Kang (1992) used the Morison equation to
calculate the wave-current force ou a vertical and a submerged horizontal
cylinder in regular and irregular waves. Like previous references on both
vertical and submerged horizontal cylinders, their works were also confined
to the first order forces and the force coefficients mentioned were without
any hint on the mean forces. However, the authors indicated the modifica-
tion of the Keulegan-Carpenter number including the effects of the ratio of
current velocity to fluid velocity in a wave current coexisting flow field as
a better hydrodynainic parameter. The authors further revealed that force
coefficients from monochromatic wave measurements can be used directly
for the computation of the irregular wave-current force in time domain.

Otsuka et al. (1990) further discussed the presence of viscous effects
when the cylinder (rectangular and circular section) and a complete semi-
submersible model is subject to a low frequency motion in waves. First order
viscous drag forces were shown to originate from both underwater hull and
vertical columns.

Wave forces on rectangular horizontal cylinder were measured by Arai
(1993) showing a reduction in the viscous drag forces with a decrease in
submersion depth. The circulation phenomenon was hinted at as the cause
of the reduction in the inertia forces which has been further elaborated
in (Aral 1995).

A detailed experimental study was conducted by Hamel-Derouich (1993)
for vertical and horizontal rectangular cylinders of different aspect ratios in
a steady flow, in waves and in waves and currents. The presence of currents
was shown to affect the values of the drag coefficients. The force coeffi-
cients were also shown as a function of the Keulegan-Carpenter number and
the Moe-Verley number to consider the two different flow fields- waves and
currents without considering the effects of interactions ou the said hydrody-
namic parameters.

It can be concluded from the above review that most of the approaches
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share a common view of treating a single surface piercing vertical cylinder
representing the columns of a semi-submersible or a tension leg platform.
Furthermore, wave elevation up to the instantaneous sea level has been the
cause of the viscous drift force due to waves only in most of the approaches
except of a few where such viscous drift forces were obtained from waves
plus currents and then minus currents leaving waves alone. Such forces
were calculated by exploiting the viscous drag force term of the Morison
equation in all the references. Wave-current interaction effects were shown
but mainly for the mean water level only while it is expected that currents
can be considered present along with waves up to the actual wave elevation.
Not much or hardly any attention has so far been paid to the values of drag
coefficient in an appropriate manner. Moreover, when dealing with such
mean forces, should the application of the oscillating drag coefficient CD be
appropriate or the values of the mean (steady) drag coefficient CDO be used?
In most of the cases, only horizontal relative velocity has been considered
(which is quite true for a tension leg platform) but for semi-submersibles
vertical motions are significant which would create a relative wave elevation
in case of a floating vertical cylinder and would also affect the exponential
term in the horizontal water particle velocity in case of a floating submerged
pontoon.

In almost all the work regarding completely submerged bodies, viscous
forces discussed are of first order. No reference was made to viscous effects
on the mean drift force although the latter has a considerable magnitude
especially ou a submerged structure like submerged horizontal cylinders or
pontoons in the presence of even small currents.

1.2 Present State-of-the-Art

Wave forces on offshore structures are calculated mainly in two ways namely
by using the Morison equation and the diffraction theory. The Morison
equation is applicable when a structure is mall compared to the wave length
signifying the existence of the drag force. On the other hand, when the
size of the structure is comparable to the wave length, the presence of the
body alters the wave field in its vicinity. In such a case, the diffraction
(scattering and or reflection) of the waves from the surface of the body
should be considered in the computation of the wave forces. Floating offshore
structures like serni-submersibles and tension leg platforms which often have
slender body cylindrical structures like vertical columns, bracings, etc. are
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expected to attract significant drag forces.
The principal cause of the drag force component is the presence of a wake

region on the 'downstream' side of the cylinder. The wake is a region of low
pressure compared to the pressure on the 'upstream' side and thus a pressure
differential results at the wake between the upstream and downstream of the
cylinder at a given instant of time and causes a force to be exerted in the
direction of the instantaneous water particle velocity. In a steady flow as
the downstream side is fixed, the drag force is proportional to the square of
the water particle velocity. In an oscillatory flow (body), the absolute value
of the water particle velocity is inserted to insure that the drag force is in
the same direction as the velocity.

Due to the empirical nature of the Morison equation, its application in a
time dependent separated flow sometimes can be questionable. But since its
inception in the early 50's, there have been and stifi many attempts are being
made to modify and or derive new formulations for better accuracy. In spite
of its critical assessment (Sarpkaya 1981), the original Morison equation re-
mains as the strong design tool and has proved quite reliable in accurately
predicting the wave force on a slender body structure though it is not a
good basis for interpreting the physical flow mechanisms. Anomaly present
or found are not important when many Qther uncertainties do exist in any
design of an offshore structure. In this study, the use of the Morison equation
should not surprise the readers that the author is tempted to be preoccu-
pied with such a simple analytical expression keeping aside the difficulties.
Note that two decades ago with the introduction of offshore structures, a
simple two-term expression based on a linear-quadratic sum of forces was
rather a universal one for the determination of the wave force but nowadays
another alternative, the diffraction theory, is also available for such compu-
tation. At this stage, it is of paramount importance first to understand the
viscous phenomena (difficulties associated with simple flows but rather com-
plex) in their contribution towards the mean and slowly varying forces for
a slender body type floating structure. So, it is desirable rather not to get
bogged down with an extremely difficult numerical simulation without com-
plete understanding of the physics of the phenomenon before the different
fundamental aspects of the problem are investigated and treated. Studies of
physical mechanisms of the force coefficients from the Morison equation from
small scale, idealized models to large scale structures in real seas, should not
in any way hinder the importance of the fundamental studies. The attempt
would certainly lead to some progress towards unraveling the complexities
en route to providing again some design data for the viscous regime.
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In the present study, an attempt is made to establish the physical aspects
and to derive a computational technique for the calculation of the viscous
drift force (mean and slowly varying) on a moored semi-submersible mainly
in extreme seas, i.e. in high waves associated with low frequencies. The
method originates from the viscous drag force term of the Morison equation
for small bodies when applied to the wetted surface in the splash zone of a
surface piercing column of a semi-submersible. Interaction between several
components of the platform and scale effects are kept out of the scope of this
present work. The presence of currents is treated as an additional source
of viscous origin. The relative velocity concept is taken as a further tool
in solving the problem of a moored semi-submersible. All hydrodynamic
aspects related to potential effects at zero speed are treated via 3-D potential
theory with approximate modifications due to forward speed effects in the
mean wave drift force calculations.

For a submerged structure like the pontoon of a semi-submersible, vis-
cous effects on the mean drift force are not considered because the time
averaged value of the drag force term of the Morison equation is zero but
in a wave-current coexisting flow field, even a small magnitude of current
velocity would cause the viscous drift force. In case of a vertical cylinder
such as the column of a semi-submersible, wave elevation up to the instan-
taneous sea level is considered as the source of the viscous drift force due
to waves only but in a wave-current coexisting flow field the fluid particle
velocity is to be increased by superimposing the current velocity. In order
to eliminate the uncertainties in the selection of the (mean) drag coefficient
CDO, not (oscillating) drag coefficient CD, in a waves-only field and in a
wave-current coexisting flow field, attention is paid to the experimental as-
sessment of such complex force coefficients. Use of the linear (Airy) theory is
made in conjunction with the Morison equation to model the hydrodynamic
force.

Accordingly, the cylinder is considered divided into two parts namely
the splash zone (from the mean water level to the actual sea level) and
the submerged zone (from the mean waler level down to the bottom of the
cylinder). The splash zone is thus defined as the region that the free sur-
face profile of a nominal progressive wavetrain can envelope for any given
structural form. The pontoon is also considered a submergedzone in ad-
dition to the constantly submerged zone of the column. Force coefficients
may be directly obtained from a fit to the Fourier coefficients via exper-
imental measurements obtained from an instrumented segment located in
the splash zone and in the submerged zone of a vertical cylinder and also
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from a completely submerged pontoon tested in a towing tank.
The flow velocities and accelerations are usually computed from a par-

ticular wave theory which has been matched to the wave shape. The tra-
ditional linear wave theory attributed to Airy is in general inadequate for
predicting the kinematics of water particles in the splash zone unless it
is substantially modified for this purpose. The alternative is to develop
nonlinear wave theories to provide more realistic estimates of the wave
kinematics in the region where the Airy theory would at best be consid-
ered as a convenient approximation. In addition to the classical wave the-
ories, some engineering methods have also been developed and those are
the Wheeler's method (Wheeler 1970), Chakrabarti's method (Chakrabarti
1971) and Gudmestad's method (Gudmestad and Connor 1986).

Since different wave theories wifi, in general, produce different values of
force coefficients for the same data, it is often suggested that their use be
consistent in the selection of a wave theory. Many investigators have em-
ployed higher-order expansions in wave computations and report improved
matching to the wave force. It is entirely possible that these improvements
are only due to the additional terms in the curve fitting function and bear
little relation to any improvements in the hydrodynamic description. For
this reason and because actual kinematic measurements were not available
for use in selecting a wave theory, it was felt that the linear wave theory
would suffice for the purposes of this investigation. According to Gudmes-
tad et al. (1988), simple linear theory gives reasonable agreement with the
measurements while Wheeler's method and Chakrabarti's method do not
give satisfactory results.

In dealing with the experimentally obtained force coefficients, it is essen-
tial that they are always expressed as function of some controlling hydrody-
naniic parameters. The Keulegan-Carpenter number is a direct measure of
the drag force effect as it is again a function of the 'viscous parameter' ()
while the 'diffraction parameter' (kD) or ('y) determines the importance
of the diffraction effect. When the 'viscous parameter' is large, the 'diffrac-
tion parameter' is small and vice versa. Thus, large diffraction effect means
small drag effect and, inversely, when drag effect is large, the diffraction is
negligible.

In the presence of currents, the velocity term in the drag force term of
the Morison equation is normally replaced by the relative velocity term for
an oscillating cylinder and the same concept is applied for a floating cylinder
undergoing horizontal motions even in the presence of currents. However,
an alternative form was proposed by Moe and Verley (1977) in which the
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effect of current is separated from the oscillatory structure motion and, thus,
resulting in a 'two term' drag force term. Sarpkaya et al. (1984) has shown,
based on experimental findings, that the decomposition of the force exerted
on a cylinder by the coexisting wave-current field is not very meaningful.
Furthermore, the drag coefficients for the no-current case are not identi-
cal with those obtained for the current-harmonic-flow case (coexisting flow
field), particularly, the wake biasing decreases the drag coefficient.

1.3 The Hypotheses

For slender body type structures, viscous drag forces exist and are
treated by means of the nonlinear drag force term of the Morison
equation.

[n a waves-only flow field, the viscous mean force for a constantly
submerged body is zero while due to relative wave elevation in the
free surface (splash zone), the viscous mean force originates in a highly
nonlinear (cubic not quadratic) way.

The presence of small currents wifi result in an additional source of
the viscous mean force even for the constantly submerged body.

Oscifiating drag coefficients CD are not applicable while treating such
problems of mean forces. Rather more appropriate mean drag coeffi-
cients CDO are required.

Force coefficients in regular waves can be applicable for the slowlyvary-
ing (low frequency) force in irregular waves when the slowly varying
wave envelope with associated frequencies is taken into consideration.

The 'relative velocity' concept is applicable in the drag force term of
the Morison equation in case of a floating body, even in the presence
of currents.

While the frequency domain analysis is sufficient to deal with the vis-
cous mean drift force in regular waves, the time domain analysis is
essential for the viscous low frequency drift force in irregular waves
because of the highly nonlinear nature in its modeling.
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1.4 The Objectives

The primary objective of this study is to evaluate the theoretical viscous
mean and low frequency horizontal drift forces on a moored.floating structure
like a semi-submersible via its columns and pontoons separately.

Because of thenewness of such a complex problem, a systematic series of
experiments needs to be taken in hand to validate, the theory and establish
the force coefficients in regular wave model tests at zero speed and with
forward speed before they can be applied to mean forces' in regular waves
and to irregular waves in connection with the viscous low frequency drift
force.

In doing the exercise, the aim is also to keep looking at some other
theories given so far in conjunction with the present experimental' findings.

In addition to the' above, some fundamental investigations like appro-
priate choice of force coefficients, their representation as function of proper
controlling hydrodynamic parameters in line with fluid flow conditiöns are
to 'be cared for.

1.5 The Outlines

In Chapter 2, details are presented of different model tests namely fixed
vertical cylinders, fixed submerged pontoon, fixed semi-submersible and free
floating (soft mooredsemi-submersible. Model construction, test set-up and
procedure, equipment and measurement, data acquisitionand analysis are

'described in a comprehensive manner.
In Chapter 3, a theoretical study Dey (1992a) wifi be carried out for

finding the viscous contributions to the horizontal mean drift force on a
vertical cylinder in fixed and free floating conditións in regular waves. In
theory, the value of the mean drag coefficient is suppressed by taking its
value as unity. A series of model experiments with fixed segmented vertical
cylinders, of different diameter in still water, in waves and in waves and
currents will be discussed and analyzed. The primary nonlinear viscous
wave drift force is well demonstrated to be concentrated, in the splash zone
'in waves only whereas even a small amount of currents gives further rise' to
the said force in the submerged zone Such experimental evaluation validates
the theory, i.e. the physical aspects and paves the way for ascertaining the
values of the mean drag coefficients 'in a waves-only flow field and in a
'wave-current coexisting flöw field. The appropriate definition and use of the
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controlling hydrodynamic parameters in the respective fluid fields are also
discussed in detail.

In Chapter 4, experimental analysis with a fully submerged fixed pon-
toon similar to the underwater hull of a semi-submersible is given. Theory
concerning the viscous mean drift force for a fixed and floating pontoon in
waves and currents will be discussed Application of the mathematical mod-
eling will be shown and compared with experimental results based on the
experimentally obtained values of the mean drag coefficients.

In Chapter 5, the basis ola mathematical model for a semi-submersible
in regular waves with and without currents is outlined which is a synthesis of
the earlier tools described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The computational
method for calculating the forces on a semi-submersible in currents only will
also be described. The final numerical model for predicting the additional
hydrod.ynamic excitation force in the form of low frequency, viscous and po-
tential, drift forces in irregular waves is presented. Computed and measured
results of a fixed and a free floating semi-submersible in currents only will
be discussed.

In Chapter 6, details of the results of experiments with a fixed semi-
submersible (ITTC Model) in both head and beam seas at zero speed and
with forward:speed (simulating currents)..wifl be given. The. computational
technique would be tested against experimental results before it is further
applied to a moored semi-submersible in both regular and irregular waves.
Because of the inherent !complexity of the problems. due to their viscous ori-
gin, the rational approach chosen is based on a simple mathematical back-
ground along with systematic experimental findings. The technique is finally.
applied and compared with model tests results and other published data.
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Chapter 2

Model Tests

From the historical review presented in Chapter 1, it is found that no model
tests were conducted specifically to understand the source of viscous cori-
tributiöns in the horizontal mean drift force especially in a waves only flow
field., Though the freesurface, zone (splash zone) of.surface piercing vertical
cylinders has been hinted as the main source of viscous contributions as it is
the direct result of the product of a wave force. term, which is in proportion
to a;squared fluid ve1ocity in the drag force term of the Morison equation,
and a wave surface elevation. So, conducting experiments to validate this
splash zone.force was inevitable. At the same time, it was also necessary to
establish th:at thern constantly submerged zone of a cylinder and a pontoon
in a waves only flow field does not attract any viscous contributions toward
the horizontal mean drift force. Besides, it is essential tó understand the
change in viscous effects in the presence of currents. Apart from individual
models of the structural components of a semi-submersible, the model tests
with a fixed complete semi-submersible is necessary to make sure that the
results from the individual models tests are consistent for the global case. A
semi-submersible is mostly a moored floating structure in a seastate under-
going motions and drift due to the wave excitation forces. So, finally model
tests with a free floating (soft moored) semi-submersible in a real seastate
(irregular waves) was done.

The aims of the study were as follows:

To undèrstand the source of viscous effects and their magnitude

The effects of the presence of currents on the drift forces

25



26 Chapter Z Model Tests

s Evaluation of the force coefficients as representative of hydrodynamic
parameters

In particular the study was aimed at clarifying the followings:

s To check the validity of a computation method' for the prediction
of the mean 'and low frequency viscous drift forces on moored semi-
submersibles in a seaway

To check the validity of 3-dimensional computation method for predic-
tion of the first order motions and the mean and low frequency wave
(potential) drift forces.

To provide guidelines on drift forces for a representative semi-submersible
design

The experiments were performed with the following types of models:

1. Fixed, vertical, surface piercing and truncated 'cylinders of t'wo du-
ferent diameters - the larger diameter cylinder hereinafter referred
to as .the large cylinder, and the smaller, diameter cylinder hereinafter'
referred to as the small cylinder

2 Fixed submerged pontoon hereinafter referred to as the pontoon

Fixed semi-submersible

Free floating (soft moored) semisubrnersible'

The following investigations were carried out with the fixed models:

Tests in stifi water ('a uniform flow) to determine the current loads.

Tests in regular waves (a waves-only flow) to determine the wave loads.

Tests in regular waves and currents (a wave-current coexisting flow)
to determine the total wave and current loads.

The wave loads in this case are the first order wave forces and the horizontal
mean drift forces.

The following investigations were carried out with the free floating model of
the semi-submersible:
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Tests in regular waves without and with currents (a waves-only flow
and a wave-current coexisting flow) to determine the first order motion
transfer functions (RAOs) and the horizontal mean drift forces.

Tests in irregular waves without and with currents to determine the
horizontal drift forces and the wave frequency motions.

2.1 The Towing Tanks

The experiments were carded out in the towing tanks.of the Ship Hydrome-
chanics Laboratory of Deift University of Technology (DUT) and in the Sea-
keeping Basin of Maritime Research Institute Netherlands (MARIN). There
are two towing tanks in the Ship Hydromechanics Laboratory hereinafter
referred to as the Tank No.1 and the Tank No.2.

The tests with the largecylinder, the pontoon and the senii-submersibles
were carried out in the Tank No.1. The dimensions of the tank are 142.0 m
long, 4.22 rn wideand 2.5 m maximum water depth. The tank is equipped
with an electro-hydraulic plunger type wave maker fitted across the width
at one end of the tank that generates regular and irregular waves in a wave-
length range of 0.3 - 6.0 meter. The maximum wave height generated is
30 cm (depending on the chosen wave frequency). At the other end' of the
tank, a concrete beach in the form of a parabolic arc with transverse wooden
beams is fitted to.absorb the energy :of the 'oncoming waves. The tank is
also equipped with an electronically controlled motor driven towing carriage,
with a manned observation platform, capable of traveling at a speed of up
to 7 rn/s.

In order to measure the undisturbed wave heights, a resistance type wave
probe was placed on a small platform which can also be manually towed.
Another two wave probes, one in front and one beside the model, in line
with the model center of gravity, were mounted on the towing carriage for
measuring wave heights, wave phase angles, etc. during the tests. All wave
probes were portable type. The calibration of the wave probes was carried
out by lifting up and lowering down the wave probes ± 6 cm and recörding
the corresponding signais.

On the observation platform of the towing carriage, several facilities
are provided. During the model tests, the output from the model force
transducers and the wave probes were first amplified and then filtered before
they were recorded and processed by a personal computer using a data
acquisition program named "DASTANK".
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Figure 2.1: The Towing Tank No.1 of DUT

The Tank No.2, in which the tests with the small cylinder were carried
out, is equipped like the Tank No.1 although the dimensions of the tank
are.different. The maximum carriage speed here is 3 rn/s and the tank
dimensions, are 66.00 m lOng, 2.75 m wide and L25 m maximum water
depth. The wave maker can generate both regular, and irregular waves in a
wavelength range of 0.4 - 6.5 meter and a wave amplitude of up to 15 cm
(depending on the chosen wave frequency). The facilities on the carriage are
similar to the Tank No.1.

The dimensions of the Seakeeping Basin of MARIN are Length x Breadth
= 100.0 m x 24.5 m having a water depth of 2.5 m. The towing carriage,
manned and motor driven, has a maximum speed of 4.5 rn/s. The wave
generator capability is regular and irregular waves in a wave period range
of 0.7 - 3.0 s with a maximum wave height up to 0.3 rn (significant), having
wave directions between 180 - 270 and O - 90 and any angle in between. The
wave maker is of the flap type. The beach is of a lattice type on circular
arc plates. Portable electric resistance type wave probes were used for wave
measurements.

The Tank No.1 of DUT and the Sea-keeping Basin of MARIN are shown
in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 respectively.

+
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Figure 2.2: The Sea-keeping Basin of MARIN

2.2 The Models

2.2.1 The Small Cylinder

The mode1 scale was i to 100. The small cylinder had a diameter of
7.5 cm and its total length was 91 cm. It was segmented into four sections,
namely in order upper dummy, upper test, lower test and lower dummy, each
mounted to a continuous rectangular steel beam inside. The top dummy sec-
tion (20 cm long> and the bottom dummy section (11 cm long) were directly
fixed to the beam. The two middle test sections (the upper one 40 cm long
and the lower one 30 cm long) were each mounted to the beam by a small,
double-shear type force transducer with a range f

180 Newton (upper test
section) and 250 Newton (lower test section).

The clefts between the successive sections were closed and thus made
watertight with thin rubber seals which were found to cause no couplings
between the sections. The upper end of the steel beam served the purpose
of supporting the complete model above water.

The arrangement of the fixed vertkal small cylinder model in the Tank
No.2 of DUT is shown in Figure 2.3..

Further details of the model tests namely construction of the model, test
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Figure 2.3: The small cylinder model in the Tank No.2 of DUT

set-up and procedure, experimental data are available in (Dey 1992b).

2.2.2 The Large Cylinder

The model scale.was i t 35. This model was built up in a similar way like thee
small cylinder except the dimensions were different. All the sections, both
dummy and test, were of 31.5 cm diameter. The bottom dummy section was
30 cm long. Both the test sections were also 30 cm long. The top dummy
section was 15 cm long. Thus, the total model length was 105 cm.

The force transducers used, were temple-shaped type force transducers
with a range of 200 Newton each. At each test section, two such transducers
were mounted on each other, one was attached to the front face and the other
to the side face to measure the in-line and transverse forces.

The arrangement of the fixed vertical large cylinder model in the Tank
No.1 of DUT is shown in Figure 2.4.

Further details of the model tests namely construction of the model, test
set-up and procedure, experimental data are available in (Dey 1992c; Dey
1993).
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Figure 2.4: The large cylinder model in the Tank No.1 of DUT

2.2.3 The Pontoon

The model scale was i tò 50 The pontoon was 2.3 m long, 30 cm wide and
18 cm high. Both ends of the model were made triangular shaped over a

Áength of 14.6 cm and all the edgeshad .a radius of about 1cm. The pontoon
was fixed on two. vertical cylinders by two sets of force transdücers (temple-
shaped type). Each set contained three such force transducers for the inline,
transverse and vertical forces. The force transducers were mounted on top
of one another having mountings inside the pontoon and the cyliìider. One
set was mounted on a longitudinal sleigh to prevent distortion tension. The
transducers with a range of 200 Newton each for the x-forces, 800 Newton
each for the y-forces and 400 N'ewton each for the z-forces were used.

To prevent water ingress, the gaps between the pontoon and the cylin-
ders were made watertight with thin rubber seals and also applying rubber
coatings. The cylinders were 57.5 cm long and of 10.8 cm diameter. They
were directly mounted to the carriage via steel beams.

The construction and arrangement of the fixed submerged pontoon model
is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: The construction of the fixed submerged pontoon model

Further details of the model tests namely construction of the model, test
setup and procedure, experimental data are.available in (Dey 1993c).

2.2.4 The Fixed Semi-submersible

The model scale was i to 75. The model of the. ITTC semi-submersible was
constructed of steel for the columns and wood for the pontoon. Four out of
eight columns were connected only to the deck structure and thus were made
free from the pontoon topi These columns carried their individual force
transducers with a range of loo Newton each for measuring the horizontal
forceon the columns independently. For the deck structure, a steel frame was
used to give enough structural rigidity and to lix the model to the carriage
via steel beams. Besides, the model was fitted with six force transducers -
three to measure the total horizontal force and three for the total vertical
force. Besides, two wave probes were connected to the model to measure the
relative wave elevation. All the force transducers used, were of the temple-
shaped type, The transducers were fitted between the top of the columns
and the steel frame. For the complete model, three sets of transducers, each
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Figure 2.6: The ITTC semi-submersible model for the fixed condition

comprising two one for the inline force nd the other for the vertical force,
were mounted on the deck steel frame. The transducers had a range of 200
Newton each.

Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 show the ITTC semi-submersible model con-
figuration used for the experiments in the fixed condition.

Further details of the model tests namely construction of' the model, test
set-up and procedure, experimental data are available in (Dey 1995a).

2.2.5 The Free Floating (Moored) Semi-submersible

The basic construction was the same as the fixed semi-submersible except
the deck construction was changed to a lighter material called Armhole F-
Board (aluminum honeycomb core with woven glassy epoxy skin). Only the
four columns were fitted with force transducers in a similar way as was done
for the fixed semi-submersible. The model was weighed, and dynamically
balanced to measure the radii of gyration in air about the center of gravity.
In the tank, inclining experiments were carried out to check the vertical
position of the center of gravity. Natural periods of heave, pitch and roll
were also measured. The particulars of the semi-submersible are given in
Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7: The ITTC serai-submersible model for the fixed condition

Further details of the model tests namely construction of the model, test
set-up and procedure, experimental data are available in (Dey 1995c).

2.3 Test Set-up and Procedure

2.3.1 The Small Cylinder

The model tests were carried out in the Tank No.1 of the Ship Hydrome-
chanics Laboratory. The model was fixed on to a cradle for raising up and
lowering down the complete cylinder model. The cradle works on the rack-
pinion principle.

For tests with the cylinders, the models were constructed in a unique way
to represent the two separate hydrodynamic zones like the splash zone to rep-
resent the effects of the wave elevation during the crest and the trough phases
and the submerged zone which is always immediately under the trough phase
of the wave. During the experiment, the vertical position of the cylinder was
adjusted so that the draft of the upper test section (splash zone) was equal
to the amplitude of the incoming wave. Thus the trough of the passing
wave always remained at the separation line between the splash zone and

5''(s' *5
%5%



Table 2.1: Main Particulars of the ITTC semi-submersible

Designation Model Prototype
Lo.a. 1.533 m 115.000 m
Bo.a. 1.000 m 75.000 m
D 0.600 m 45.000 m
Pontoon:

1.533 m 115.000 m
B 0.200 m 15.000 m
D 0.120 m 9.000 m
Columns:
D1 0.150 m 11.000 m
D3 0.125 m 9.500 m
T 0.2825m 21.1875m

0.089 t 37546.875 t
KG 0.277 m 20775 m
GM 0.035 m 2.625 m
GM 0.029m 2.175 m

0.485 m 36394 m
0.451 m 33.816 m
0.536 m 40.228 m

T 14.34 s 124.188 s
10.88 s 94.223 s
2.557 s 22.144 s

T 7.120 s 61.661 s
T9 6.935 s 60.059 s

2.3. Test Set-up and Procedure 35
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Figure 2.8: The small cylinder model in the Tank No.2 of DUT

the submerged zone. The submerged zone was always kept fully submerged
throughout the experiment.

The test set-up of the small cylinder model in the Tank No.2 of DUT is
shown in Figure 2.8.

Tests were first performed in stifi water at various speeds with a cylinder
draft of up to 20 cm of the upper test cylinder. Tests were then conducted
in regular waves for a wave frequency range of 3 - 10 rad/s. For each
wave frequency, three wave amplitudes (ascending order) were used. The
wave amplitudes were varied from 10 mm to 90 mm depending on the wave
frequencies used. At every intermediate wave amplitude for each frequency,
tests were also conducted for positive and negative currents in stifi water
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Figure 2.9: The large cylinder model in the Tank No.1 of DUT

as well as in the presence of waves. Twd uniform ve1ocities were used and
those were ± 0. 15 rn/s and ± 020 rn/s ( + means towing the carriage
towards the- wave maker, i.e. into the waves simulating waves and currents
in the same direction and -, away from the wave maker, i.e. out of the
waves simulating waves and currents in the opposite direction). As the wave
amplitudes were different for different wave frequencies, tests were done in
still water for different immersion (draft) of the splash zone equal to the
different wave amplitudes used with positive and nçgative currents using
the aforementioned carriage speeds.

2.3.2 The Large Cylinder

The model tests were carried out in the Tank No.1 of the Ship Hydrome-
chanics Laboratory and also in the Seakeeping Basin of MARIN.

The test set-up. of the large cylinder model in the Tank No.1 of DuT is
shown in Figure 2.9.

The cylinder model was connected to a beam across the towing, crriage
and both ends of the beam were further connected to two cradles for sliding
up and down the complete cylinder model. The model itself was also firmly
held in its vertical position by additional supports to two other fixed beams

S'
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connected to the towing carriage. The two cracHes were supported on one
of the two fixed beams. The said arrangement was adopted while carrying
out the tests in the Ship Hydromechanics Laboratory.

Tests were first performed in stifi water at différent.speeds with a cylinder
draft of up to 15 cm for the upper test cylinder. Tests were then conducted in
regular waves for a wavefrequency range of 3.25 - 6.50 rad/s. For each wave
frequency, three wave amplitudes were utifized. The wave amplitudes were
varied from 20 mm to 135 mm depending on the chosen wave frequencies.
At each wave frequency for each wave amplitude, tests were carried out for
both positive and negative currents in the presence of regular waves. For
each wave frequency and for each wave amplitude, three different carriage
speeds were used, namely 0.173 m/s, 0.261 rn/s and 0.348 rn/s. Similar to
the small cylinder model, as the wave amplitudes were different for different
wave frequencies, tests were done in stifi waterfor different immersion (draft)
of the splash zone equal to the different wave amplitudes used with positive
and negative currents using the aforementioned carriage speeds. Besides the
above, some additional tests were carried out in regular waves only using:
a few different wave amplitudes in order to gather more data in a waves-
only field. The said experiment was conducted in Tank No.1 of the Ship
Hydromechanics Laboratory.

Limited tests. were conducted in the Seakeeping Basin of MARIN where
the set-up arrangement was slightly different because of the variations irr
the towing carriage construction. A U-shaped construction was made up. of
steel beams connected to each other while the horizontal beam was used to
hold the cylinder model by means of a single cradle. The two vertical beams
were fixed to the carriage construction members thus providing the strong
structural rigidity of the entire set-up.

The test set-up of the large cylinder in the Sea-keeping Basin of MARIN
is shown in Figure 2.10.

Tests were conducted in regular waves for a wave frequency range of
2.66 - 5.32 rad/s. For each wave frequency, two to three diffèrent wave
amplitudes were used as before. The wave amplitudes werè varied from
50 mm to 135 mm. For each wave frequency at each wave amplitude, tests
were conducted for both positive and negative currents in the presence of
regular waves, One carriage speed of 0.261 rn/s was used.
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Figure '2.10: The large cylinder model in the Sea-keeping Basin

2.3.3 The Pontoon

The modeL tests were conducted in the Tank No.1 of the Ship Hydromechan-
ics Laboratory. The model itself was submerged and the draft 'amounted to
40 cm. In fact the cylinders were not in any way connected' to 'the pon-
toon body so as not to attract any load. The cylinders were rather used
to connect the entire rig to the carriage via fixed steel beams. Tests were
performed for both head seas and beam seas.

The test set-up of the fixed submerged pontoon in the Tank No.1 of DUT
in head seas and in beam seas are shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12
respectively.

Tests were first performed at various speeds in stifi water. Tests were
then conducted in regular waves for a wave frequency range of 3.54 - 7.07 rad/s.
For each wave frequency, five wave amplitudes were employed. At each wave
frequency for three wave amplitudes, tests were carried out for both posi-
tive and negative currents in the presence of regular waves Three carriage
speeds of 0.146 m/s, 0.218 rn/s asid 0.291 rn/s were used.
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Figure 2.11: The fixed submerged pontoon model in head seas

Figure 2.12: The fixed submerged pontoon model in beam seas
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Figure 2.13: The fixed ITTC semi-submersible model in head seas

2.3.4 The Fixed Semi-submersible

ThemodeVtests were carried out in the Tank Noi of the Ship Hydrome-
chanics Laboratory. The model was fixed on to the steel beams via mounting
base plates connected to the förce transducers. The draft of the model was
28 cm. Tests were performed for both head seas and beam seas.

The test set-up of the ftxed ITTC semi-submersible model in the Tank
No.1 of DUT in head seas and in beam seas are shown in Figure 2.13 and
in Figure 2.14 respectively.

Tests were first conducted in stifi water at various speeds. Tests were
then conducted in regular waves for a wave frequency range of 3.464 -

6.928 rad/s. At least three wave amplitudes wère used for each wave fre-
quency and two carriage speeds of 0.118 rn/s and 0.178 rn/s were used to
simulate positive and negative currents.

Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 show the perspective view of the model set-
up in beam seas and in head seas respectively. Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.Ï8
show again the top view of the model in the tank indicating the identity of
the vertical columns.



Figure 2.14: The fixed ITTC semi-submersible model in beam seas

2.3.5 TheFree Floating (Moored) Semi-submersible

The model tes1s were carried out in the Tank No.1 of the Ship Hydrome-
chanics Laboratory. The model was soft moored to simulate the free floating
behavjor. The model was connected to two force transducers - fore and aft -
by means of two horizontally deployed springs between the model and each
force transducer. Two potentiometers connected to pulleys having vertical
threads connected to the deck at one end and having suspended weight at
the other end were used to measure the vertical (heave) and angular (pitch
and roll in head seas and in beam seas respectively) motions. Besides, two
other potentiometers were used having horizontal threads connected to the
fore and aft end of the model deck and passing through ptilleys in order
to measure the horizontal (surge and sway in head seas .and in beam seas
respectively) motions. The draft of the model was 28.25 cm.

The. test set-up of the moored ITTC semi-submersible model in the Tank
No. i of D:UT in head seas and in beam seas are shown in Figure. 2.19 and
in Figure 2.20 respectively.

Tests were performed in stifi water at various speeds and then in regular
waves. Wave frequency range for regular waves and carriage speeds were the
same as that for the fixed semi-submersible model except that a few more

42 Chapter 2. Model Tests
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Figure 2.15: Perspective view of the fixed semi-submersible in beam seas
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Figure 2.16: Perspective view of the fixed semi-submersible in head seas
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Figure 2.17: Top view of the fixed semi-submersible in beam seas
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Figure 2.18: Top view of the fixed semi-submersible in head seas
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Figure 2.19: The moored ITTC semi-submersible model in head seas
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Figure 2.20: The moored ITTC semi-submersible model in beam seas
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wave frequencies were used. Tests in irregular waves were conducted for a
sea condition having a significant wave height of 0.163 m and a peak period
of 1.83 s with a mean zero crossiñg period of 1.59 s.

Figure 2.21 and Figure 2.22 show the perspective view of the model
set-up in beam seas and in head seas respectively.

2.3.6 The Simulated Flow Fields

The uniform flow field was produced by towing the model in still water at
various speeds. Thus, it represented different Reynolds Numbers.

The waves-only flow field was created by the wave maker generating
regular waves of different wavelengths and wave heights. During the tests,
the models were held stationary in such regular wave trains. The waves
were first measured without the presence of the models at a predetermined
location where the models were to be placed. After the calibration of the
undisturbed incident waves, the models were then placed in the predeter-
rained location. For a fixed wave frequency, the wave heights were varied by
changing the voltage from the input signal of the wave maker. Thus a range
of Keulegan-Carpenter Numbers and values of ß-parameter (a ratio of the,
Reynolds number to the Keulegan-Carpenter number) were obtained for a
waves-only field.

The presence of currents in waves, the wave-current coexisting flow field,
was:simulated by towing the models into the waves, .i.e. towards the wave
maker and out of the waves, i.e. away from the wave maker.Thus, the waves
current coexisting flow field was created with positive and negative currents
During the tests, the models were either placed forward (for negative cur
rents) or aft (for positive currents) of the predetermined position so that the
models passed the predetermined position halfway the data acquisition time.
Such offset distance from the predetermined location was dependent on the
carriage speed. Because of the presence of currents, a range of Moe-Verley
Numbers, also known as reduced velocity, and modified Keulegan-Carpenter
Numbers were obtained for a wave-current coexisting flow field.

The irregular waves weregenerated using a pseudo-random generator fol-
lowed by an analogue shaping filter. This filter was set to provide the transfer
function required to obtain the desired spectral properties of the waves. Due
to the length of the pseudo-random white noise sequence (approximately 29
hours), there was no danger of the waves repeating themselves during an
experiment.

During ail the experiments in regular waves, once the required flow field
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Figure 2.21: Perspective view of the moored semi-submersible in beam seas
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Figure 2.22: Perspective view of the moored semi-submersible in head seas
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had been established around the models, the data were collected for a min-
imum period of 20 seconds. lu irregular waves, the data acquisition time
was for a minimum period of 300 seconds.

2.4 Test Equipment and Measurement
2.4.1 Instrumentation
The Double-Shear Force Transducer: This force transducer can be
applied to measure both forces and bending moments on two axes but only
the force signals were required for the tests with the small cylinder. The
force transducer is built up of four square shaped legs between two platforms.
The legs are connected by thin shear plates ón which the strain gauges are
glued for measuring the forces.

The Temple-Shaped Force Transducer: This force transducer consists
of two platforms connected by four'1egs,with strain gauges on each. leg
forming a Wheatstone bridge and is sensitive only in one direction., The
outside dimensions are 5 x 5 x 5 cm. The nominal capacities are 50, 100,
200,400 or 800 Newton.

2.4.2 Data Acquisition

The signa[s of the force transducers, in the order of millivolt, were fed to
an amplifier with high impedance differential input stage andHhigh. common
mode rejection ratio. The signais from the amplifier were then taken to a
low pass ifiter set for a cut off frequency of 10 Hertz which removed any noise
present in the signals. The filter was a variable state 2 pole Butterworth
ifiter and had, with this setting, an attenuation of 28 dB at 50 Hertz thus
filtering out any mains hum on the signals.

The force transducers were individually calibrated in air before assem-
bly by applying different weights and checking that they behaved similarly.
Then a calibration factor was found for each force transducer and used later
in the computer program analysis to convert digital data into forces. Once
the force transducers. were built into the models, calibratiön of the force
transducers was further tested in air by a system comprising a frictionless
pulley mounted on a vertical traverse and a set of weights. Once the mod-
els were positioned in the right orientation in the tank, they were carefully
aligned and calibrated for further verifiçation of the force transducers. Any
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variation found was accounted for by the analysis program in the computer.
The sensitivity of each signal depended on the force transducer type used
and the chosen amplifier range.

All the filtered signals, were connected to the inputs of a data acquisition
system in the computer. These signals also included those of thç different
wave probes. The wave signals were used for measuring wave phase angles,
wave heights, etc.

2.5 Data Analysis of Measurements

The measured forces in waves only or in waves and currents can be expanded
in a Fourier Series up to third order as follows:

F F0 + (Fi in nwt + FD cos nwt) (2.1)

One of the main objectives is to find the viscous contribution towards
the measured mean force, i.e. to express the measured mean force as they
following F0 = Fp0 + FDO.

The potential mean drift force on the splash zone is due to the contribu-
tion, of the relative wave elevation and the second order pressure (velocity
squared term of Bernoulli's equation) and is r calculated by theProgram
DELFRAC, a 3-dimensional linear radiation-diffraction program developed.
by the department of Ship Hydromechanics. So, the viscous mean drift force
is :calculated out as follows FDO Fo - Fpo

From the above, the time averaged mean drag coefficients can be ob-
tained by using the theoretical expressions for the viscous mean drift forces
on a fixed cylinder and a submerged pontoon which will be outlined in de-
tail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. However for the splash zone
of a cylinder, corrections are to be made for the mean drift force due to the
second order pressure. For the submergel zone of the cylinder and for the
submerged pontoon in a waves-only field, the contribution to the mean force
is purely of potential origin and can thus be calculated using the second or-
der pressure as mentioned before. For the models in waves and currents,
similar treatment can be applied except that the theoretical viscous mean
drift forces need to be considered for the conditions when U is greater or
equal to ua or less than Ua. Potential contributions are to be considered
properly with forward speed effects using the equations proposed by Clark
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et al. (1993). The values of the mean drag coefficients can then be obtained
from the measured mean forces and the theoretical ones.

For the semi-submersible, an identical approach was used except that
the theoretical mean force on the individual columns due to potential effects
were obtained for those columns fitted with a force transducer by using the
relative wave elevation around them and the second order pressure. For the
floating semi-submersible, motions were measured directly. The pitch mo-
tion has been derived based on the two vertical displacements measured fore
and aft and the distance between them. Horizontal motions were measured
at deck level and accordingly the theoretical calculations at the center of
gravity were corrected for the deck reference point.

In the case of the moored semi-submersible in irregular waves, the total
spring förce is not equal and opposite to the low frequency wave exciting
force and this phenomenon results into low frequency horizontal motions of
the model. Accordingly, the measured spring (restraining) force must be
corrected for the effects of low frequency horizontal motions of the model
in order to obtain the true drift forces on the model. Details of correction
methods wifi be presented in Chapter 6.

The force coefficients obtained from the model tests' results wifi be used
for the full scale predictions. The phenomenon of "scale effects" for the
time being will not be considered though it is important when dealing with
viscous effects.
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Chapter 3

Viscous Mean Drift Forces
on a Vertical Cylinder

[n this chapter a theoretical evaluation (Dey 1992a) wifi be carried out for
finding viscous contributions to the horizontal mean drift force on a surface
piercing truncated vertical cylinder in both fixed and floating condition in
'waves as weIF:as in waves andcurrents. In floating condition, it is considered
to be moored undergoing horizontal and vertical motions.

The purpose is to relate the results of such an analysis to the vertical
columns of a semi-submersible. The cylinder is considered divided into two
parts namely the splash zone (from the mwl up to the instantaneous sea
level) and the submerged zone (from the mwl down to the bottom of the
cylinder). In this way it is possible to treat the splash zone separately from
the constantly submerged zone of a cylinder and to find which of the zones
comes out as the contributor to viscous effécts. In theoretical evaluation for
the purpose of qualitative analysis, the value of the mean drag coefficient,
CDO, will be taken as as unity.

In Section 3.1, some results of computations are shown in order to give
a qualitative indication of the influence of viscous effects on the total mean
drift forces with and without current effects.

55
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3.1 Theoretical Evaluation

3.1.1 Viscous Mean Drift Forces on a Fixed Cylinder

Regular wave kinematics for deep water conditions are incorporated using
the following, expressions. Constant velocity in the wave crest of the linear
(Airy) wave theory is applied. Wave amplitude and water particle velocity
are shown at mean water level.

CaY e' sin(kx - wt) (3.1)

In Waves Only

The viscous drag force term of the Morison equation produces a zero mean
force over any submerged part of the cylinder. In order to find the viscous
contribution towards the mean drift force, .the splash zone has to be taken
into;consideration because of the in-phase part of the force with the crest
velocity. For a fixed cylinder, the oscillating viscous drag fórce for a unit
length due to regular waves in the Morison equation is as follows:

FD(t)=PCDDU lui (3.3)

After replacing u by Ua coswt, the Equation 3.3 becomes:

FD(t) = pCDD(uacoswt) I uacoswt I. (3.4a)

= PCD D(w2 - coswt + higher harmonic terms (3.4b)

This shOws that according to the Morison equation, no mean force of
viscous origin is exerted on a constantly submérged cylinder section.

C Ca cos(kx - wt) (3.2a)

U = (a cos(kx - wt) (3.2b)

= 1a cos(kx - wt) (3.2c)
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Splash Zone: A non-zero mean drift force. component due to viscous ef-
fects in the splash zone 'is found by integrating the unit length force on the
cylinder over the splash zone as follows:

FDO = f Cj3o D J J cos wt dz dt

_.-1:pw CDODÇ

The viscous mean drift force on the splash zone is thus found to vary
with the cube of the wave height 'and for a particular wave height, it would
increase linearly with wave frequency squared.

PDO kD
'(H

36

Furthermore from Equation 3.6, it can be seen that the quadratic mean
force transfer function (similar to potential mean' drift force transfer func-
tion) is nw a function Of either the viscous parameter () and the diffrac-
tion parameter (kD) cr a 'combination of them, i.e. wave steepness (kH)

In Currents Only

As currents' produëe non1inear forces of viscous origin, it may be termed as
the 'drift' force due to currents only. The velocity profile of currents: from
the mean water level to the sea bed normally varies according to a power
law. However, for simplicity the profile to be considered here is horizontally
and vertically uniform along the draft of the cylinder. The 'drift' force due
to currents only is:

FDC = PCDCAPU2 (3.7)

In Waves and Currents

'It has been stated before that for 'a fixed cylinder in waves only, the mean
drift force due to viscous effects on the submerged part is zero when the
force is averaged over one cycle. But in the presence of currents,, this is no
longer true. Even the presence of a low magnitude of currents' can account
for the mean drift force due to viscous effects of 'the combined' velocity of

"l

(3.5a)

(3.5b)
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waves and currents. As the interactiOn effects of a wave-current coexisting
flow field are also of viscous origin, the nonlinear viscous drag force term of
the Morison equation would be exploited again to compute the mean drift
force. Though current is assumed to be present up to the mwl, its presence
in the splash zone would also be investigated by considering it as a constant
velocity in addition to the constant crest velocity. In the presence of positie
or negative currents, the viscous drag force becomes as follows:

Splash Zone: The viscous dragforce per unit length of the wetted cylinder
in the presence of currents, U, is as follows:

FD(t)= pCDD(u+ U)Iu+ U (3.8)

After replacing u by u coswt, the Equation 3.8 becomes:

Fjj(t)= pCD(uaCOS.,t+U) Iuacoswt+UI (3.9)

The application of Equation 3.9 depends on the magnitude of U with
respect to that of Ua.

FDO = p CDO D fJ (U2 + 2Ua cos wt + u cos2 wt) dz dt (3.10)

For
I U Ua

FDO = PCDOD1L7 (3.11)

For U 1< Ua:

FDOpCDODCaU2(dl+d2+d3) (3.12)

where

d1 = (sin 30 + 9sin 0)

d2 =7(20+sin2øzr)
d3 = 272 sin O

U7=;;
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The value of® for positive U is cos1(_L. = -'y) and for -U,, the value
of 0 is cos1(L = y).IL4

Submerged Zone: The submerged zone extends from the mwl to the
bottom of the cylinder. At mwl, the water particle velocity is maximum
and below the mwl, the water particle velocity will vary according to the
exponential term e. Similar to the splash zone, the expressions for the
mean drift force are to be found for both It U I 'Ua and j U 1< ii4. The
expressions would be derived here at mwl, i.e. at maximum water particle
velocity. However, in order to calculate thé total mean drift force on the
complete submerged zone, the computations are to be repeated for a number
of vertical segments so that at each segment, the water particle velocity is
calculated by taking account of the exponential term and consequently the
wave-current interaction effects are considered accurately.

The viscous mean drift force per unit length of the cylinder due to a
wave-current coexisting flow field at mwl (z = O) is given by the following
equations.

T

Fijo = pCDOD J(U + 2tJ4 coswt + u cos2t)dt

For I U I it4:

FDO = PCDOD ( + 72)

Fori, UI< .t4:

FDO = -pCDODu(dl + d2 + d3)

where

d1 = (20+sin2Ø-ir)
d2 = 4'ysin O

d3 = 72(20 - ir)

In the case of negative currents, the Equation 3.14 is to have a negative
sign. In fact, Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.15 turn to Equation 3.11 and
Equation 3.14 respectively when U equals 'a4.

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)
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Figure 3.1: Potential, viscous and (potential plus viscous) mean drift forces
on a fixed cylinder in waves only for different wave amplitudes

Computational Results

For a vertical cylinder of 10m diameter and 20m draft which is similar to a
column of a semi-submersible or a tension leg platform, computations were.
carried out based on the above theory outlined In doing so,, the value of
Co was taken as unity. For (- 0.20) ,the first order drag forces.cannot.
be disregarded and their effects on the total mean drift force can be equally
or more important. Some results are presented here. -

Figure 3.1 (1eft) shows the viscous mean drift force due to the viscous
drag force term in the Morison equation. It is evident that with the increase
of wave height, the viscous mean drift force increases with the cubic power.

A comparison between potential and viscous effects of the mean drift
force is shown in Figure 3.1 (right). The total drift force calculations im-
prove compared to potential contributions alone after viscous contributions
are added. While considering the mean drift force due to viscous effects, it
is no longer independent of the wave height and such trends are shown. On
the other hand, the mean drift force due to potential effects, when nondi-
mensionalized, is independent of the wave height. The mean drift force due
to potential effects was calculated by DELFRAC (1992).
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Figure 3.2: Potential and visçous mean drift fòrces' on a fixed -cylinder 'in
waves only, as well as in waves and currents

In 'Figure 3.2' (left), contributions due to currents alone (superposition
theory), and the 'interaction effects of: waves Sand' currents are shown. 'The
mean drift force progressively increases when' all the 'contji'butions are added
individually. 'But the' interaction effects further inçreasethe force. The con-
"tributions toward the: mean duft force due 'to-currents only' were calculated;
in three ways: ftrstly 'the force due to currents alone were added; secondly
the interaction' effects were calculated for the submerged zone alone and
thirdly the interactions' effects were calculated for the, splash zone and the
submerged zone together respectively. Furthermore,, in Figure 3.2 (right),
the calculation of the viscous mean drift force, based on the idea that the
subtraction of the force due to currents only from the force d'ué to 'waves
and currents on the submerged zone (Burns' 1983; Chitrapu, Ertekin, and
Paulling' 1993; Pijfers and Brink 1977) is equal tó the viscous drift force in
waves only, is compared against the force calculated based, on the idea of
splash (free surface)' zone. The former seems higher than the latter., How-
ever, such comparison fails to proyid'e any substantial evidence' when in both
cases the values of the mean drag coefficient are considered unity or sup-
presse& when 'nondiinensionalizing the force.
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Figure 3.3: Viscous mean drift forces on a fixed cylinder at mean water level
in currents only as well as in waves and currents

In Figure 3.3, the interaction effects are shown in waves and currents
and also in waves and currents' minus currents alone. For 7 greater than
unity;'..the difference is' almost unchanged whereas fOr y less than unity, the.
difference is mainly caused by the interactiOn 'effects. Such contributions;:
are pronounced as the current velocity becomes smaller with respect to the
water particle velocity.

For a fixed wave height, the wave-current interaction increases with an
increase in the value of current velocities. Similar is the case where the
magnitudes of wave amplitudes are varied for a fixed current velocity. The
trend is exactly similar. These are shown in Figure 3.4.

So far the wave-current interaction effects are shown based on the com-
putation results at mwl where the. water particle velocity is maximum.
Chakrabar,ti (1984) and Ferretti and Berta (1.980) have also shown the wave-
current interaction effects only at mwl. But it is essential to know the ulti-
mate effects over the complete submerged zone of the cylinder.

In Figure 3.5, the forces due to waves and' currents on the submerged
zone of a fixed cylinder are shown compared to the force due to currents
only for different wave frequencies, different wave amplitudes and for a fixed
velocity of current. The forces' appear to be to some extent linear with the
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Figure 3.6: Effects of cylinder draft on viscous mean drift forces on the
submerged zone of a fixed cylinder in waves and currents

increase in wave amplitude but unfortunately the quadratic transfer function
of the. forces-after the force.due to currents -alone 'is subtracted stfll shows
a marked nonlinearity, i.e. such transfer functions are stifi dependent on
the. wave amplitude. Burns (1983) showed that the viscous mean drift force
can still be expressed as 'a.:quadratic transfer functiön similar to the. mean
drift force due to potential effects. This is to some extent true when i
but not when 7 < 1. 'Perhaps 'it was possiblé to do so because of the
simplification in the analytical expression when < 1.

Figure 3.6 clearly shows that the wave-current interaction is much more
pronounced at or immediately below the mean water level. It increases with
the increase of frequencies as well as with the wave, height. As. the draft
below m.wl increases, the interaction becomes weaker. The decrement is
rather drastic in the sense that the higher the frequency, the higher the rate
of decrement. This is due to the. presence of the low magnitude current
velocity However, at higher current velocity, .the trend is similar except
that the rate of decrement is slower. Such phenomena are governed by the
exponential term e which is a function of both draft and frequency., It is
worth mentioning here 'that assuming constant velocity for the submerged
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Figure 3.7: Effects of currents on V8COUS mean drift forces on the splash
zone of a fixed cylinder in waves and currents

zone as mentioned in (Lundgren et al. 1982) would produce a much higher
mean force and such characteristics of wave-current interaction as shown in
the above mentioned figures would not be expected.

The effects of wave-current interaction on the splash zone can be seen
in Figure 3.7. At lower velocity of current, the interactiOn effect is notj at
all noticeable. At higher velocity of current, there are some effects but stifi
not appreciable. However, it should be considered first whether to assess
such additional contribution neglecting it at this stage. Furthermore, an
inappropriate choice of the mean drag coefficient which is taken as unity
here may cause erroneous results as well.

3.1.2 Viscous Mean Drift Forces on a Floating Cylinder

In the case of a floating cylinder, only translatory motions, i.e. only hori-
zontal and vertical modes of motions will be considéred. Horizontal motions
wifi cause a relative motion and vertical motions, a change in surface eleva-
tion, i.e. the cylinder would be subject to a relative surface elevation. Both
of these relative motion effects seem to be significant.

The relative wave elevation (r is replaced by Cra cos(wt + rZ).

Fixed Cylinder: (Splash Zone) FlxedCyllnder: (Splash Zone)
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The relative horizontal velocity u,. is replaced by Ura cos(wt + r)

In Waves Only

Splash Zone: Similar to a fixed cylinder except that u is replaced by u,..
The mean drift force due to viscous effects on a floating cylinder is now as
follows:

T r
FD0= PCDOD fJx

l.Lr(t) = - th(t) (3.18a)

'u(t) = Ua cosi.'jt (3. 18b)

x(t) = Sa cos(wt + e) (3.18c)

(t) = Xa cos(wt + E) (3.18d)

where zC = (EaC + (3.18e)

IL,.0 (as.i/{1 +
()2 - 2:() costh(} (3.19a)

= arctan
() Sjfl E

1Lrb
{1 - (t:) cos} (3f 19b)
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cr(t) = ((t) - z(t) (3. 16a)

((t) = Ca COS(Jt (3.16b)
z(t) = Za cos(wt + EzC) (3.16c)

(ra Ca i{1
(Zv)2 - 2() cos«} (3.1 7a)

= arctan
(r') sin

(3.17b)
{1 - (a) cosEz(}
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In Waves and Currents

FD(t)=PCDD(Ur+U) IUr+UI

{a cos(t ± EU) cos(wt +ur) I} dz dt (3.20a)

= PCDOD9kC COS(Crz_EurI)3ir (3.20b)

(3.21)

Similar to the fixed cylinder, the application of Equation 3.21 is to be
performed depending on the magnitude of the current velocity U with re-
spect to that of the relative velocity Ura.

Splash Zone:

T Cr

FDo=PCDoDJJ X

{U2 + 2UUra cos(ot + Ur) + Ua cos2(wt + dzdt (3.22)
For j U I Ura:

FDO = p CDO D Cra Ua 7r cos(r2, - r) (3.23)

For U 1< Ura:

FDO= PCDOCraUa(dl+d2+d3) (3.24)

where

d1 = [sin 30 cos(Erz + 2) + 3 sin 0{cos(erz - 2Er) + 2 cos
d2 = 7,. {(2 0 - ir) COS(ECrZ - + sin 20 COS(ECrz + Eur)}

= 27 sinO COSCrz

Submerged Zone: The viscous mean drift On a floating cylinder at mean
water level for a unit length is given by:

T

FDO = PCDOD J
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{U2 + 2UUra cos(t + EUrE) ± u cos2(c.t + Euri)} dt (3.25)

Fori U I Ura:

FDO = p CDO D Ua ( + (3.26)

For
i

U 1< Ura:

FDO PCDO D U,.a (di + d2 + d3) (3.27)

where

d1 ={(2O-_ir)+sin2Ø cos2r}
d2 = 47,. sin® COS,.

d3 =7(2Ø - ir)

Similar to a fixed cylinder, Equation 3.26 is to have a negative sign
in the presence of negative currents. Moreover,, the exponential terni in
the horizontal water particle velocity has to take account of the draft when
computations are to be carried out for the complete submerged zone divided.
into a number of vertical segments. This is essential in order to assess the
value of 'y,. so that appropriate consideration of wave-current interaction is
maintained.

Computational Results

Calculations were performed by DELFRAC for the same cylinder, used in
the fixed condition, in free floating condition to obtain motions and the
potential mean drift force for a range of regular wave frequencies.

In Figure 3.8 (left), the potential mean drift forces on a fixed and floating
cylinder is shown. The translatory motions, namely surge and heave, of a
floating cylinder are also shown in Figure 3.8 (right),

In Figure 3.9, comparison is shown between the meandrift.force due to
viscous effects at unit wave amplitudes for a fixed and a floating cylinder.
The difference is appreciable. But with an increase in wave height, the
viscous effects would increase in a similar manner for a fixed cylinder. The
mean drift force for a floating cylinder shows a blunt peak at the heave
natural frequency. This is due to the maximúm heave response.

Effects of a wave-current coexisting flow field are shown for the splash
zone and mwl between a fixed and a floating cylinder in Figure 3.10. The
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Figure 3.10: Viscous mean drift forces (left) on the splash zone and (right)
on the submerged zone at mwl of a cylinder in waves and currents r

peak is stifi observed at the heave natural frequency. However, such effects
againdepend on the magnitude of the wave particle velocity as well as the
current velocity.

hi Figure 3.11 (left), effects of a wave-current coexisting flow field are
shown for the submerged zone of a floating cylinder for different wave ampli-
tudes. The viscous mean drift forces between a fixed and a floating cylinder
are shown in Figure 3.11 (right).

In Figure 3.12 (left), effects of velocities of currents for a constant wave
amplitude are shown. The trend is similar to a fixed cylinder except in
magnitude. Similar trends are shown in Figure 3.12 for different amplitudes
for a fixed velocity of current.

3.1.3 Wave Stretching

In the linear (Airy) wave theory, the amplitude of the wave is assumed
small and both kinematic and dynamic free surface boundary conditions are
simplified. The boundary conditions are further simplified by considering
them not at the unknown free surface z = C rather at still water level z = 0.
Such inherent assumptions lead all calculations up to the still water level.

3 5
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Under such assumptions of the linear (Airy) wave theory, the pressure is
zero when the wave crosses the mwl (z = O, ( = O). On the other hand, at
other points (z = O), the pressure is equal to pgz and thus the decay above
mwl may be assumed linear (hydrostatic).

In practice, many offshore structures lie at the free surface and it is some-
times considered necessary to incorporate the changing free surface effect to
calculate the response correctly. Chakrabarti (1984) has suggested a linear
free surface correction to modify the linear (Airy) wave theory with 'stretch-
ing' by means of which, the kinematics of the water surface is stretched up
and down to the free surface. According to Chakrabarti (1971) the modified
formulation results in a better pressure distribution near the free surface.

Under the above criteria, an attempt will be made here to calculate
the mean viscous drift force on a fixed vertical cylinder using the linear
wave theory and the same with wave stretching. In doing so, shallow water
velocity potential has been used so that effects of water depth on the viscous
mean drift force can also be verified.

According to the linear (Airy) wave theory, the horizontal water particle
velocity is as follows:

Cagk coshk(z+h)= cos(kx - ct) (3.28)coshkh

According to the modified linear (Airy) wave theory with stretching as
proposed by Chakrabarti (1984), the horizontal water particle velocity wifi
be as follows:

Ca 9k .cosh k(z + h) cos(kx - ,t) (3.29)j coshk(h+C)
Further modification is done for the denominator and the altered expres-

sion now takes the following form:

(0gk coshk(z+h){h/(h+()}
coshkh'

The expression in Equation 3.30 has also been proposed by Wheeler
(1970).

For the splash zone of a fixed truncated surface piercing vertical cylinder,
the viscous drag force for 'a unit height is as follows:

cos(kx - c.t) (3.30)

FD(t)= P'CDDUIUI (3.31)
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Taking origin at the center of the cylinder and after replacing u by Equa-
tion 3.29 and linearization, the viscous mean drift force in the splash zone
is obtained from the following equation:

FDOpCDODgkCa2 i i
3ir sin;h 2kh

X

JJ cosh2k(z + h) coswtdzdt (3.32a)
00

= _pCjj0Dgk3 {ih12kh + {l + S(2k(a)}COth2khJ(3.32b)

where

(2n + 1) (2k(3)21z
S(2k(a)

1(2n+2) (2n+l)!

Now similar to before except using Equation 3.30, the viscous mean drift
force is obtained from the following equation:

8 .1 1FDo=pCDoDgk. X
Jfcosh2k(z + h){:h/(h+ C)} cos ut dz dt

00
= PCDODgkCa [sini'2kh +

After having obtained twodifferent expressions Equation 3.32b and Equa-
tion 3.33b for the viscous mean drift force on the splash zone, calculations
are done for a cylinder of 10 meter diameter for different water depths. Corn-.
putational results are presented in Figure 3.13 shQwiug the nondimensional
viscous mean drift force for different values of relative wave height. It is
clearly demonstrated from those figures that relative wave height does not
produce any significant effect on the force while using the linear (Airy) wave
theory whereas with increasing water depth, the magnitude of the force re-
duces significantly while using the linear (Airy) theory modified with wave
stretching. In fact, the force due to the splash zone should not be a func-
tion of water depth while using the constant crest velocity. The differences

(3.33a)

(3.33b)
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Figure 3.13: Viscous mean drift forces on a fixed cylinder in waves only using
(left) the linear (Airy) wave theory and (right) the same with stretching

observed .for.-ver.y shallow water are.due to the fact that the exponential
term has been used in the integration. However., these differences quick1y
diminish as the water depth increases. So, use of deep water velocity po-
tential for computations' is also justified. And' surprisingly, the stretching:
phenomenon would cause the force to become zero for infinite water depth
condition according to Equation 3.33b and that is why the viscous mean
drift force becomes less and less as the water depth increases.

The governing parameters lii Equation 3.32b and Equation 3.33b are
(,,k and h from the point of view of wave kinematics. Thus the viscous
mean drift force becomes a function of dimensionless parameters like wave
steepness (kH), relative wave height () and relative water depth (kh).

In Figure 3.19, Figure 3.25 and Figure' 3.28 where relative water depth
failsinto the category of deep water condition, it.is clearly demonstrated that
the viscous mean drift force does exist even for deep water condition. So,
the vertical wave stretching does not seem appropriate in such applications
as assessing the viscous mean drift fòrce.
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3.2 Application of the Mean Drag Coefficient
JtL deaiing with any viscous drag force, there are always uncertainties re-
garding its appropriate values. For uniform flow, the vaines of the drag
coefficient are widely published even for different geometries. These values
are expressed as a function of NRe which takes account of the uniform ve-
locity. Published data are also availablé for harmonically oscillating (bodies)
flows. For oscillating (bodies) flows, the values of the drag coefficient are
normally expressed as a function of P1Kc only or as a function of both
NK_C and NRe , the combination of which is known as the 'frequency pa-
rameter' (fi often known as the beta parameter) defined by Sarpkaya and
Isaacson (1981). Both NRe and NK_C again depend on the maximum
water particle velocity. Drag coefficients for oscifiating (bodies) flows in
uniform current are also available from many published test results. Most
of the data available are for the first order forces like the inertia and also for
the drag and the lift forces ail of which have an oscillating nature and not
.a zero mean. Very few have dealt with .the coefficients for the mean force..
To the authors knowledge, Moe and Verley (1977), Chakrabarti (1984) and
Koterayama (1984) have indicated the values of the mean drag coefficient
relating-to the viscous mean drift force ma wave-current coexisting flow field
only which is shown again only for completely submerged bodies. No pub-
lished results are available for the. viscous mean drift force in a waves-only
flow field.

Moe and Verley (1977) produced results for the drag coefficient for the
mean force as a function of NM_V and NK_C. They 'interpreted both
NM_V and NK_C as proportional to the ratio of vortex shedding frequency
and the structural frequency. The mean drag coefficient was termed as the
steady drag coefficient. Tests were carried out for a completely submerged
horizontal cylinder oscifiating in still water as well as in currents. Such
test values can not be applied in evaluating the mean viscous drag force
due to waves only on a surface piercing vertical cylinder because of the fact
that drag coefficients mentioned for the oscillating cylinder in stifi water are
not derived from the oscifiating force. Furthermore, the hydrodynarnic field
created by a submerged cylinder with its axis parallel to wave crests is not
equivalent to the one, by an oscifiating cylinder in stifi water. Chakrabarti
(1984) has mentioned only a single value of the mean drag coefficient which
is 1.10 as a result of his tests for a vertical cylinder in waves and currents.

Pijfers and Brink (1977) considered the drag coefficient for the mean
drift force in a wave-current coexisting flow field as an average value based
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OIL NR and NK_C as independent flow field. In the absence. of any specific
test results, such an approach seems reasonable although free surface effects
are not considered. Mso the value of the drag coefficient as a function of
NK_C has to be for the mean force, i.e. the drag coefficient should be a
mean drag coefficient.

For bodiés in waves and currents, both NRe and NK_C can be modified
by adding the velocity of currents to the maximum water particle velocity
as suggested by Sarpkaya and Isaacson (1981) and the mean drag coefficient
can then be expressed as a function of these modified numbers or in terms
of their combination, i.e. as a function of frequency. parameter ß though the
latter would not change from the value in a waves-only flow field because of
its inherent definition.

From the above references, it is clear that no systematic approach has
yet been adopted or developed for the assessment of the values of mean drag
coefficient for either surface piercing bodies or submerged bodies in a waves-
only flow field as well as in a wave-current coexisting flow field. While, at
present,, the problem of predicting. ìiscous mean drift forces is treated by
the Morisou equation, furthér deterioration in such approximate predictión
methods should not be caused by the inappropriate or inaccurate choice of
the the mean drag coefficient values.

The values of the mean drag coefficient for the viscous mean drift force
due to waves only needs to be verified through experiments for a surface
piercing vertical cylinder along with the effects of a. wave-current coexisting,
flow.; field. For the viscoUs mean drift force on the submerged part due to'
waves and currents, published data by Moe and Verley (1977) and Koter
ayama (1984) are quite useful in the absence of any appropriate experimental
data for the submerged horizontal cylinder or for the constantly submerged
zone of a vertical cylinder although they are limited in their nature.

3.3 Controlling Hydro dynamic Parameters

It has been observed from different studies that the Reynolds number is
usually used for expressing hydrodynamic force coefficients in a uniform flow
field. The Keulegan-Carpénter number is used similarly in a waves-only flow
field whether the structure (héreinafter referred as a cylinder) is oscillating
in the in-line direction in still water or fixed in a harmonically oscifiating
flow. The Strouhal Number is also a dominant parameter while considering
the transverse forcé (lift force) due to vortex shedding phenomena. As N&
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is a function of flow velocity, it is sometimes used for a wayes-only flow
field by replacing the uniform velocity term by the maximum water particle
velocity amplitude. Thus for waves oaly, both NR6 and NK_C again lead
to a new hydrodynamic parameter known as frequency parameter ß (a ratio
of Np to NK_C ) a introduced by Sarpkaya and Isaacson (1981).

The viscous mean drift force in a waves-on1y flow field is in fàct governed
by the wave steepness (kH) wh-kh can be expressed as function of diffrac-
tion parameter (kD) and viscous parameter () so that force regimes can
be well expressed whether they are dominated by diffraction effects or by
viscous effects alone or by both of them. To the author's knowledge., no
publication is available as to how to treat the viscous mean drag coefficient
for a surface piercing body in waves only except taking the value as unity.

The objective, of this present investigation is to determine, how and to
what extent, which of the aforementioned hydrodynamic parameters is the
predominant one for expressing hydrodynamic force coefficients like viscous
mean drag coefficients in a wave-current coexisting flow field when current
velocity can be either positive or negative with respect to the wave direction.

It has been revealed through diffèrent existing studies that only a few
have dealt with the. mean drag coefficient for the viscous mean drift force.
Moe and Verley (1977) produced results for the mean drag coefficient as
a function o the Moe-Verley Number and the Keulegan-Carpenter Num-
ber. Tests were carried out for a completely submerged horizontal oscillat-
ing cylinder in currents as well as in stifi water.... .Rather than considering
interaction effects on the hydrodynamic parameters, they were treated sepa-
rately. Koterayama (1984.) used .the same hydrodynamic parameters for the
submerged zone of a surface piercing vertical cylinder in waves and curreñts.

Chakrabarti (1984) has mentioned a single value of viscous mean drag
coefficient in a wave-current interaction field without mentioning any dom-
inant hydrodynamic parameter.

Pijfers and Brink (1977) considered the drag coefficient for the mean
drift force as an average value based on NR and NK_C.

All the above mentioned works are related o completely submerged
structures and do not necessarily take any account of the splash zone (free
surface) effects while the cylinder in some practical problems can be surface
piercing (vertical colunins of a.semi-submersible and a tension leg platform)
and at the same time subject to viscous mean drift force due to a wave-
current coexisting flow field which is different from a waves-only flow field.

Before proceeding fùr.ther., the individual hydrodynamic parameter will
be shown for an individual flow field and also in a coexisting flow finid in
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the conventional way. For either uniform flow or harmonically oscillating
(bodies) flows, Np can be expressed as follows:

NR0
p U D

For a uniform flow field (3.34a)

D
For a waves-only flow field (3.34b)

For harmonically osçfflating (bodies) flows, NK_C is normally expressed
as follows:

u0T U0
NK_C = =

UT U
UR = NM_V =

=

+ (u0 + U)T = + = NK_C + NM_VNKc_
D D D

(3.35)

For harmonically oscillating (bodies) flows in a uniform flow, NM_V is
expressed by:

(3.36)

Moe and Verley (1977) described NM_V (sometimes known as reduced
velocity) as proportional to the ratio between the vortex shedding frequency
and the structural (oscillating) frequency as the ratio () is proportional
to the vortex shedding frequency in a unifórm flow. In an indirect way,
the 'Keulegan-Carpenter number has also been defined 'in a similar manner
with the exception that the vortex shedding is governed by the cylinder only'
and not influenced by currents (a uniform flow). What is noticed above is
that vortex shedding is a governing phenomenon influenced by the uniform
velocity and the oscifiating flow (body) frequency.

Sarpkaya and Isaacson (1981) have proposed a modified Keulegan-Carpenter
number in a wave-current coexisting flow field which is defined as follows:

(3.37)

In fact, the modified N_ is a combination of the same number for
oscillating flows (bodies) and NM_V for oscifiating flow (bodies) fields in
the presence of currents. In practice, U should be replaced by I U I as the
uniform flow (steady current) can be either positive or negative.

So, use of a modified Keulegan-Carpenter number obviates the neces-
sity of introducing another hydrodynaniic parameter NM_V. Similar to
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the above, the Reynolds number can also be modified by replacing the ve-
locity term by the combined velocity of waves and currents. Though the
hydrodynamic terms in Np including the modified one can be linked to
the. vortex shedding phenomena, its use may not be suitable because of its
large numerical value resulting in less significant variations over a frequency
range. The frequency parameter ¡3 is not capable of showing any distinctive
feature for a wave-current coexisting flow field because it is a ratio and so
remains as an identical value both for a waves-only flow field as well as for a
wave-current coexisting flow field. So, the only predominant hydrodynamic
parameter left would be the Keulegan-Carpenter number. Now the. remain-
ing thing which needs further treatment is how the modified N_ behaves
in a coexisting flow field rather than as defined earlier. The controlling fac-
tors to be chosen are the magnitude as well as the direction of the current
velocity with respect to the water particle velocity and also the crest and
trough phases of waves in a coexisting flow field.

Such newly proposed Nk_a would have the advantage of defining flow
condition under a-single parameter rather than introducing additional pa-
rameters. In addition, a flow field defined by a new Keulegan-Carpenter
numberfr an interaction field can easily be compared to the similár flow
field under a waves-only flow field.

The basic definition of the Keulegan-Carpenter number has been used
for the. newly proposed number,, i.e its physical meaning is rather geometric
which can .be considered as the ratio of the moving distance of a water
particle in one side dirèction of the cylinder S to the cylinder diameter D.

if lJ is either positive or negative and U u,: See Figure 3.14 (upper
left & right and middle left & right)

T/2

Nk_c =
{2 / (UaCOSt± U)dt}

=

T
IUI

If U is positive and U < na: See Figure 3.14 (lower left)

(3.38a)

(3 .38b)

(3.38c)
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N*_c = {2 J(Ua coswt + U) dt} (.39a)

= Ua(Shl O ± y0) (3.39b)

= NK_C (sin O ± yO) (3.39e)

where

O = cos1 () = cos1()
If U is negative and I U 1< Ua: See Figure 3.14 (lower right)

T/2

Nk_c = {2 J (I Ua COSW + LT I) dt} (3ÁOa)

T
= u0{sinO +7(7r - e»
= NK_C {sin 0+ y (ir - O»

where

(3.40b)

(3.40c)

O ± cos1 (:-) = cos'e)')

From the above derivations, it can be seen that the Keulegan-Carpenter
number for a waves-only flow field is quite different from that for a wave-
current coexisting flow field not only by the additional magnitude of the
combined velocity but also by the: influence, of crest and trough phases of
the interacting waves. Futhermore, the Keulegan-Carpenter number in a
wave-current coexisting flowfield is governed by the magnitude as well as the
direction of current velocity compared to water particle velocity in addition
to the influence of the crest and trough phases of the. waves.

Similar to the 'frequency parameter' ß, the author has introduced an-
other parameter called 'veläcity parameter' 'y (can be named as gamma
parameter also) which is in fact a. ratio of NM_V and NK_C or more pre-
cisely a velocity ratio of (e-). The value of 'y would clèarly indicate the
strength of the individual flow field over the other in a coexisting flow field
of waves and currents. Moreover, this new hydrodynainic parameter can
be a more desirable variable as the value of 'y being » than i or « i
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indicating strong current and no current condition thus revealing the fact of
the force regime like drag or inertià being dominated.

NM-V U .7= AT = (3.41)I'KC Ua

J_n order to show different definitions of the Keulegan-Carpenter number,
Figure 3.15 has been produced for an arbitrary thameter of a cylinder. In
this Figure (upper left and right), it is shown that the Keulegan-Carpenter
number under a wave-current coexisting flow field (current velocity being
less than the water particle velocity) ends up with the largest value. This
maximum value occurs in the wave crest phase when U is positive (minimum
value in the wave trough phase) and in the wave trough phase when U
is negative (minimum value in the wave crest phase). But when current
velocity is greater than water particle velocity, influence of either wave crest
phase or trough phase is diminished thus resulting in the same value of
the Keulegan-Carpenter number whether U is positive or negative. This is
clearly shown in Figure 3.15, (:lower left and right).

For the submerged zone in a wave-current coexisting flow field, the ex-
perimental (small cylinder) values of the mean dragcoefficient are plotted in'
Figure 3.16 (left). N_ used is based' on the combined velocityof wave and
current without taking into account any interaction effects. The values of
CDO were calculated for both positive and negative currents. Finally in Fig-
ure 3.16 (right), the values of the mean dragcoefficient are plotted against
the newly proposed Nk_c using the values of the crest phases for positiv.e'
current and' those of the trough phases for negativecurrent. Comparing'the
two figures, it clearly indicates that the plot in Figure 3.16 (right) fits the
values best.

From Figure 3.16 (right), it is' further revealed that for the range of Nk_c
up to around 8, the values of CDO are around a more or less constant value
and such a range corresponds to a pair of symmetric vortices in a waves-only
flow field. Above this value, the values of the mean drag coefficient further
increase which corresponds to the formation of a pair of asymmetric vortices
and subsequently extremely asymmetric vortices with further increase in
Nk_c. Such phenomena are also analogous to the classification of vortex
pattern (Sawaragi and Nakamura 1979) iñ a waves-only flow field.

In waves only, NK_C is governed by the water particle velocity (more
precisely by the wave amplitude) only and 'the body's geometric dimensions.
In Figure 3.34, the values of CDQ are plotted for values of NK_C being
less than or greater than 3 based on the measured forces on the splash
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75mm Dia Cylinder in Waves and Currents 75mmcDia Cylinder in Wavesand Currents

Figure 3.16: Experimental mean drag coefficients of the submerged zone of a
fixed cylinder in waves and currents as function of the Keulegan-Carpenter
number of different definitions

zone and the theoretical forces for the same condition. Some values seem
scattered. Based on thevalues which fit close, it isc1ear1y seen thatthe value.
of mean drag coefficient can be taken as an average value of 1.5 over ther
range (3 NK_C < 8) where the vortices are symmetric. The data seemc
scattered in the range (O < NK_C < 3). 'It has been indicated earlier that
either the diffraction parameter and the viscous parameter or a combination
of both govern the value of the mean drag coefficient. So, it is quite likely
that for higher values of NK.0 , i.e. where the value of () is large, viscous
effects dominate in low frequencies.

Table 3.1 along with Figure 3.17 can be referred to for more clarification.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

In this theoretical analysis the contributions have been evaluated of viscous
effects 'in a waves-only flow field and 'also in a wave- current coexisting flow
field (wave-current interaction effects) to the mean drift 'force for floating
structures like semi-submersibles, tension leg platforms. From the results
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Table 3.1: Vortex pattern in waves only [Sawaragi. and Nakamura (1979)]

Figure 3.17: Schematic of the evolution of vortices in various ranges of the
Keulegan-C'arpenter number Sawaragi and Nakamura (1979)]

Vortex
Pattern

Outline Sawaragi-Nakamura

V-1 No vortex
generation

NK_C <3

V-2 A pair of
symmetric vortices

3 < NK_J <8

V-3 A pair of
asymmetric vortices

8 < NK_C < 13

V-4 The third vortex
generation

13 < NK...0 <20
(weak asymmetry)
20 < NK_C <26
(intensive asymmetry)

V-5 Pseudo Karman
vortex street

26 < NK_C

(I)

surface KC <3

(Ir)

surface KC 3 ' 8

DI

surface K-C 8'..13 surface K-C 13',2O
NO.1

./ $NQ2
surface K- 2O26

(\) NJ. 3 N .1

surface K-C >26
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presented, the following conclùsions can be drawn:

i. Due to the splash zone nonlinearity, the mean drift force due to drag
effects has been found be proportional to wave height cubed. Its ef-
fectiveness is further enhanced with the increase of wave height.

A linear superposition method to consider wave-current interaction is
not an appropriate approach because the presence of a small amount
of current leads to a substantial increase of viscous drift force even for
the submerged zone of a cylinder. Interaction effects seem to modify
the force on the splash zone as well.

Prediction of viscous mean drift forces in a waves-only flow field based
on the idea of subtracting the force due to currents only from that in
a wave-current coexisting flow field shows much deviation from the
present method which includes the splash zone (free surface zone)
force.

For afloating cylinder, the relative velocity and the relative surface ele-
vation concept considering their combined amplitude and phase seems
to be-sufficient to deal with. theterms derived for a floating cylinder.

Great uncertainties stifi lie ahead with respect to the value of the mean
drag coefficient. Though many publiähed test results are available in
existing literature, they are not suitable for direct application for such.
a mean force computation problemi Additioial treatment is always:
necessary before they can be applied.

Systematic experimental investigatiOn is necessary to validate the the-
ory and also to understand other aspects before treating such a com-
plex phenomenon of viscous origin.

3.5 Experimental Validation

In theoretical evaluation, all categories of viscous mean drift forces for either
a ftxed or a floating cylinder have been found tò 'be a direct function of
the mean drag, coefficient apart from other hyd±odynamic parameters which
are the most controlling factors for the value of the mean drag coefficient.
In almost ail published work, the value of the mean drag coefficient has
been taken as either unity or :been suppressed while nondimensionalizing the
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force without giving any clear indication as to how to treat such a problem
with better accuracy. There have been many experiments concerning the
inertia and drag coefficient in relation with first order forces while using the
Morison equation. But very few experimental work has been done in order
to investigate the values of the mean drag coefficient which is related to the
viscous mean drift force- while using the Morison equation.

To the author's knowledge, a few experiments were done to investigate
the. viscous mean force and all such experiments were done on the com-
pletely submerged test sections of either a vertical or a horizontal cylinder
thus without giving any result on the splash zone which exists in the case
of surface piercing vertical columns of a semi-submersible or a tension leg
platform in addition to its constantly submerged zone.

The main objectives of the experimental investigations were:

To assess the magnitude of the viscous mean drift force due to waves
only as well as due to waves and currents on the two separate hydro-
dynamic zones of the cylinder.

To obtain the values of the viscous mean drag coefficient over a dom-
inant range. of the wave frequencies in a waves-only flow field as well
as in a-wave-current coexisting flow field.

e To verify the suitability of the single. controlling -hydrodynamic pa-
rameter to express the viscous mean drag coefficient in a wave-current
coexisting flow field so that the latter can be made analogous to the
flow field due, to a waves-only flow field.

In Section 2.2 and Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, details of experimental work
have been given for fixed, truncated and surface piercing vertical cylinders.
Further details can be found in (Dey 1992b; Dey 1992c; Dey 1993).

3.5.1 Small Cylinder

The range of the nondimensional hydrodynamic parameters of this experi-
ment is as follows:

In a waves-only flow field:
NK_C = 0.670 - 7.460
NRe = 0.491 x io - 0.243 x io
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75mm Dia Cylinderin Cùrrents Only

N,, f-I
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75mm Dia Cylinder in Currents Only

0 U.+0.i5m/s
D U.*O.3Orn/s

U=-OlSrrJs
a U-O.3Om/s

Figure 3.18: Experimental drag coefficients of a fixed cylinder in currents
only (left) for a constant draft and (right) for different drafts

In a wave-current coexisting flow field:
Nc - 2.010 13.700
Ne = 0.164 x i0 - .395 x iO
NM_V = 12.600 - 83.800
Nk_c = 3.950 - 26.300

In Currents Only

The purpose of these tests was to observe any significant variation in the
drag coefficient's values. Results of these tests are shown in Figure 3.18.
The draft of the modél cylinder was 500mm in Figure 3.18 (left). The draft
of the model cylinder in Figure 3.18 (right) is a sum of the submerged zone
(300mm) plus the varying splash zone (equal to different wave amplitudes)
used in the experiment.

Splash Zone in Waves Only and also in Waves and Currents

In Figure 3.19 (left) the measured mean forces due to waves only (different
wave amplitudes in ascending order of (, (a2 and (a3) on the splash zone

300 315 330 345 360 375

Cylinder Draft [mml

o 00 o 0
R R
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Figure 3.19: Potential vs. measured mean drift forces (left) on the splash
zone and (right) the submerged zone for different wave amplitudes

are shown. Also shown in Figure 3.21 are the measured mean forces due to
wave-current interaction effects. Mean fòrces due to potential effects were
calculated by DELFRAC. The discretization of the the cylinder is shown in
Figure 32O.

From the above mentioned figures, it is quite clear that mean drift forces
due to viscous effects in the presence of waves only do exist and their mag-
nitude is also considerable compared to potential effects. The presence of
positive currents through interaction effects further contributes to such vis-
cous effects related to mean forces. However, negative currents show the
opposite trend resulting in less viscous effects than due to waves alone and
such effects are further increased when the current velocity is increased.

The presence of currents further influences the mean drift force on the
splash zone due to wave-current interaction effects as shown in Figure 3.21.
However, negative currents show the opposite trend resulting in less viscous
effects than due to waves only and such effects are further increased when
the current velocity is increased.

The theoretical and experimental viscous mean drift forces due to wave-
current interaction effects only on the splash zone are plotted again in Fig-
ure 3.22 (upper). In theoretical caJculations, the value of the mean drag
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Figure 3.20: The p nel distribution on the model cylinder
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Figure 3.21: Potential vs. measured 'mean drift forces on the splash zone of
a fixed cylinder in waves and currents

coefficient was used as 1.00. However, the trend of both theory and exper-
iment seem quite similar. Discrepancies can be due to the inappropriate
choice of the value of the mean drag coefficient.

Submerged Zone in Waves Only and also in Waves and Currents

The potential mean drift force on the submerged zone in waves only is due to
the second order pressure (velocity squared term in the Bernoulli's equation).
The magnitude of such potential mean force is very low compared to the one
due to the wetted surface elevation on the splash zone. Figure 3.19 (right)
shows the comparison between 3-D computation and measured mean forces.
The differences are not consistent.

Figure 3.22 (lower) is produced for the submerged zone subject to waves
and currents. The conclusions are similar to the behavior of the splash zone,
that is, indicating similar trend between theory and experiment but differing
again in magnitudes.

Out of the above presentation of the results, it can be firmly concluded
that the viscous mean drift forces on a fixed vertical cylinder due to waves
only field are theoretically zero whilè integration is performed up to the

SmaIICyIlnder in Wavesplus Crrents Small Cylinder InWaves minus Currents
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Figure 3.22: Theoretical (C-Do = 1) vs. experimental viscous mean drift
forces on two different zones of a fixed cylinder in waves and currents
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mwl. But due to the existence of the splash zone of a cylinder, viscous
contributions towards the mean drift force do occur. Even a small presence
of currents can again lead to the creation of viscous mean drift forces for
the submerged zone of the cylinder as well. Furthermore, depending on the
direction of currents with respect to waves, such viscous contributions on
the splash zone further increase or decrease with much more pronounced
effects depending on the magnitude of the current velocity also.

While comparing the results between theory and experiment, the main
discrepancies have been found in connection with the magnitude of the forces
which can be improved by applying suitable values of the drag coefficient
based on the experimental results. This is why one of the main objectives
of the experimental investigation was to find the values of the mean drag
coefficient. The mean drag coefficient which is mainly a function of the
flow field is normally expressed as a function of different hydrodynamic
parameters like NRe, NK_C, NM_V, /3, etc. In a waves-only flow field,
the Keiilegan-Carpenter number is applicable as the oscifiating nature is
involved. However, for a wave-current coexisting flow field, the author has
made an attempt to find a suitable parameter based on the basic definition
of the Keulegan- Carpenter number.

Though flow visualization techniques were outside the scope of this ex-
perimental investigation, it was observed during the experiments that the
water particle movement is quite symmetrical during the phases of the wave
crest and wave trough in a waves-only flow field whereas in a wave-current
coexisting flòw field, the behavior is rather asymmetrical perhaps, due to the
nonlinear effects of wave-current interactions. As a result öf such difference
in the inherent properties of the flow field under two different circumstances
(crest phase and trough phase), the hydrodynamic mechanism of generating
forces differs due to the complex properties of th flow field.

In Figure 3.23, the experimental viscous mean drift force in waves only is
presented against the experimental mean drift forces in waves and currents
after the forces due to currents alone have been deducted. It can be seen
that the experimental viscous mean drift force in waves only is less than even
from that due to the submerged zone alone and far less than from the total
for the splash and the submerged zone together. So, a common theoretical
approach used by many for instance Burns (1983), Chitrapu et al. (1993)

and Pijfers and Brink (1977) for calculating the viscous mean drift force
from that due to wave-current viscous mean drift force is not appropriate.
Such discrepancies are due to the fact that in the presence of currents, wave-
current interactions increase the force both in the submerged zone and in
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Figure 3.23: Experimental mean drift forces on a fixed cylinder in waves
only as well as in waves and currents minus currents

the spiash zone whereas in a waves-only flow field, the viscous mean drift
force is mainly originated in the splash zone.

3.5.2 Large Cylinder at DUT

The range of the nondimensional hydrodynainic parameters of this experi-
ment were as follows:

In a waves-only flow field:
NKC = 0.359 - 2.690
NRe 0.372 X iO5 - 0.126 X 106

In a wave-current coexisting flow field:
N_ = 0.930 - 4.830
Ne = 0.868 x iO5 0.225 x 106
NM_V = 0.530 - 2.100
Nkc = 1.820 - 6.950
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Figure 3.24: Experimental drag coefficients of a fixed cylinder in currents
only (left) for a constant draft and (right) for different drafts

In Currents Only

As different wave amplitudes were used during 'the experiment for different.
frequencies in a wastes-only flow field and also in wave-current coexisting flow
field, it was felt necessary to conduct tests in currents oily for different drafts
of the splash zone resembling some of the wave amplitudes used. However, in
such tests, the submerged zone always remained under the mwl. Tests were
carried out for the following current velocities (carriage speeds) (± 0.1 73m/s,
± 0.26im/s and ± 0.348m/s). Results are produced in Figure 3.25.

The draft of the model cylinder was 450mm in Figure 3.24 (left). The
draft of the model cylinder in Figure 3.24 (right) was submerged zone
(300mm) plus varying splash zone (equal to differçnt wave amplitudes) used
in the experiment.

In Waves Only

In Figure 3.25, results for the measured drift forces are shown against the
potential (theoretical) mean drift force. Potential drift forces have been
calculated by DELFRAC (1992) which also made possible the calculation
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Figure 3.25 Potential. vs.. measured'.mean drift forces on (left,) t.e splash
zone and (right) the submerged zone for different wave amplitudes

of the mean drift force duè to second order pressure effects. The dlifferences
between 3dimensioua1 computations and measured forces are not as high
as was observed in. the case ofthe srnaiTh' cylinder. Increase of diffractión
parameter1combined with a decrease in viscous parameter causes less effects
of viscous origin. For the submerged: zone, again the measured forces show
some 'scatter but have a trend similar to 3-dimensional computations.

In Waves and Currents

Theoretical viscous mean. drift forces were calculated using the same wave
amplitudes used in the experiment for both the splash zone and the sub-
merged zone considering the unit value Qf the mean' drag, coefficient. Sub-
sequently, out of the measured mean forces, the 'experimental mean viscous
forces have been obtained after deducting the potential part including for-
ward speed effects. The results are compared in 'Figure 3.26. The anomaly
observed is due to the unit value of the mean CDO 'throughout the theoret-
ical calculitions which clearly indicates that the inappropriate choice of the
mean drag, coefficient will always lead to an erroneous result.

Similarly, Figure 3.27 demonstrates the comparison for the submerged
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Figure 3.26: Theoretical (CD0 = I) vs. experimental viscous mean drift
forces on the splash zone of a fixed cylinder in wûves and currents
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Figure 3.27: Theoretical (CDO = 1) vs. experimental viscous mean drift
forces on the submerged zone of a fixed cylinder in waves and currents
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zone.

3.5.3 Large Cylinder at MARIN

Due to the limited width of the towing tank of DUT (Deift University of
Technology) with respect to the diameter of the model cylinder, it was ob-
served in the previous experiment that at zero speed tests, i.e. for a waves-
only flow field, there could have been effects of wave reflections back from
the tank wall. Under the above circumstances, it was then decided to repeat
the experiment in the Sea-keeping BASIN of MARIN which is a much wider
tank to remove any doubt in the investigation.

The range of the nondimensional hydrodynamic parameters of this ex-
periment were as follows:

In a waves-only flow field:
NK_C = 1.020 2.690
NRe = 0.781 X iO5 - 1.600 X iO5

In a wave-current coexisting flow field:
N_ = 2.000 - 3.950
Ne = 1.530 x iO - 2.350 X iO
NM_V = 0.970 - 1.200
N7ç_ = 3,090 - 4.970

In Waves Only

In Figure 3.28, results for the measured drift forces are shown against the
potential (theoretical) mean drift forces. Potential drift forces were calcu-
lated by DELFRAC which made it also possible to calculate the mean drift
force due to the second order pressure effects. From the plots, it can be
seen that for most cases, the measured drift forces are higher than the po-
tential ones thus concluding that viscous contributions exist but not to the
extent as seen in the case of the small cylinder. One of' the reasons for such
minimal difference between potential theory and the measured forces is the
fact that because of the larger diameter of the model cylinder, the mean
drift force is influenced by not only the viscous parameter () but also by
the diffraction parameter (kD). Furthermore, the results appear consistent
with those 3.25 from the tests with the same cylinder model at the Tank
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Figure 3.28: Potential vs. measured mean drift forces on (left) the splash
zone änd (right) the submerged zone for different wave amplitudes

No.1 of DtiJT. Accordingly, the wail effects do not appear significant in the
previous test results at the Tank No.1 of DUT.

During the experiment, the relative wave elévation at the fore and aft of
the cylinder was measured in order to verify them with the theoretical cal-
culations. The results are presented in Figure 3.29. The comparison is quite
satisfactory revealing the fact that the cakulation of the mean drift fórce
due to potential effects is justified. However, such relative wave elevation
predicted by the theory would not be applicable when the cylinder is sub-
ject to a wave-current coexisting flow field and as such inherent errors would
remain in the prediction of the viscous mean drift forces after deducting the
potential part which is calculated for zero speed. Such a phenomenon could
be overcome by the experimentally obtained mean drag coefficients.

In Waves and Currents

Similar to before,, the theoretical mean viscous forces were cakulated for
both the splash zone and the submerged zone considering unit value of the
mean drag coefficient. Subsequently, out of the measured mean forces, the
experimental viscous mean forces were obtained after deducting the ap-
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Figure -3.31: -Theoretical (CDO = 1-) vs. experimental viscous mean drift
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propriate potential effects. Such comparison is made in Figure 3.26. The
anomaly observed is due to the unit value of the mean drag coefficiént
throughout the theoretical caJcu1ations. However, the. major deviation is
when the current velocity is negative and when the absolute value of the
current velocity is less than the water particle velocity. In this case,, a neg-
ative force occurs due to the fact that over a complete cycle, the -trough
velocity is always higher. To overcome this, either the force- under such dr-
cumstances is to be considered negative or the negative values of the- mean
drag coefficient are to be used.

Similarly, Figure 3.31 demonstrates the comparison for the submérged
zone.

3.5.4 Mean Drag Coefficients

in Currents Only

From theexperimentally obtained values of the drag coefficients in a currents-
only flow field, it can -be concIùdd that published data for the drag -coef-
ficient as a- function of the Reynolds number for smooth circular cylinders
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Figure 3.32: Drag coefficient for circular cylinders as. a function of the
Reynolds number [Schlichting (1968)1

can be used to calculate the force due. to currents only. Figure 3.32 shows
the comparison with the experimentally obtained values of the mean drag
coefficient against the published data(Sch1ichting 1968).

In Waves Only

Based on the experimental data obtained from the three experiments, Fig-
ure 3.33 shows the thieè curves (theoretical ratioof viscous to potential mean
drift force) equal to 5, 1 and 1/5 represents 80% viscous, viscous equal to
potential and 80% potential respectively. At ( > 1)' and at very low val-
ues of (kD), the force is dominated mainly by viscous effects which is also
indicated 'by the experimental results which were obtained from the tests
with small cylinder. Around the 'line (R1 = 1), both viscous and potential
drift forces are equally important. Experimental results from the small as
well as the large cylinder show the trends with a few disparities. Figure 3.34
establishes the values of the mean drag coefficients in a waves-only field.
In force regimes where both potential and viscous effects are equally lin-
portant, the values of the mean drag coefficients are expected to be better
expressed as function of viscous parameter (), diffraction parameter (kD)
and a combination of them, i.è wave steepness (kH).

[-1Reynolds Number NR
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Figure 3.33: Viscous and potential mean drift force regimes for the splash
zone of both fixed model cylinders in waves only

In a -waves-only flow field, the meai drag 'coefficient can 'be well rep-
resented as a function of a nondimensional hydrodynamic parameter like
NK_C based on wave parameters (wave amplitude and wave period) only.

In Figure 3.34 the values of the mean drag coefficients as obtained from
the three experiments have been plotted as function of diffraction parameter
(lcD), viscous parameter () and wave steepness (kH) 'for (NK_C < 3)
where.djffractjon_effectsseem to -dominate. However, for. (NK_C 3),
the values of CDO show 'quite consistent results. As a result of the above,
the values of CDO in a waves-only flow field for vertical cylinders can be
expressed as follows:

CDO = c1 (kD) + c2 (-) + C3 (kif); (NK_C < 3) (3.42)

where

ci = 1.863

C2, = 0.433

C3 = 1.373

R,=5

Rft=1

tt=1i
.5 1.0 1.5 20
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Figure 3.35: Potential vs.- viscous (experimental CDO) mean drift-forces on
both fixed cylinders (left:Yl5rnm Dia and right:75mm Dia) in waves only

CDO = c0 + c1 NK_C; (3 <NK_C < 8) (3.43)

-where

co - 1.826
ci = 0.070

Applying Equation 3.42 and Equation 3.43 as appropriate, the viscous
mean drift forces were calculated using the wave kinematics used in the
experiment for the small and large cylinders and are compared with those
in the experiments. From Figure 3.35, it can be seen that computations can
be accurate enough while using the experimentally obtained values of the
mean drag coefficients.

In Waves and Currents

However, in a wave-current coexisting flow field, the Keulegan-Carpenter
number can be modified by including current velocity (Sarpkaya and Isaac-
son 1981) or it can be further modified taking into account the wave-current

In Waves Only: (NK < 3) In Waves Only: ( NK >3)
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interactión effects thus resilting in a new Keulegan-Carpenter number as
proposed earlier It has already been shown that the values of the mean
drag coefficient matches suitably while using the newly proposed
in the case of the small cylinder in the previous experiment. So,, accord-
ingly the values of the mean drag coefficient are plotted against the newly
proposed Nk_c in some figures. But it is also common to generate the
values of the, drag' coefficient as a function of two nondlimensional hydrody-
namic parameters - one NK_C based on water particle velocity only and the
other NM_V based on current velocity only. However, both the parameters
are also treated with wave periods. Such representation can be found in
much literature such as (Moe and Verley 197; Sarpkaya and' Isaacson 1981;
Koterayama 1984), etc.

The only noticeable thing is that the value, of the mean drag coefficient
is very high for the splash zone in the presence of positive currents. 'For
the submerged zone, not mùch difference is observed whether the current
velocity is positive or negative. It is convenient to plot 'the values of the
mean drag coefficient as a function of a' single independent variable which
in this case is the modified Nk_c which would enable more reliable d'ata
fitting because of more data.

In fact, presentation of the' values o'f the mean drag coefficient 'against
either the Keulegan-Carpenter number for different values of NM_V and
vice versa, much more data is necessary (which is better done with forced,
oscillation tests (Mbe.and Verley '1977; Koterayama 1984. That is why the'
author has included in Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37 the values of mean drag
coefficient as a function of the newly proposed N7_c which not only takes
account of current velocity but also wave-current interaction effects.

Though Nk. takes account' of most 'of the hydrodynamk. parameters,
it does not t'ake any account of the diffraction parameter (kD). So, the
values of the mean drag coefficients have been presented as a function of
(kD) and Nk_c.

The values of the coefficients are produced in T3bJe 32 through Table 3.9
for different hydrodynarnic zones like splash zone 'and submerged zone and
also for positive and negative currents with respect to their values compared
to horizontal water particle velocity.

Viscous mean drift fòrces on a fixed cylinder (75mm Dia) in a wave-

CDO = C1 (kD) + C2 Nk_c (3.44)
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Table 3.2: Values of coefficients for positive U and U > Ua
zone in waves and currents

Table 3.3: Values of coefficients for negative U and U I> Ua for the splash
zone in. waves, and. currents

Table 3.4: Values of coefficients for positive U an'd U < Ua for the splash
zone in waves and currents

or the splash

Table 3.5: Values of Coefficients for negative U ande U 1< u for the splash
zone in waves and currents

Values of Nk_a c1 c2

Np_c < 3 1.317 1.104
3 <N_ < 8 4;424 0.311
8 <Nkc< 13 4.521 0.284
13 <Nkc < 20 10.25 0.110

Values of Nkc C1 C2

Nk_.c <3 4.514 -0.650
3 N_ < 8 3.287 -0.066
8 < Nk_c < 13 0.313 0.098
13 <Nk_c < 20 1.869 0025

Values of Nk_c c1 C2

Nkc <3 1.729 0.692
3 <Nbc < 8 6.897. -0.117
8 N7ç c < 13 5.093 0.141

Values of Nk_c C .

Nk_c < 3 3.390 0478
3 < 8 -1.486 047
8 "k-c < 13 0.129 0.070
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Table 3.6: Values of coefficients for positive U and U > Ua for the submerged
zone in waves and currents

Table 3.7: Values of coefficients for negative U and
I

U > Ua for the sub-
merged zone in waves and currents

Table 3.8: Values of coefficients for negative U and U < Ua for the submerged
zone in waves and currents

Table 3.9: Values of coefficients for positive U and U < Ua for the submerged
zone in waves and currents

Vahes of Nk_c C1 C2

N¡- < 3 0.406 0.002
,3 N7_-J <8 0.393 0.008
8 <Nt_c < 13 0.609 0.008
13 Nk_c < 20 4.547 0.003

Values of Nk_ c1 e2

k-c <3 0.257 0.006
3 < 8 0.256 0.009
8 Nk_c < 13 0.609 0.008
13 < Nkc < 20 4.547 0.008

alues of Nkc c1 c2

< 3 0.495 -0.032
3 Nk_C < 8 0.099 0.054
8 Nk_c < 13 0.719 0.062

Values of Nk_c c2

Nkc < 3 0.235 0.026
3 < 8 0.286 0.046
8 $ Nk_c < 13 0.719 0.062
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current coexisting flow field were calculated by using the values of the mean
drag coefficients obtained from the experimental results with the cylinder
models. Results are compared in Figure 3.38. Comparisons are shown for
both positive and negative currents for the splash zone and for the sub-
merged zone respectively. Prediction improves compared to those calcula-
tions using a constant CDO value of unity throughout.

Similar results of computations are shown for a fixed cylinder (315mm
Dia) using the experimentally obtained values f

the mean drag coefficient
in Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40. Though for the, large cylinder, diffraction
effects are dominant, yet the theoretical prediction improves.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

In this experimental validation, contributions of viscous effects in a waves-
only flow field and also in a wave- current coexisting flow field (wave-current
interaction effects) to the horizontal mean drift force have been investigated.

.From' the results presented,' the following conclusions can 'be drawn.

i. Due to the splash zone nonlinearity, the mean drift force dueto viscous
effects has been found to exist even in a waves-only flow field.

2 The constantly submerged zone which is not influenced by viscous ef-
fects in a waves-only flow field emerges as another important zone of
the viscous mean drift forcein the presence of a wave-current coexist-
ing flow field.

PredictÍon of viscous mean drift' fórces in a waves-only 'flow fi I'd based
on the idea of subtracting the force due to currents only from that in a
wave-current coexisting flòw field shows considerable deviations from
that measured in a waves-only flow field. So, treatment of the viscous
mean drift force for different flow fields has to remain independent.

Uncertainties in the choice of the values of the mean drag coeffi-
cient can be eliminated through systematicexperimental investigations
when hydrodynamic parameters are carefully chosen to treat them.

In the absence. of any extensive numerical techniques, the present 2-D
method along with experimental data should be sufficient enough to
predict the viscous contributions towards the mean drift force origi
nating from the surface piercing columns of a semi-submersible or a
tensión leg platform.
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Chapter 4

Hydro dynamic Forces on a
Submerged Pontoon

The hydrodynamic force mechanisms in relation to the first order forces
have been elaborated upon in a library of literature for the case of a vertical
cylinder in regular deep-water waves with particle motions in circular orbits.
The :orbits are coplanar with theaxis of the cylinder so that 'the velocity
vector, constant in magnitude, has three orthogonal components namely
the inline,, the transverse and the vertical force. in generai, the component
'parallel to the axis of the:cylinder would not be expected 'tc'influence the
flow phenomena external to the cylinder and is thus neglected.

Tn this chapter,, consideration wifi be given to the idealized case of a hor-
izontal cylindrical body (pontoon) completely submerged in regular, deep-
water waves with particle motions in circular orbits and having 'the cylinder
axis coplanar with orbitai motiOns (in the head sea condition) and cylinder
axis parallel to wave crests (in the beam sea condition).

In the former case (head. seas),. i.e. in the case of a horizontal' pontoon
coplanar with t'he orbital motions instead of orthogonal to them, again for
regular waves and circular orbits, one finds that the vertical components of
velocity and acceleration., z, i and their periodic variations, are' identical
to those' for the horizontal components, x, for 'the vertical cylinder, but
with a phase shift of . So, the periodic vertical forces on an element of
this horizontal pontoon should in principle be the. same as for the inline
force 'on an element of a vertical' cylinder at the corresponding position,
'again with a phase sEift of . The fundamental difference between the
'coplanar horizontal cylinder and a vertical cylinder' is that the forces ill'

117



118 Chapter 4. Hydrodynarnic Forces on a Submerged Pontoon

have a lengthwise periodic variation. This lengthwise variation can have a
very important influence on the shedding and interaction of vortices. The
forces transverse to the waves are associated only with the vortex effects
and so will be directly affected by this influence. To the authors knowledge,
this kind of study with coplanar submerged body has not been carried out
yet but it would have its merits when it has practical significance.

In the latter case (beam seas), the situation has certain similarities to
that for the vertical cylinder but also some differences. The differences
include the fact that the plane of the orbits is now normai to the axis of
the pontoon with no axial component of velocity. The forces associated
with vortex shedding are now coplanar with the orbits and so there is no
transverse force to the plane of the orbits. Thus there is a velocity vector,
constant in magnitude, normal to the axis of the pontoon. The inertia,
drag and vortex induced force vectors are in the same plane as the velocity
vector. The velocity vector, the wake and the vortices tend to rotate around
the cylinder depending on the orbital shape parameter which is the ratio
of the maximum vertical velocity to the maximum horizontal velocity. The.
resulting. total. horizontal and vertical components do not differ from one
another in principle (circular or square cylinder) but are of course orthogonal
in phase.

The lower hull of a senii-subniersible which is a horizontal pontoon and
whose NK_C is small seems to. play an important role in the exciting mean
'force and the viscous effects on such a force need' tobe studied. The 'empirical.
Morison equation is used for the structures on which viscous effects are not'
negligible.

The geometry and configuration of the submerged pontoon used in this
chapter is similar to the one used in the model tests. The pontoon has an
overall length i., breadth b and height h. In addition, the longitudinal ends
of the pontoon are triangular shaped having a length 'e at each end. Further
details are available in Chapter 2.

4.1 Hydrodynamic Parameters

4.1.1 in Currents Only

The Reynolds number NR is the governing hydrodynamic parameter and
is dèfined as
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pUlNR = ; head seas
pUb

NRe = ; beam seas
J,

4.1.2 In Waves Only

It is quite common to replace the steady flow velocity term in the Reynolds
number NR by the wave (oscillatory flow) particle velocity in order to use
NR as the governing hydrodynamic parameter and which is defined as

NRe
) U i;

head seas (4.2a)

Ne = PVab;beam seas (4L2b)

-Because of the oscifiatory nature of the flow, another'hydrodynamic pa-
rameter known as the Keulegan-Carpenter number NKC is more appropri-
ate asthe controlling, hydrodynamic parameter in waves only and is defined
as

NK_C =

NK_C =

u T
head seas

v0T---;beam seas

Now as Ua and Va appear in both NR and NK..C, the 'frequency param-
eter' or 'beta parameter' ß as proposed by Sarpkaya and Isaacson (1981) is
defined as follows:

N ¡2
Re

ß = ,T = 7ç; head seas (4.4a)KC L/.L)

N b2Re =ç;beamseas (4.4b)
VK_C 1ii)

It is quite common to use cylinder diameter or width or ship length as the
characteristic dimension in the Reynolds number. In line with this concept,
the characteristic dimension ¡ is used in the definition of the Keulegan-
Carpenter number.

(4. la)

(4.1b)

(4.3a)

(4;3b)
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4.1.3 In Waves and Currents

Sarpkaya and Isaacson (1981) suggested that both NRc and NK_C be mod-
ified by changing the value of u by (u,, ± U). Such an approach would not
affect the value of 'beta parameter'. In fact, the modified NR and NK_C
are similar to those in waves only plus an additional term due to the uniform
flow velocity.

+ (tia+U)1
NR = ; head sease

+ (v0+U)b'
NRe = ; beam seas

N_ (ita +U)Th d seas

+ (Va + U)T
NK_c = b

; beam seas

The.additiónaj term in NRe is the same for the uniform flow field whereas.
the additional term in NK_C is another hydrodynamic parameter known
as the Moe-Verley number (reduced velocity) first introduced by Moe and
Verley (1977) and is defined as

UT
NM_V head seas

UT
NM_V -i--; beam seas

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

(4.5c)

(4.5d)

The characteristic dimension D in original definition has been used as
the diameter of a circular cylinder. In the case of a rectangular pontoon,
D can be replaced by i or b depending on its orientation to the incoming.
flow field.

The 'velocity parameter' or 'gamma parameter' is defined as follows:

NMV U /
4.7)

NK_C ita

The definition of a modified Keulégan-Carpenter number Nk_c for a
vertical cylinder in a wave-current coexisting flow field has been described
in detall in Chapter 3. A similar approach can be applied in the case of
a cylinder (pontoon) in beam seas. The same idea will also be used for a
cylinder (pontoon) in head seas by replacing the characteristic dimension

(4.6a)

(4.6b)
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'diameter' or 'width' by 'length' keeping 'in mind certain hydìodynamic. dif-
ferences. The. component of velocity resolved' parallel to the axis ola vertical
cylinder is expected to have only indirect effects on' thé external flow and
hence on the hydrodynaniic forces. Any inlluence due to these indirect ef-
fécts is likely to be augmented when the periodic lengthwise variatiön along
a cylinder (pontoon) coplanar with orbital motions would create 'a cell like
behavior in the axial velocity with nodes and antinodes traveling along the
cylinder with the progression of the waves. The presence of currents wifi
have a further influence on the loads because of the convection of vortices
and the way in which this can influence vortex interactions.

If U is either positive or negative and U na:

Nk_ö='ir IUI (4.8)

Jf U 'is positive and I U 1< Ua

NR_a = NK_C'(SiflO +70) (4.9)

where

0 =cos1 (-)= cos1(-7)

If U is negative and U < n:

NR_c = NK_C {sin 0+ ( 0)}
where

O = cos1 (;) cos1(7)

4.2 Force Formulations in Head Seas

(4.10)

4.2.1 In Currents Only in Head Seas

The force is directly proportional to the projected area and the flow veloc-
ity squared. The horizontal force on the fixed submerged pontoon dùe to
currents only is then given by

FDCX = CDCXpL(bXh)U2 (4.11)
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4.2.2 In Waves Only in Head Seas

The. velocity potential of a wave, based on linear wave theory, is given by

= eCZ sin(kx - wt)

A wave proffle is then given by

1 "O.\ kz
C (k) Ca e cos(kx - wt)

g Ot
Water particle velocities and accelerations are given by

= u0w;

Inertia Forces

= C'MXP(b x h) X

(a + sirtk(1 - 21e)/2 } sinwt

=tVa() (4.17)

Using the inertia term of the Morison equation, the horizontal and vertical
inertia forces on the fixed submerged pontoon in a waves-only field is given
as follows:

Fi(t) = CMXP(bX h) x
( Q2t)/2 ±1/2

JiLdx+ j ùdx+ f
(121e)/2

(4.18a)

(4.18b)

(4.12)

(4.13)

U = (a cos(kx - wt) (4. 14a)

w = Ca0' sin(kxct) (4. 14b)

(a e' sin(kx - wt) (4.15a)
tu = (a e' cos(kx - wt) (4.15b)

Ua=Wa= (aekzw (4.16)
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Similarly, the vertical inertia force is given as follows:

Fjz(t) = CMZP(bX h)x
( (1-21e)/2 +(121)/2 +1/2

1
J ibdx+ J tbdx+ J1/2 (1-214/2 +(1-214/2

= CMZP(bX h) X

i ki k(l 21e)
a ew2 +

2 } coswt

Ap
(b x h)

(b x h)
(INIP)- le

(4.19a)

(4. 19b)

Drag Forces

This case is different and is due to the projected area of the triangular faces
of the pontoon's ends. As the horizontal water particle velocity varies along
the length of the pontoon, the triangular length is divided into small strips
of length dx with its own projected area LiAp being equal to dx. So,
Ap for the two ends of the pontoon would be calculated as follows:

f (1-14/2 +(l21e)/2

Jdx - J dx

1/2 +1/2 J

(4.20b)

where (IN - Ip) will take account of any variable which is a function of x.
Using the drag force term of the Morison equation, the horizontal viscous

drag force on the fixed submerged pontoon in a waves-only flow field is given
as follows:

i (bxh)
FDX(t)=CDXP

¡e

f (l-214/2 +(1-214/2 \

(J uIuIdx - J ulu( dx)
1/2 +1/2

8 (bxh)=CDXP X
3v
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"a
2kd,2 {sin - k(l 21e)} cost (4.21b)

Similarly, the vertical viscous drag, force is given as follows:

FDZ(t) = CDZ pb X

f (121e)/2 +(121e)/2 +1/2

I f wlwldx+ ¡ wlwIdx+ f wwdx
1/2 (121e)/2

(4.22a)

= - - CDZ p b(e21" ±
k(l 21e) } in wt (4.22b)

4.2.3 In Waves and Currents in Head Seas

In the presence of currents, there are interactions between waves and cur-
rents. But from an engineering point of view, the principle of superposition
wifi be used for the. combined velocity term. Based on a steady and uni-
formlydistributed current, the independent and instantaneous horizontal
water velocity would be (u ± U). The vertical water particle velocity is
considered the same as in a waves-only flòw field.

In, the inertia term of the Morison equation,, the term. acceleration gen-.
erally used is the local acceleration, i.e. no convective terms are normally
taken into account. In the presence of currents, the additiònai convective
term U can be appreciable when -the value of U is large enough. But
on the other hand, when the current velocity is large, the inertia force is
almost negligible compared to the drag force and in that case the convective
acceleration term is not significant anymore. So, whether to use the local
acceleratión or the total acceleration still remains debatable under those
circumstances.

Effects of Currents on Wave Kinematics

Formulations wifi be presented which elaborate .th motions of regular waves
traveling on steady, uniform currents.

The water particle kinematics are generally predicted by means of a
wave theory which itself is already based upon a number of simplifying
assumptions. One of them is likely to be the notion that. water is quiescent,
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i.e. the only water motions are those induced by water waves. Though in
reality ocean waves seldom propagate on quiescent water and rather more
generally they travel on currents generated by winds, tidal forces or earth's
gravity. Yet even when the presence of these currents is well recognized, it is
quite common for designers to assume that there is no interaction between
waves and currents. This is certainly not the case and such presence of
currents wifi alter the wave celerity and thus wifi affect the relationship
between the wave length and the observed wave period. In turn, there
will be repercussions on the predicted water particle kinematics and wave
induced forces.

Apparent and Relative Wave Frequencies

Let us assume a train of regular waves (wavelength A, wave height H)
traveling on a steady, horizontally and vertically uniform current. The cur-
rent velocity is U and is defined as positive if it is in the direction of wave
propagation.

In a stationary frame of reference containing the waves, there is a current
with velocity U and the waves have an apparent celerity c and apparent
period T. In contrast, in a frame of reference moving along the wave at
velocity U, there is no current and the waves have celerity Cr and period
Tr. Consequently,

C = C + U
A

T

A
Cr =

Combining the above two equations,

(4.24)

CIJWr+kU . (4.25)

where = is the apparent or total wave frequency noted by a sta-
tionary observer, w,. = 4 is the relative or intrinsic wave frequency and
k = 2f is the wave number.

In a moving frame of reference, the. waves appear to be propagating on
'still' water and all the usual equations describing wave motions are valid.
Thus according to the linear (Airy) wave theory

(4.23a)

(4.23b)
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(4.26)

(4.27)

In a moving frame of reference, the waves seem to be propagating on
'still' water and thus for small amplitude waves, the horizontal and vertical
components of waterparticle velocities beneath waves are given by the ilnear
(Airy) wave theory. Therefore to the stationary observer, the horizontal
component of water particle velocity is given by:

w2
= r + U

g

= UU U,. +

The horizontal component of water particle acceleration mày be obtained
from the total derivative of u with respect to tithe:

du Ou Ou Ou Ou= + u ± + w. (4.30)

in which y is the water particle vlócity in y-direction parallel to the
wave crests. if the current is steady, = O and if it is. both horizontally
and vertically uniform then = 0, = 0 and = 0. So, for small
amplitude waves, the above equation becomes:

du Ou,. Ou,.
(4.31)

The remaining parts of the convective acceleration terms are negligible
compared with the total acceleration term if the waves are small. Thus

Ca e'w'(w - kU) sin(kx - wt)

ekz k U (w - k U) sin(kx - wt) (4.32a)

= c e (w - k U)2 sin(kx - ct) (4.32b)

(4.28a)

= ca e ( - k U) cos(kx - wt) + U (4.28b)

Similarly, the vertical component of water particle velocity is

w =w,. (4.29a)

Ca (w - k U) sin(kx wt) (429b)
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Figure 4.1: Effects of currents on water particle accelerations (legend: i =
-vf, 2=uand3=U)

The vertical component of water particle acceleration may be determined
similarly giving

= a e (w - k U)2 cos(kx - ut) (4.33a)

ii' = - (w - k U)2 cos(kx - ut) (4.33b)

Figure 4.1 shows the variation of u and through a wave cycle for
currents + 1, O and -LO rn/s for a unit wave amplitude with an arbitrary
wave frequency. The variation of is influenced by a current though its
mean value remains zero.

Inertia Forces

The horizontal inertia force on the fixed submerged p.ntoon is given as
follows:

Fj(t) CMXp(bx h)x

2

Co
o

a)
a)o

-1
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ir ki . k(l2le)
2

}sin.,t (4.34)

Similarly, the vertical inertia force is given as follows:

Fi(t) = CMZp(b x h) x
i ki k(l - 21e)(ae(w_kU)2{sin

2
} coswt (4.35)

Drag Forces

The horizontal viscous drag force on the fixed pontoon is given as follows:

FDX(t)
i (b x h)CDXP X
2 le
( (121e)/2 +(121)/2

il (u+U)Iu+uIdx J(u+u)Iu+uldx}
1/2 +1/2

(4.36)

For U I Ua

FDX = pCDX (bxh)2 U2{i .k_21.)}
(4.37a)

= 2p CDX
(b X h) {i - sin k(1 21e)}

(4.37b)

For
J

U 1< ua:

FDX = 2pCDX
xh) {(sin30 + 3 sin 0) x

[{sinkl - sink(l 2l)}] +sin 01e + 7(20 + sin 20 ir) X

[i
ki k(l-21

{sin ¡ - sin
2

e)
}] + 72 sin oie] (4.38a)

i (bxh) 2= - 2p CDX
le

Ua (d1 + d2 + d3)

where

(4.38b)
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(sin30 + 3 sin 0) [{sin ki Sin k(l _21e)}J ± Sfl O 1

= 7(2E) + sin 20 - ir) [.{sin - k(l 21e)}}

d3 72 sin Ol

Viscous Mean Drift Forces

The horizontal viscous mean drift force on the fixed submerged pontoon in
a wave-current coexisting flow field is given as follows:

For U J<na:

FDOX = PCDox

where

FDOX = ; JFDx(t)dt
o

For U 'I na:

i (bxh) 2 U2
FDOX = p CDOX 21g +

i (bxh) 2 2= PCDoX U @e+7 le)

=pCDox(bx1) (1+12)

(4.39)

(4.40a)

(4.40b)

(4ÁOc)

(b xh)2[1{( - ir)+ sin 20 cos2kx}(Ijy - Ip)

+47 Sill O coskx (IN - Ip) + 72(20 - ir)le] (4.41a)

i
= PCDox

[
(20 - ir).l + sin 20 {sin k! - sin.k(l - 21e)}u

+47 Sin O

i
= P:CDOX

2ir

{sin -

(bxh) 2

i«i 21e)
sin (4.41b)

(4.41c)

le]} +
72 (20 ir)

Ua(di+d2+d3)
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Figure 4.2: (left) Measured vertical forces on a fixed pontoon and (right)
experimental drag coefficients of a fixed pontoon in currents only

d1 = (20 - ir) e + sin 20 {sin ki k(l - 21e)}

ir . ki k(121e)d2=47s1nOjs1n--s1n
2

d3=72(20ir)le

4.3 Experimental Results in Head Seas
4.3.1 In Currents Only in HeadSeas

In Figure 4.2, the measured vertical steady forces and the experimental
drag coefficients in currents only are shown for both positive and negative
currents. It is noticeable that the vertical mean force is a suction force often
connected with the phenomena of the steady tilt of a semi-submersible. The
drag coefficients in the horizontal force are found to be less than i and show
a decreasing tendency with an increase in the Reynolds number.
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'Figure 43: ' Computed an4 neasured Çleft,)' horizontal and (right,) vertical
first order forces on a fixed pontoon in waves Only in head seas

4.3.2 In Waves Only in Head Seas

The maximum amplitudes of the. horizontal and vertical wave excitation
forces including the inertia coefficients are shown in Figure 4 3 and in Fig
ure 4.4 respectively. Some discrepancies between computations and mea-
surements are.deatly observed both in forcesand in coefficients. From the.
comparisOn between the, theoretical. and experimental coefficients in Fig-
ure 4;4, it can be concluded that the inertia coeffiient at certain wave
frequencies is different from the theoretical values obtained from both 2-
dimensional and 3-dimensional computations (3-D and 2-D values are shown
on the minimum and the maximum values of the x-axis respectively). The
author is not in a position to find similar findings from the available litera-
ture because they all deal with such submerged bodies in beam seas only.

In Figure 4.5, both horizontal and vertical mean drift forces are shown..
Though data show scatter, 'there. is no strong indication that. the measured
forces are higher than the theoretical computations by DELFRAC (1992) In
addition, the mean thift force on such .a fixed submerged body (only second
order pressure contribution)' is of comparatively lower magnitude which is
more affected by the mean offset '(noise) on the measurement system. In the'

Fixed Pontoon ¡nWavesOnI, (HS). Fixed Pontoon ¡nWàvesOnly (HS)
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Figure 4.4: Experimental (left) horizontal and (right verticalinertia coeffi.
cients of a fixed pontoon in waves only in head seas

case of vertical drift forces, the comparison seems quite satisfactory as far
as potential contributions are concerned.

4.3.3 In Waves and Currents in Head Seas

In Figure 4.6 and in Figure 4.7, a comparison is shown between the theoret-
ical and the measured forces. Certain differences are observed and most of
them in the vertical forces. The differences noticed at some frequencies in
waves only are retained in the presence of currents as well.

Though the horizontal mean drift force is seen to be subjected to only
potential effects, the same. is no longer true in the presence of currents. Cur-
rents with increasing order cause the horizonta1 mean drift force to increase
as well. Figure 4.8 shows such effects for different sets of wave amplitudes.

In Figure 4.9, the measured drift forces are shown after deducting the
measured forces due to currents (positive and negative) only. The resulting
mean forces are different from the forces due to waves only. This does
not indicate that the difference is the viscous mean drift force in waves
only because the measured mean forces are found to be quite similar to
the 3-D predictions. In fact, the difference is due to the the interaction
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effects between waves and currents. Similar trends are shown for the vertical
cylinder as well.

In 'Figure 4.10 (left), the experimental values of the mean drag coeffi-
cients in waves and currents are produced. The limited data show some
scatter yet they clearly indicate that the force coefficients are somewhat
lower in values in negative currents than those in positive currents. A com-
parison between computed and measured results using the experimentally
obtained mean drag coefficients is shown in Figure 4.10 (right). The calcu-
lations though show the similar tendency but not so comparable with the
measured data. This might be due to the scatter in the force coefficients

4.4 Force Formulations in Beam Seas

4.4.1 In Currents Only in Beam Seas

The force is directly proportional to the projected area and the flow velocity
squared. The horizontal force due to currents only is thus given by

o [risi o [ris]
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Figure4.IO: (left) Experimental mean drag coefficientsand (right) computed
and measured forces on a fixed pontoon in waves and currents in head seas:

4.4.2 in Waves Only in Beam Seas

The velocity potential of a wave, based on the linear wave theory,.is given
by

= e' sin(ky - wt) (4.43)

A wave proffle is then given by

c
= (-) = ca ekz cos(ky - wt) (4.44)

Water particlé velocities and accelerations are given by

V = ca e w cos(ky
-

wt) (4.45a)

W = Ca e w sin(ky - (4.45b)
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For a submerged body like the submerged pontoon here, the velocity
field is often expressed in terms of a rotating velocity vector like

V = (vr+ (4.49)

The use of a local velocity vector in place of an instantaneous and
independent velocity field has been found in Koterayama (1979), Hamel-
Derouich (1993), Teng and Nath (1985), Arai (1993.) and .Rarnberg and
Ñiedzwecki (1982).

On the other hand, Shankar et aL (1983),Rai.and Khader (1983) and Ot-
suka et al. (199O):have used instantaneous horizontal and vericaI velocity
in order to calculate the drag force on a submerged cylinder, The latter
approach will be followed by the author in lhis work.

In linear potential theory, the 'súbmerged pontoon would bè subject to
hydrodynami forces like Froude-Krylov Forces, diffractión forces in the pres-
ence of waves only field. The computation of the aforementioned forces can
be well accomplished by application of computer programs like SEAWAY
'(1992)' and DELFRAC (1992) On the other hand, the inertia term of the
Morison equation is well suited for slender structures tosecure the similar
hydrodynamic force prediction in a 2D approach. However, no indication
of forces due to damping is indicated in the' Morison equation which is quite
true in case the body is deeply submerged, i.e. not close to the free surface.
But the Morison equation does indicate the other non-linear hydrodynamic
force which is 'also anti phase with the inertia term and is known as the
viscous drag force. So,, for a body which is not deeply submerged, there. ex-
ists the possibility of attracting both the forces like daming (potentiaiand
linear) and damping (viscous 'and non-linear) especially when the, body is
slender enough compared to the wave length. Apart from those mentioned
above, there would be lift due to vortex shedding and that force, being'per-
pendicular to the velocity vector, would be rotating around the 'body axis

e sin(y - wt) (4.46a)

li) = Ça ekzw2 cos(ky - wt) (4.46b)

= C0ew (4.47)

V VaW Wa = (4.48)
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due to the orbital motion of the water particles. As the period, the magni-
tude and the direction of the lift force are unknown, they are not added to
the force components of the Morison equation as mentioned in (Teng and
Nath 1985).

Inertia Forces

Using the inertia term of the Morison equation, the inertia force ou the fixed
submerged pontoon in waves only beam seas is as fôllöws:

Fjy(t) = CMyp{(l lej) X b X h}Caew2 sinwt (4.50)

Fjz(t) = CMZp{(l le) X b x h}Cae2 cos.'t (4.51)

Drag Forces

Using the drag term of the Morison equation, the drag force on the fixed
submerged pontoon in waves only in beam seas is given as follows:

FDy(t) = CDY p (i x h) y y (4.52a)

FDy(t) = CDY p (i x h) ( e21 cos wt (4.52b)

FDZ(t) = CDZ p {(l - le) x b} w w (4.53a)

FDZ(t) = CDZp{(l l) x b}(e2'w2 sinwt (4.53b)
3ir

4.4.3 in Waves and Currents in Beam Seas
Effects of Currents on Wave Kinematics

Similar to head seas, the horizontal component of water particle velocity is
given by:

VV+U (4.54a)
= (ae(w - kU) cos(ky wt) ± U (4.54b)
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Similarly, the vertical component of water particle velocity is

w = iv,. (4.55a)

C0 e ( - k:U) sin(ky - wt) (4.55b)

The horizontal component of waterparticle acceleration may be obtained
from the total derivative of y with respect to time:

dv 8v 0v 0v 8v= + u + v + w (4.56)

in which u is the water particle velocity in x-direction parallel to the
wave crests. if the current is steady, = O and if it is both horizontally
and vertkaily uniform, then = O, = O and = O. So, for small
amplitude waves, theabove equation becomes:

dv 0v,.

dt Ot
±

O

The remaining parts of the convective acceleration terms are negligible
compared with the' total accelëratión terth if the waves are small. Thus

The vertical component of water particle acceleration may be determined
sithilarly giving

Inertia Forces

The horizontal and vertical inertia forces on the fixed submerged pontoon
in a wave-current coexiting flow field is given by the following:

Ca e - k U) siri(ky - t) -

C kU(w - kU) sin(ky - wt)
'i) = Ca e(w k U)2 sin(ky - wt)

div kz

'ti, = (a e'

- k U)2 cos(ky - wt)

- kU)2 cos(ky -

(4.57)

(4.58a)

(4.58k)'

(4.59a)

(4.59b)
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where

Fiy(t) - Cp1y p {(l - l) X b X h} Ca e_ka (w - k U)2 sinwt (4.60)

Fjz(t) = - CMZp {(l - le) X b X h} Cae_Jcd (w - k U)2 coswt

Drag Forces

The horizontal drag forces on the fixed submerged pontoon in a wave-current
coexisting flow field is given by the following:

FDY(t)=!CDyp(lXh)(v±LT) Jv±UJ (4.62)

where U represents opposing currents, i.e. against the direction of wave
propagation.

For U y0:

FDY = CDYP(IX h)v-y

For U J< v0

FDY = pCDy(l x h)v {(sin30 + 9sin®) +

2 7(20 + sin2ø - ir)+4'y2 sin0} (4.64a)

= PCDY(lXh)2v{(sin30+9sin0)+

7(20 + sin 20 - ir) + 272 sin o} (4.64b)

= p CDy(l X h) v (d1 + d2 + d3) (4.64c)

d1 = (sin30+9sin0)
d2 = 7(20 + sin 20 - ir)

d3 = 272 sinO

(4.61)

(4.63)
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Viscous Mean Drift Forces

The horizontal viscous mean drift forces on the fixed submerged pontoon in
a wave-current coexisting flow field is given by the föllowing:

FDOY =

J
Fjy(t) dt

For U I Va

FDOy=pCDOy(lXh) Gv+u2)

= p CDOY (i x h)
(1+ u2)

=pCDOy(1xh)v (+72)

For I U 1< va:

FDOY ='pCDoy(lx h)v.220+sin2O -

47 Sifl O + 72 (20. - ir)}

p CDOY (i x h) v (d1 + d2 + d3)

where

d1 = (20+sin20ir)
d2 = 47 sin O
d3 = 72(20 ir)

4.5 Experimental Results in Beam Seas
4.5.1 In Currents Only in Beam Seas

In Figure 4.11, the measured vertical steady forces and the experimental
drag coefficients in currents only are shown. The horizontal drag coefficients

(4.65)

(4.66a)

(4.66b)

(4.66c)

(4.6a)

(4.6Th)
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Figure 4.11: (Left) Measured vertical forces on a fixed pontoon and (right,)
experimental drag coefficients of a fixed pontoon in currents. only

are found to be almost a constant value within the prescribed range of the
Reynolds number.

4.5.2 In Waves Only in Beam Seas

In Figure 4.12, the measured horizontal and vertical forces are shown against
the theoretical calculations. In most of the frequencies used, the nature of
linearity of the predictions is not found. From Figure 4.13, it can be seen
clearly that the inertia coefficients in horizontal and vertical directions de-
crease with increasing N_c (up to a value of 2 to 2.50 as pointed out
by Otsuka et al. (1990.) and Aral (1995) showing that the discrepancy in
force measurements is caused by a reduction in the inertia forces. A similar
tendency can be seen in experimental results in available literature. The
cause of such reduction is the effect of a steady circulation due to oscillatory
boundary layer around the cylinder. In the presence of water particle veloc-
ities, this circulation causes transverse fôrces to the incident flow. This is
well known as 'Magnus Effect' in potential flow theory. These forces always
reduce the inertia forces. So, the behavior of the inertia coefficients in waves
is different from that of the same pontoon in a sinusoidal oscifiation. The

.4 .5

U Fm/sl N [-j
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Figure 4.12: Computed and measured (left) horizontal and (right) vertical
first order forces:on a fixed pontoon in waves only in beam seas

hydrodynamic coefficients depend only on NK_C in a waves only flow field.

Estimation of árculation

Tithe circulation alone causes the reduction of the inertia forces, its value can
roughly be estimated from the difference in the potential value of the inertia
forces and the measured ones. if the reduction in the inertia coefficients
is represented bythe theoretical and the experimental values, the reduced
inertia forces can be expressed by:

p LCM {(l - le) X b X h} Ca e_c ,2 = , r lCa w (4.68)

Therefore,

r = 1CM(b x h)
(I le)

(4.69)

Otsuka et al. (1990) proposed a nondimensional value K as the ratio of
the circulating velocity to the rotating velocity of separated vortices where
they assumed that the separated vortices rotate around the circular cylinder
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Figure 4d3: Experimental (left,) horizontal and (right) vertical inertia coef-
ficients of a fixed pontoon in waves only in beam seas

with the same cycle as the wave's. In the case of a rectangular pontoon, the
nonclimensional value K is obtained as follows:

fr
K 2(b+h)

f 2(b+h).1T
rT

2.0
o

A

Co
A Do o a

V

V

o

o

.5 1.0 15

(4.iTOa)

(4.70b)- {2(b±h)}2
In Figure 4.14, the values of the non-dimensional coefficients are shown.

The values obtained from horizontal forces show a more consistent pattern
whereas those from vertical forces show some disparity though the basic
pattern remains same..

It is not within the main scope of. this work to find such anomaly in
the first order forces on a submerged body. Howver, based on the existing
literature, the author attempts here some empirical relations as proposed
by Chaplin (1984)., Otsuka and Ikeda (1993) and Aral (1995) to calculate
the inertia forces including effects of circulation. The empirical relations
gives an estimation of the inertia coefficiénts in the presence of circulation.
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Figure 4.14: Circulation estimated from the measured (left) horizontal and
(right) vertical first order forces in waves only in beam seas

CM = 2.00 - 0.21 Nç; Chaplin (4.71)

CM 2.00 Ni_c; Otsuka and Ikeda (4.72)

Equation 4.71 and Equation 4.72 are based on investigations with dr-
cular cylinders and they are aimost identical. It is shown that CM of the
pontoon behaves like the circular cylinders too, i.e. with the increase in the
Keulegan-Carpenter number, CM first decreases. As the orbital motion of
a water particle is a1iost circular, the horizontal component of CM is the
same with the vertical one for a circular or a square cylinder. But in the
case of a rectangular pontoon, however, the CM values in the horizontal and
in the vertical direction are expected to be different from each other because
of the directional shape of the section. The proposed CM values as given by
Aral (1995) are as follows:

CMy = 3.14 - 0.28 (4.73b)
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Table 4.1: Model Pontoon Particulars

The author in his work has modified the Keulegan-Carpenter number
with aîi equivalent diameter which can be done in different ways,

CMc=CM(bxh)

D
/Ifl/( 4(bx h)'

VCMC ir

The values' of CMc is equal to 2 and those for a pontoon of different
aspect ratios are available in different literature. However, the author used
the former one to find the equivalent diameter for the Keulegan-Carpenter
number '

The results of the computations are shown in Figure 4.15 for the 'horizon-
tal and vertical forces compared to the experimental ones. The correlation
is found to be better when the formulations by Arai (1995) are used but still
with anomalls. The reasons might be different experimental set-up, depth
of submersion, wave frequencies and finally the model particulars 'induding
its corner radius. From the concerned references, 'a table 4.1 is produced
where the relevant iformation are given.

References ' d -

Dey 1.666 0.050 0.3I0m

Arai' '1.875 0.000' 0.093m

Ikeda,Otsuka
and Tanaka

1.875 0.25 0.160m

Koterayama
and Hu

1.625 0.125 -

irD = 2(b+ h) (4.74)

D
{2 (b+ h)}

(4.75)

(4.76)

(4.77)
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Figure 4J5: Computed and measured horizontal and vertical first order
forces on a fixed pontoon in waves only in beam seas
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of experimental. (left) horizontal and (right) verti-
cal inertia coefficients of a fixed pontoon in waves only in beam seas

Comparison of experimental inertia coefficients from other published re-
sults including the author's ones are produced in Figure 4.16. The correla-
tion among Arai (1995), Otsuka et al. (1990) and the author shows similar
trends. But the values obtained from (Koterayama and Hu 1995) are quite
high yet they show a decreasing tendency due to the presence of circulation.
In this connection, Table 4.1 can be referred for the model particulars used
in different experiments.

In spite of all these, it is evident that for a single cylindrical (circular or
rectangular) submerged body having its axis parallel to the wave crests, the
circulation phenomena exist and need to be taken care of for the reduction
in the inertia force.

Both horizontal and vertical mean drift forces are shown in Figure 4.17.
The trend is similar to what has been shown for the head sea condition.
Though circulation phenomena do exist for such a single body cylindrical
structure, its effects are still within the potential theory affecting only the
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inertia forcecausing non-linearity in first orderhorizontal and verticalforces.

4.53 Ln-Waves.and CurrentsinBearnSeas

The horizontal and vertical inertia forces are shown in Figure. 4.18 and in
Figure 4.19. Differences'aresti1l observedbetweenthe theoretical predictions
and the measured values.

Figure 4.2i (léft) shows the values of the experimentally obtained mean
drag coefficients CDOy in a wave-current coexisting, flbw field for both pos-
itive and negative currents. Thé values are produced as function of Nk_c.
The mean values can be taken as unity except for some higher wave ampli-
tudes in positive currents in, which case the values are slightly higher. Usiñg
the experimentally obtained values of the mean drag coefficients 'CDOY, a
comparison is shown between the measured and' the computed horizontal
mean' drift forces for different velocities, of currents. Predictiöns appear
well.

Similar to head seas, the measured mean drift forces are shown in 'Fig-
ure 4.22 after the measuted forces due to currents (positive and negative)
have been deducted from 'the forces in waves and currents'. The results 'are

Fixed Pontoon inWavesOnly (BS) FixediPontoon ¿n Waves Only (BS)
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Figure 4.18: computed and measured horizontal first order forces on a fixed
pontoon in waves and currents in beam seas
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again different from the 3-D predictions. As the measured forces are similar
in trend to those from 3-D predictions, such differences cannot be consid-
ered as the viscous drift, forces due to a waves-only field on a constantly
submerged zone.

4,6 Concluding Remarks

While comparing the measured mean forces with 3-dimensional pre-
dictions for a submerged pontoon in both head seas and beam seas, it
is found that the contributions from potential effects are in sufficiently
good agreement. No marked nonlinearity is observed and as such it is
concluded that viscous effects do rtht play any substantial role for any
constantly submerged body in a wavesonly fiöw field.

In the presence of currents,, the above phenomenon is no longer true
and an additional source of viscous effects in the 'horizontal mean drift
forces is established. Because of the absence of the free surface effects
for a deeply submerged body, the wave current 'interactions in both
positive' and negative currents are quite similar resulting into almost
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similar behavior in beam seas whereas in head seas differences stifi
exist because of the lengthwise variation in the fluid velocity.

Beginning with the measured values of the mean forces on the cylinder,
and on the pontoon in head seas and beam seas, it is consistently
proved beyond any dóubt that the origin of the viscous drift force for
a structure cannot be treated by subtracting the mean force due to
a currents-only flow field from the mean force due to a wave-current
coexisting flow field and dealing with the difference as the viscous drift
force in a waves-only flow field. Either an independent flow field or a
coexisting flow field has its own mechanism of generating the viscous
drift force. Neither an addition nor a subtraction is expected to result
in either a coexisting (interacting) flow field or an independent flow
field respectively.

First order forces at zero forward speed can be well predicted by either
3-D or 2-D computations in the head sea condition but in the beam sea
condition the same computational methods fail due to the presence of
the circulation phenomenon which has also been observed consistently
in other experimental work. More systematic investigations, both nu-
merical and experimental, are necessary for further insight into this
hydrodynaniic behavior.

First order forces in the presence of positive and negative currents
are fOund again to be different from theoretical calculatións. In the
presence of currents, viscous effects influence inertia forces. Analysis
of force coefficients based on the Morison force coefficients can help
to overcome such differences in the low frequency range but at higher
frequencies forward speed effects are necessary even in 3-D predictions.

The viscous mean drift force in a wave-current coexisting flow field
can be predicted well when the experimentally obtained values of the
mean drag coefficients are used in the theoretical calculations.
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Chapter 5

Mathematical Model

In this chapter, the, mathematical model for a complete semi-submersible
in both regular and irregular waves will be discussed in connection with
viscous effects in the mean and low frequency drift forces. No description
in connection with either first order forcesor motions wifi be given. These
aspects of 3-Dimensional hycirodynaînic theory have been treated by means
ofDELFRAC (1992).

The hydrodynatnic theory concerning viscous effeçts in the' horizontal
mean drift forces on a vertical cylinder and on a submerged pontoon have
been elaborated upon in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respective1y In .those
two chapters', it was shown that the basic mathematical model for a vertical
cylinder and a submerged pontoon including the experimentally obtained
force ,coefficients along with their controffing hydrodynamic parameters is
sufficient to predict the viscous mean drift force in waves only and also in
waves and currents in the frequency domain. Furthermore, it has become
quite clear from the computations, the: measurements and the validation that
viscous effects either in an independent flow field or in a coexisting flow field
should be treated exclusively in an 'independent manner, Neither a waves-
only flow field can be created by eliminating a currents-only flow field from
a wave-current coexisting flow field nor can a wave-current coexisting flow
field be created by additión of two independent flOw fields namely a waves-
only flow field and a currents-only flow field. So, addition or subtraction
of a currentsonly flòw field would thus loose its interaction effects resulting
into 'severely erroneous results.

In line with the above facts, the present mathematical model has been
developed by extending those fundamental concepts fôr a vertical cylinder

157
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Figure 5.1: Definitionof wave direction and motions

and a submerged pontoon. The main aspects will be to predict the viscous
drift forces on a semi-submersible in regular waves and in irregular waves
including the low frequency viscous drift force. The presence of currents
alone or its interactions with waves will also be shown in the model.

The limitations of the model will be the exclusion of the interference
effects between members, scale effects and inclusion of experimentally ob-
tained values of force coefficients. Only some aspects of drag. interference
beteen the columns of a semi-submersible in a uniform flow field (currents
only) will be treated by means of experimental findings and such results will
be presented in this chapter.

The configuration and the direction of incident waves for the ITTC semi-
submersible are shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.1 Viscous Mean Drift Forces in Head Seas
5.1.1 Wave Kinematics

The undisturbed wave kinematics at the center of gravity of asemi-submersible
is transferred to respective colunins and pontoons in accordance with their
orientations and layout.

Wave Surface Elevation at Columns

((t) (a cos(kx - t)

= (a cos(t - kx)
(5.la)
(5.lb)

= ((t) (5.2a)

((t) = (ca cos(wt + ) (5.2b)

(ca(a
(ca

(a
= kx

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

(5.3c)

Horizontal Water Particle Velocity at Columns

u(t) = (a(i) cos(kx - wt) (5.4a)
= Ua cos(wt - kx)

where 'Ua = (a W

u(t) = u(t)

(5.4b)

(5.5a)

'u(t) = Uca cos(wt + UC) (5.5b)

Uca (5.6a)
Uca

(5.6b)W

ILCC = kx (5.6c)
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Figure 5.2: Undisturbed wave elevation and phases at the -columns

Equations for the horizontal velocity at columns are shown at mwl for the
free surface zone (splash zone') but for the submerged zone, the exponential
term is to be included and the same wifi be done for a submerged pontoon.

Figure 5.2 and Figure 5 .3showthe RAOs and phases of undisturbed wave
elevation and horizontal water particle velocities at the respective columns
in head seas.

Horizontal Water Particle Velocity at Pontoons

In the presence of currents, the horizontal projected areas at the pontoon's
ends require the horizontal velocity to be calculated at those places.

.5 1.0 15
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g'
0

J
w

o

-250
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1.10

1.05

w (risi w (risi

u(t) = w cos(kx - wt) (5. 7a)

= Ua cos(wt - kx) (5.7b)

where Ua = Ca e w

u(t) = u(t) (5.8a)
u(t) = Upa cos(wt + (5.8b)
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5i.2 Horizontal Motions at Columns

Horizontal motions at any point ou the center line of the columns are affected
by the angular motiOn and the vertical distance between the center of gravity
and a particular point.

x(t) = Xa cos(t + ) (5. lOa)
0(i) a cos(wt + ECC) (5. lob)

x(t) = x(t) + Zdc 0(t) (5.lia)
x cos(.it + (5.1 lb)

Upa = Ua (5.9a)

= e' (5.9b)

(5.9c)
(a

= kx,

HorizontaiFluudVelocfty in. Head Seas VeIoc1tyPhase iniHead Seas

w Er/si w [r/s

Figure 5.3: Undisturbed fluid velocities and phases. at the columns
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Figure 5.4: Horizontal motions and phases at the columns

Figure 5.4 shows the RAQs and phases of horizontal motion at the free
surface of the respective columns in head seas.

5.1.3 Vertical Motions at Columns

In head seas, similar to horizontal motions at columns, the vertical mo-
tions are equally affected by the angular motion and the horizontal distance
between the center of gravity and a particular point.

z(t) Za cos(wt + EzC) (5.14)
0(t) = 0 cos(ct + Eec) (5.15)

.5 1.0 15

EeC) (5.12)

(5. 13)
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= z(t) Xdc 9(t) (5.1'6a)

z(t) = z cos(t + EZC) (5.16b)

= I() + {xdC
(9)}2 2 ( f9a\

) Xj -) cos( ) (5.17)
Ca V Ca 'C5 Ca

ZcC -
arctan{

{() sin E« - Xdc()Sifl9C} '
COS - Xdc () COS

(5.18)

Figure 5.5 shows the RAOs and phases of vertical motions at the free
surface of the columns in head seas.

5.1.4 Relative Horizontal Velocity at Columns

'Ur(t) = u(t) - i(t) (5.19a)

Urc(t) = u(t) - (5.19b)
u(t) = Ur cos(wt + Eurcc) (519c)

15
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u(2) = Uca cos(wt ± UC<)

= x cos(wt + Ea)
= cos(wt + )

where d = (< +

Urca = (cawJ'1 +
()2 - 2() cos(ç ec)

f {sin -(:) sin
Eu = arctan <rc C ({cos - () cos

5.1.5 Relative Wave Elevation at Columns

((t) = ((t) z(t)

(rc(t) = ((t) - z(t.)
(rc(t) = (rca COS(Wt+ECrczc)

(rca = (ca +
()2

2 cos(Ecc -

f {sin - (e:) SiflEzC}
= arctanrc C {cos c - () cos

5.1.6 Horizontal Motions at Pontoons

(5.20a)

(5.20b)

(5.20c)

(5.23a)

(5.23b)

(5.23c)

((t) = (ca cos(ct + (5.24a)

z(t) = Zca cos(wt + (5.24b)

Similar to the vertical columns, horizontal motions are to be calculated at
the pontoons ends by taking care of the. angular motion.

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.25)

(5.26)
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X00 IíXa\2
+

(Oa)}2
+ 2

Za 9a(') Zdp (
(a "(a' '(a

I{() SiflfcC +Zdp()SiUE9C} ]= arctan
COS E + Zdp ().cos cgc}Ca

5.1.7 Vertical Motions at Pontoons

Similar to the vertical columns., vertical motions are to be calculated at the
pontoons ends by taking care of the angular motion.

f{() Sifl Xdp () siu ec}
CZ = arctan {(!a) cos - Xdp () COS 9C}Ca

x(t) = x(t) + Zdp 0(t) (5.29a)

cos(c - oc)(5.3O)

(5.31)

0(t) = 0 cos(wt + o) (5.33)

z(t) = z(t) - XdpO(t) (5.34a)

jI(Za)2 + {xdp()}2 2 () Xdp () Cos(EZC -

(5.36)

x(t) = z0 cos(wt + c) (5.27)

0(t) = 0 cos(wt + toc) (5.28)

x(t) = Xpa COS(Wt + Ec) (5.29b)

z(t) = z0 cos(t + «) (5.32)

z(t) = z,0 cos(wt + Ec) (5.34b)
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5.1.8 Relative Horizontal Velocity at Pontoons

u(t) - th(t)
Urp(t) = u(t) -
Urp(t) = Urpa cos(wt + Eurpd:p)

u(t) = Upa cos(t +
x(t) = Spa cos(wt + Eapt)

Xpa cos(Wt+

where Ed = (cp +

Urpa = (paW jJl +
()2 2 (.E) cos(Ec -

f{sine, - (E) sin ejc}
EUrpdp = arctan

t {cos,, - () cos

5.L9 Viscous Mean Drift Forces on-a -Column

Wàves Only; Splash Zone

FDOX = - p CDOX D g k (rca COS(ECrczc -
Waves and Currents; Splash. Zone

For U I Urca:

1 2
FDOX = p UDO D rca Urca 7rc COS (rcZc - Eurcc)

(5.37a)

(5.31b)

(5.37c)

(5.38a)

(5 .38b)

(5.38c)

(5 .4I')

(5.42)

For lU 1< Urca

FDOX = - p CDO D crca ca {Sjfl 30 COS(Crczc + 2Ercc) +

3 sin 0 COS(ECFCZC - 2Erc) + 6 SiR O COSrczc} +
l'rc {(2 0 - ir) COS(ECrczc - urcc) + sin 20 COS(E(cZc + 1Lrcic)} +

(5.39)

(5.40)
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where

i
d1 = [sin 30 COS(ECFcZc ± 2Ercc) + 3 sinO {COS(ECrczc - 2ircthc) + 2 cos rczc}]

d2 = ((2 0 - ir) COS(Erczc - furcc) + sin 20 COS(Crczc + Eurcc)}
d3 = 2 (sin O cos ECrcZc)

Waves and Currents; Submerged Zone

For U I Urca

2 (sin 0 cos crCzc)j

= PCDOD(rcaU(dl+d2 +d3)
2ir

FDOX=PCDOD (Uca+U2)

=PCDODUCO (+Ç-)
rca,

= P'CDo D Urca ( + 7)

For U 1< Ur:

FDOX = - p CDI-J D {(20 - ir) + sin 20 cos

4 7rc Sin 0 COS urcXc + (20 - ir)]

= p CDO D n (d1 + d2 + d3)
2ir

where

d1 = {(20 - ir) + sin 20 COS2Ec1c}

d2 = 47rc sinE)

d3 = 7(20 ir)

(5.44a)

(5.44b)

(5.44c)

(5.43a)

(5.43b)

(5.45a)

(5.45b)
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5.1.10 Viscous Mean Drift Forces on a Pontoon

Waves and Currents

The viscous effects on a pontoon are only considered in the presence of
currents, i.e. in a wave-current coexisting flow field.

This case is different and is due to the projected area of the triangular
faces of the pontoon. As the relative horizontal fluid velocity would be
different along the length of the pontoon, the force would be calculated for
a number of small strips with their resulting projected area and calculating
the relative horizontal fluid velocity at the middle of each strip including
the proper vertical motions at the exponential term.

The projected area of one triangular end is Ap = b X h. So, the ¿Ap
for a small strip of length ¿x is ¿tAp = -1zx where Lx = where

N is the number of small strips. So, EiAp = thus resulting in Ap

E LAp. Furthermore, as Urpa is a function of x, it is to be calculated for
i=1
both positive and negative x.

FDX(t) = p DX A(rp ± U)
I

(Urp + U)
I

For I U I Urpa

FDOX = P CDOX /XAp ( + U2)
i=l

= PCDoX >LApUpa ( + Ç-)
i=l rpa
N

= p CDOX > AApv ( +
i=l

For U 1<

(5.46)

(5 .47a)

(5.4Th)

(5.47c)

FDOX = p CDOX

N
tAp pa [

{(20 - ir) + sin 20 cos +

sin O cos t&rpthp + -y, (20 - ir)] (5.48a)



i
=

1=1

where

d1 = {(20 - ir) + sin 20 cos 2rpp)

d2 = 4 -y sin E) COS

d3 = i(20 ir)

5.2 Viscous Mean Drift Forces in Beam Seas
The basic derivations for wave kinematics, horizontal motions and vertical
motions and consequently the relative horizontal velocity and relative wave
elevation are similar to head seas. The details are not produced again.

Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the RAOs and phases of undisturbed
wave elevation and horizontal water particle velocities at columns in beam
seas.

N

D0X L?Ap Upa (d +d2+d3) (5.48b)
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Figure 56: Undisturbed wave elevation and phases at the columns
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Figure 5.9: Vertical motions and phases at the, columns

Figure 5.8. and.Figure.5.9:.show .the.RAOs andphases of horizontal and
vertical motions 'at the free surface of the respective columns in beam seas.

5.2.1 ViscousMean Drift Forces on a Column
Waves Only; Splash Zone

FDOY = p CDO D g k (rca CO5(ECrczc - ijrcc)

Waves and Currents; Splash Zoné

For
I U I Vrca:

FDOY = p CDO D (rca Vca l'rc COS(rcz - Eijrcc)

For
I U 1< Vrca

FDOY = PCDo D Cica
[

{sin30 CO5(Crcz + 2Evrcc) +

3 sin O cos(Erczc - 2Evrc) + 6 sin O cos Crczc} +

.5 1.0 15

(5'.49)

(5.50)
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l'rc {(20 - ir) COS(ECrczc - + sin 20 COS(ECrczc + +

27(sinO COSECrczc)] (5.5la)

PCDODCrcaV(d1 +d2 + d3) (5.51b)2ir

where

d1 = [sin 30 CO5(Erczc + 2Vrcjc) + 3 sin O {COS(Erczc - 2Evrcc) + 2 cos ECrcZc }]

d2 = l'rc {(2 O - ir) CO5(ECrczc - Evrcc) + sin 20 COS(ECrczc + Evrcc)}

d3 = 27 (sin E) cosECrczc)

Waves and Currents; Submerged Zone

For U I vrca:

FDOY=PCDOD (Vca+U2)

1 2 fi u2=PCD01)Vrca (+7
rca

1 2(1 2jP'CDODt'rca 1j

For
I U 1< Vrca:

FDOY = _PCDoDv[.{(20 - ir)+sin2O CO52Ercc} +

4 l'rc sin O cos vrcc + . (20 - ir)]

i
=PCDODtca(dl+d2+(13)

where

d1 = {(20 - ir) + sin 2E) CO52Ercc}

d2 = 4 l'rc 5fl 0 COSEv

d3 =i(20 ir)

(5 .52a)

(5.52b )

(5.52c)

(5.53a)

(5.53b)
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5.2.2 Viscous Mean Drift Forces on a Pontoon

5.2.3 Waves and Currents

Similar to head seas, the origin of viscous drift forces is considered only in
a wave-current coexisting flow field. Relative horizontal velocity along with
the effects of vertical motions at the exponential term will be considered.

FDy(t) = pCDy(l X h)(vi- + U) I (vi-r + U) I

For U I Vi-pa:

FDOY = p CDOY (1 x h) ( Vi-apa + U2) (5.55a)

i
pa

(1

U2\- pCDoy(1 X h)Vi- + (5.55b)
i-pa /

= p CDQY (i X h) Vrpa ( + 7) (5.55c)

For U 1< Vrpa

FDOY = p CDOY (i x h) 14pa ((20 - ir) ± sin 20 cos 2EVrpÛp} +

4'yi-,, sin 0 cos rpp + 7i-(20 - vr)] (5.56a)

= pCDoy(l x h) Vpa(dl + d2 + d3) (5.56b)

where

d1 = {(20 - ir) + sin 20 cos2vrpp}

d2 yi-,,, sin 0 cos

d3 = (20 - ir)

5.3 Low Frequency Viscous Drift Forces
In the foregoing mathematical model, it was shown that the viscous mean
drift forces in regular waves can be treated in the frequency domain by

(5.54)
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calculating the same for each column with its respective relative horizontal
velocity and relative vertical: wave surface elevation using the appropriate
mean drift force coefficient. Summing up all the contributions, the total
viscous mean drift force on a. moored semi-.submersibk is then obtained.
Iii the presence of currents, additional contributiòns from the submerged
pontoon are to be included in order to compute the total viscous mean drift
force in a wave-current coexisting flow fie1d

h irregular wayes, due to the difference frequencies, the low frequency
phenomenon exists. The computations cannot be. handled accurately in the
frequency domain due. to the highly nonlinear (cubic) nature of the transfer
functions in a waves only flow field. In the presence of currents, even the.
qtfs do not show any linearity. In order to remove these difficulties, the
frequency domain approach often. used in dealing with only potential effects
in the mean and low frequency wave drift forces is avoided and instead, the
time domain approach wifi be adopted for the low frequency viscous drift
forces.

The fundamental concept is still based on the Morison equation approach
for the local drag. force combined with a relati.ve. horizontal velocity and
relative wave surface elevation Effects of angular motions are well taken
into account while calculating the horizontal and vertical motions at any
point on the centerline of the columns and the pontoons.

The viscous contribution to the drift force in the time domain wifi then
be. determined from the following relation:

F3(tj = pcDO(t).D r(t)Ur(t) I U,.(t) 1 (5.57)

From the foregoing regular wave transfer functions at columns, for any
arbitrary time records. of input waves relating to any sea spectrum, time
records of the relative wave elevation and relative horizontal velocity can
be generated using the. FFT technique. Similar to regular waves, the to-
tal viscous drift force on a semisubmersib1e. is thus obtained after all the
individual contributions are added Finally, all traces of the signals gener-
ated by the FFT and the measured irregular sea records will be subject to
a lpf (low pass ifiter). The computed signals .of the. potential (wave drift
.force) and viscous (viscous drift force) contributiOns wifi be added together
(samplewise) and then be compared with the measured low frequency drift
force.

The effect of currents on the viscous contribution to the drift, force can be
taken into account by adding the. current velocity to the relative horizontal
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velocity.
In Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, the computed low frequency potential

and viscous drift force on the floating ITTC semi-submersible in irreguhr
waves in head. seas and beam seas respectively is shown. Thé magnitude
of the löw frequency viscous drift force is quite large compared to the low
frequency wave (potential) drift force especially in the region where higher
wave groups are present. However, such large magnitude is based on a
constant value of the mean drag coefficient of unity which hasP been followed
in many work. But. it is essential that such low frequency viscous drift forces
need to be treated with appropriate mean drag coefficients at each column
depending on the slowly varying wave kinematics.

5.3,. 1 Hydrodynamic Parameters

One noticeable thing in Equation 5.57 is the expression of the mean drag
coefficient in the time domain. In regular waves, it is quite straightforward
to deal with the mean drag coefficient with its controffing hydrodynamic pa-
rametersusing regularwavekinematics like wave frequency,wave amplitude
current velocity, etc. In the case of flöating bodies, relative horizöntal. veloc-
ity based on the wave frequency motions can again be used for calculating
the relevant hydrodynamic parameters.

On the other hand, in irregular waves the amplitude of the motion of
water particles changes in each wave cycle. it is not convenient to define
a certain NK_C through the measured waves of a particular seastate. In
addition, iii the low frequency domain, it is further complicated by the
presence of. a slowly varying wave. envelope with its associated frequencies.

It is possible to modify the Keu1egan-Carpenter number by replacing
the maximum horizontal velocity Ua by significant wave height JI and peak
wave frequency , (Li and Kang 1992). For a particular sea spectrum, this
approach will produce a single value of the mean drag coefficient. Fora large
number of wave spectra of varied H3 and , with different geometries, this
approach may be suitable to deal with first order force coefficients in irregu-
lar waves. This does not take any account of the low frequency phenomenon
present in the hydrodynamic field. Qn the other hand Otsnka et al. (1990)
proposed an alternative approach for irregular waves. If the original defi-
nition of NK_C is retained, that is', defining it in terms of each half wave
cycle for an irregular wave, then the Keulegan-Carpenter number can be
defined in terms of the moving distance of water particles in each swing.
The approach is similar to the building block method of dealing with slowly
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varying drift force in irregulir waves by Hsu and :Blekarn (1970). But stifi
such definitions wifi not be sufficient while dealing with the low frequency
phenomenon. Perhaps these approaches might be suitable for treating first
order forces in irregular waves in connection with expressing first order force
coefficients like CM and CD. In literature, no other formulations are avail-
able regarding any other kind of definition of appropriate hydrodynamic
parameters associated with the low frequency behavior of a floating body
like semi-submersibles.

The slowly varying wave envelope with its associated frequencies can
then be used to calculate the appropriate hydrodynamic parameters. Formu-
lations are given below for calculating the wave envelope and its associated
frequencies (Pinkster 1974).

An irregular, long-crested sea may be considered as the sum of a large
number of regular wave components:

If the spectral density of the irregular waves is narrow, i.e. if the highest
and the lowest frequencies present in the wayes differ only slightly from some
centrally chosen frequency w0, then the wave envelope amplitude A(t, s) and
its phase e(t, z) are of a slowly varying form.

From the above expression, the slowly varying wave frequency w(t,z)
can be defined as follows:

'N

( cos(wt - kx + j) (5.58)

This expression may also be written as follows:

((t, z) = A(i, s) cos{wot + E(t,.X)} (5.59)

where the wave envelope is expressed by

NN
A(t,x) = ( ( cos{(w - w)t - (k /c)x± (E - e3)}

i=1 j=1
(5.60)'

>2 (j sin{(w - wo)t - k1x + e1}
e(t, s) = arctan ,11

(5.61)

>2 ( cos{(w - wo)t - k1x ± ,}
1=1'
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NN
Çj.( cos{(w - w,)t - (k1 - k)x + (e - ej)}

1=1 j=1
(5.63)

In Figure 51O the wave envelope, without and with lpf, is shown for a
measured time record. Further shown are the associated frequencies and the
wave steepness. Using the above mentioned slowly varying wave kinematics,
hydrodynamic parameters like the viscous parameter, diffraction parame-
ter and the Keulegan-Carpenter number can be obtained for the respective
columns to ascertain the values of the mean drag coefficients including the
fact that the time derivative of the low frequency motion is negligible in the
relative velocity term.

5.4 Low eq.uency Wave Drift Forces

The mean low frequency wave drift forces due to potential effects, are com-
puted with 3-dimensional theory using the direct integration method (Pinkster.
]J980). By this method the wave drift forces are found from the second; order
term in the following expression for the hydrodynamic forces:

P= JJpÑds
The expression of the second order wave forces:

(2)

=_ IWL
.pg((1)2ffdl+ X (M9W)

liso
- f JS e( +

(5.62)

Equation 5.62 leads to the following

Jr ?j (wji-) cos{(wj - - (k1 - k)x + (e - ej),}
1=1 j=1w(t, x) =

(5.64)

(1)). dS

(5.65)
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'It is convenient to use Equation 5.65 to computefrequency domain trans-
fer functions which, in turn can be transformed into time domain second
order impulse respOnse fùnctions. These second order impulse response
functions when convoluted with the undisturbed wave train, produce time
records of the second order drift force (DaIell 1976).

5.4.1 Quadratic Transfer Functions

From the aforesaid, it follows that the total' second order force in waves
contains the following components:

Relative wave height contribution

i rPgJwr n
Pressure drop contribution due to velocity squared

1 (1) 2

Pf Is0 - IV ndS

Pressure contribution due to the product of gradient of first order
pressure and'first order motion

- f Is0 (1W (1)) dS

Préssure due to the product of angular motion and inertia forces
(i)

dx(MX9 ),,
Contribution due to the second order potential

, f f ((2) +

The procedure to obtain the qtfs of the forces dependent on first order
quantities (1,11,111,1V) will be illustrated by taking the low frequency part
of the longitudinal component of the force contribution due to the relative
wave elevation:

F(t)
= _J !pg((1)2(t,e)ni(t).d (5.66)

In irregular long crested waves the elevation, to first order, of the incom-
ing undisturbed waves, referred to the mean position of the cog of,a floating
body, may be written as:
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N
cos(wt + e) (5.67)

The first order relative wave elevation at a point L on the waterline of
the body may be written as:

= (l) cos{wt ± ej +rj(L)} (5.68)

Substituting Equation 5.68 in Equation 5.66 leads to the following:

F,(t) = Pi1 cos{(w
i=1 j=1
NN

> >ii:
(1) (1) Q1 sin{(w

i1 j=1
high frequency terms

where P1 and Q1 are the Ín-phase and out-of-phase components of
the time dependent transfer function with:

Pj1 = P1(,w)
= f pg((L)C.(t) cos{er1(t) -- er(t)}ni(t)de (5.70).

WL

Qj1 = Qi(w,w) = - pgC(t)C(t) sin{e,(1?) -
(5.71)

Taking the low frequency part of the square of the wave elevation given
by Equation 5.67 results in:

c)t+ (ej e)}+
(5.69)

= (') cos{( )t + (e ej)}
i=1 j=1

(5.72)

Comparison with Equation 5.69 shows that P1 and Q1 are transfer
functions which give that part of the wave drifting force which is in-phase



and out-of-phase respectively with the low frequency part of the square. of
the incident, wave elevation.

It wifi be clear that similar developments can be made forother contribu-
tions to the. wave drifting forces which depend only on first order quantities.
The contribution V due to second order potentials is approximated using
results of first order wave loads (Pinkster 1980). The total in-phase and
out-of-phase transfer functions are found by simple summation of the con-
tributions from the five components. The wave drifting forces may thus be
represented as transfer functions which, as can be seen from the foregoing,
are a function of two frequencies. In general, the qtf's will also be functions
of the direction of the waves.

Based on a wave elevation as given by Equation 5.67 the total wave drift
force is found from:

=
(i)(1) Pjj cos{(j - w)t + (e - ej)} +

1=1 j=1

> (ÇQ sin{(w - w)t + (e - )} (5.73)
i=lj:=1

in which and Q, are found by summation of contributions I through
V.

5.4.2 Drift Force in a Regular Wave Group
The first .order wave elevation in a regular wave group consisting of two
regular waves with frequency w and wj is given by:

5.4. Low Frequency Wave Drift Forces 18!1

cos(wt+e)

= d1 cos(wit + ei) +

(5.74a)

cos(c1.2t + e2) (5.74b)

The second order force associated with such a wavetrain has the follow-
ing form:

F2(t) > Ç P cos{( w)t + (ei. - e)} +
i=1 j=1
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e(i) e(i) Q,j sin{(w - w,)t + (ei - (5.75a)
i=1 1=1'

11 + C2W +
((1) c2' (P12 ± P21,) cos{(wi - w2,)t + (ei - e2')} +
C1 (» C2W (Q12 Q21i Sifl J((Qi - w2.)t + (ei - e2» (5.75b)

From Equation 5.75b it is' seen that the second order forces contain two
constant components. Each of these components represents the constant
force which would be found if the wave train consisted of a single regular
wave with frequency w or w2 respectively. This shows that, although the
force is a non-linear phenomenon, the constant and the mean second or.der
force in a wavé train consisting of a superposition of regular waves is the sum
of the mean forces found for each of the component. waves. The quadratic
transfer functions:

P11 = P(wi,wi) (5;76)

gives the mean second order force in regular waves with frequency w1:
lu literature dealing with the mean second order forces on fioating bodies iñ
regular or in irregular waves this is often 'expressed: as a function dependent
on one frequency w1. The above equations show that the transfer function
for 'the mean or constant part is, however, only .a specific case ofthe general'
quadratic transfer function P(wi, w2) 'for the force in regular wave groups.'

Besides the constant parts the second order forse contains low frequency'.
parts with a frequency corresponding to the' difference frequency '(w1 w2) of
the component regular waves. It is seen that the amplitudes of the in-phase
and out-of-phase parts depend on the sum of the in-phase qtf's P12 and P21
and the difference of the out-of-phase functions Q12. and Q21.

5.4.3 Symmetry of the Quadratic 'fransfer Funçtions

From Equation 5.75b it is seen that the transfer functions do not 'appear
in isolation but rather in pairs. In general, the in-phase and out-of-phase
components of the qtf's as determined from components I through IV for
combinations of w1 and w2 will be so that, for instance:

P(wi,w2) P(w2,wi)
. (5.77)
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However, since the force as given in Equation 5.75b depends on the sum
or difference of the components of the quadratic transfer functions these
may be so reformulated that the following symmetry relations are valid:

P(wi,w2) = P(w2,wi) (5.78)
Q(wi,w2) = Q(w2,wi) (5.79)

The in-phase component P(wi,w2) of the quadratic transfer function of
the total second order force takes the form of a matrix which is symmetri-
cal about the diagonal for which w1 is equal to w2 while the out-of-phase
component Q(wi,w2) is anti-symmetric about the diagonal.

5.4.4 Evaluation of the Quadratic Transfer Functions

Evaluation of the various components of the quadratic transfer functions of
the low frequency wave drift forces requires detailed knowledge of the first
order body motions and fluid motions. For instance, as shown by Equa-
tion 5.70 and Equation 5.71, evaluation of contribution I requires know!-
edge of the relative wave elevation amplitudes and phase angles around the
waterline.

5.4.5 Time Domain Representation

According to DaLzell (1976), the low frequency second order forces can be
computed given the qtf and the time record of the wave eleyation using the
following relationship:

+00 +00

F1(2)(t) =J J g(2)(t, t2) (1)(t - ç(')(t - t2) dt1 dt2 (5.80)

The quadratic impulse response function g(2)(t1, t2) is derived from the
following expression:

+00 +00

g2(t1,t2)
= J J G(2)(wi,w2) dw1 dw2

-00-00

in which

(5.81)
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G(2)(wi ,w2) = complex quadratic transfer function
= P(1,c2) ±iQ(wi,w2) (5.82)

From Equation 5.80 it is seen that if the quadratic impulse response
function g(2)(ti,t2) is known the time record of the low frequency second
order forces can be computed for arbitrary wave elevation records. The
applicability of this technique. has been demonstrated extensively by Dalzell
(1975) using quadratic transfer functions for the second order forces obtained
from tests in irregular waves using cross-bi-spectral analysis techniques.

Time records of second order wave drift forces in irregular waves can also
be generated based on Equation 5.73. In such cases it is assumed that the
irregular waves are described by the spectral density SC(w),. The amplitudes

are found from the following relatiónship:

Çj = J2 Sc(cLj) &, (583)

The phase angles e are random with a homogeneous distribution func-
tion from O to 2ir. The wave elevation follOws from Equation 5.67. The wav.e
drift force record is found from Equatiön 5.73.

Computational efforts for the evaluation of the wave drift force record
according to Equation 5.73 can be drastically reduced by choósing equidi-.
tant frequencies j to describe the wave spectrum. if the frequency step
fused todscribe the wavespectrum is w then. the wave record and hence
the wave drift force record become periodic with a period of T = .

According to Fourier's theorem the wave drift, forces record can then be
written in the form of a single summation as follows:

M
F1(2)(t) = {Ak coswkt + Bk sin (4)kt} (5.84)

k=O

where oi = k.w and from Ecivation 5.73 Ak and Bk are found to be:

Nk
Ak '5k > Cj+kCj {lj+kj cos(e3±k - e) + sin(e+k - e)} (5.85)

j=1

Nk
Bk'= {Q+k,1cos(e+k - e) - F+k,j sin(e3k - e).} (5.86)
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with
ök = i for k = O

= 2 for k O

N = number of wave frequencies used to describe the wave spectrum
M=N-1

Use of Equation 5.84 instead of Equation 5.73 involves computing the
coefficients Ak and Bk according to Equations 5.83, 5.85 and 5.86 using
data on the qtf's Pj and Q. Once these coefficients are computed and
stored, the time record of the wave drift force is computed' from' the single
summation of Equation 5.84.

In Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, the computed low frequency wave (po-
tential) drift force on the floating ITTC semi-submersible in irregular waves
in head seas and beam seas respectively is shown.

5.5 Forces in Currents Only
The scope of this section is to provide an overview of the calculation proce-
dures of environmental, design loads due to currents, i.e. the mechanisms by
which they originate hychodynamic loads in the most conventionally used
methods (empirical methods) of load calculations. Numerical; estimation of
steady loads like current loads is hardly possible and as such is beyond the
scope of thispresentation. The traditional methods widely. used in the world
are the Riilès and Regulations of the International Classification Societies
like. (DnV 1990; GL 1990; ABS 1988).

The calculation of the. above forces is mainly complicated by the need
for an :appropriate selection of. non-dimensional force coefficients like drag
force and lift force coefficients, shielding effects, effects of interference, etc.

5.5.1 Classification of Geometry

In the case of offshore floating platforms like seini-submersibles, there are
two major buoyant items - one is the submerged hulls and the other is the
surface piercing, vertical columns. Other than these. two major elements,
there are randomly oriented horizontal and inclined circular tubes (bracing)
whose main contributions. areto the structural reliability and compatibility.
Nevertheless, they fortunately contribute' to the increased hydrodynamic
viscous damping also.

The submerged hulls (often called' pontoons) can be of either circular
or rectangular cross-sectiOn. Sometimes, cross-sections of a rectangle with
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semi-circular ends are adopted. In some early designs of semi-submersibles,
instead of having two hulls, a nunther of submerged floaters (caissons) were
used. Their shapes were also cylindrical, spherical, rectangular, etc. and
there were at least threeof them. Such designs need more randomly oriented
bracing tubes. Semi-submersibles can also have a continuous hull, e.g. a ring
hull semi-submersible having columns connected to its troidal hull.

Surface piercing vertical columns for semi-submersibles can be of either
circular or rectangular cross-section.

5.5.2 System of Axes and Definitions

The earth-fixed system of axes is O0X0Y0Z0 which is right-handed with
00Z0 vertically upwards. The X0Y0 plane lies on the undisturbed water
level.

The second system of body-fixed axes OXYZ is also right-handed. The
OX axis is chosen in the forward direction, the OY axis to port and the
O Z axis vertically upwards through the center of gravity G of the complete
floating structure In the equilibrium condition, the OXY plane coincides.
with the undisturbed water level. ' is the heading angle. of the structure
with respect to the earthflxed system of axes O0X0Y0Z0

With respect to the body-fixed co-ordinate system OXYZ, FDCX and
FDCY are the current forces along the fixed horizontal X- and Y-axis and
current moments are MDCX, MDCY:. and MDCZ about the body ked X-

Y an4 Z-axis. There is also a current force along the vertical Z-axis.,
According to Maeda et al. (1985), lift forces occur at almost all' current,
directions. Obviously, such steady lift forces generally contribute to the
overturning moments.

5.5.3 Forces and Moments

The existence of viscosity causes flow separation and gives rise to additional
hydrodynamic forces. These viscous forces in line with the flow direction
are commonly known as drag forces. They are of the greatest importance
for structural members with slender dimensions and under flow conditions
where high fluid particle velocities exist. In addition to the in-line drag
force, the wake formation as a consequence of flow separation also gives
rise to a lift force normal to the flow directiom Lift forces can be of either
a steady or oscifiatory nature. Due to the cross-flow principle, steady lift
forces occur for a submerged cylindrical body (berner 1.965). For a vertical
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surface column, oscillatory, lift forces occur due to the shedding of vortices
into the wake. In the following calculation methods, steady lift forces wifi
be assumed as far .a practicaL

Under the above circumstances, the underwater geometry of a semi-
submersible is subject to hydrodynamic loads due :to current. flow. 'The basis
of the mathematical model will be 'to. compute' the forces and momenta by
sub-dividing the structure into some typical members and summing up the
forces and moments due to those individual members. Júterference effects
will be considered between the shielded members.

A short description of fórce and moment fórmulations are given here.
Further details are. available in (Dey 1993; Dey 1994)..

Forces. and Moments on Horizontul Pontoons

The current forces and moments about the body-fixed co-ordinate system
OXYZ of the pontoon..

FDCXI 0.50p.U2 Apx' CDCX cosa ¡ic (5.8.7)

FDCYI =O.50p U2 Apy CDCy'$in2 ¡4c (:5 ;88)

The above two expressions seem reasönable from .the point of view of
mathematics. But the' hydrodynamic phenomenon. is rather.different. whi'ch
needs some: explanatión here; In fact, in case óf a uniform: flow (current) to
a deeply submerged infinitely long cylinchicai body with an oblique angle to
the longitudinal axis', lift force is also associated. withthe drag force having
'neither of the forces perpendicular to the body axis. Such liydro:dynainic
phenomena are due to the cross-flów principle (Hoerner 1965).

That is why it is' more pr3ctical to use the following equation by just
taking the normal component of the lift and the drag 'forces rather than
using Equation 5.87 and Equation 5.88. After, some trigonometry, in fact,
theresult would be the sameas Equation 5.87'and 'Equation 5.88 but keeping
them separate facifitates the independent use of lift and 'drag coefficients
according tó published data (berner 1965,). So, in the calculation, the
following equation will be used.

FDCY' = O.5O.p U2 ÄPy'{(CDcBSin3'/.LC + 0.02) cos(90 .tc)
+ CDCB SjU2JLC C0SJLC cosíLc} (5.89)
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On the other hand, if the càmponent forces of lift and drag are taken
along the axis, they would cancel each other because of their Opposite di-
rections provided the term 0.02 for friction is neglected.

FDCXI O..5O.p U2 Apri {(CDCB sin3 pq) sin(90 - PC)
- CDCB sin2 ¡La cospe sinpa} (5.90)

Doing, so., Equation 5.90 will be sufficient to calculate the force along the
cylindrical axis.

Now the current forces and the moments with the body-fixed X - Y
co-ordinates and the cylinder axis-Z' respectively are as follows:

where X'LP is the distance between the point of application of the force
and the axes origin O'.

A good approximation as suggested in (Pijfers 19m) is the following
relation X'LP = 0.0038 Lp (90 .Ipc - 180) where'pc in degrees: O < pc <
180 and 180< liC <360.

The moments about the body-fixed X- , Y- and Z-axis are respectively.

Forces and Moments on Vertical Columns

FDCX = FDCXI (5.91)

FDCY = FDCYI (5.92)

MDCZI = FDCYI . (5.93)

Rectangular Cross Section For rectangular cross-sections, the horizon-
tal forces and moments about the body-fixed axes are expressed as follows:

FDCX = FDCXI = 0.50 pU2 Api cos2 Pa (5.97)

FDCY = FDCYI = 0.50 p U24pri j2 pa (5.98)

MDCX = FDC.Y . z; (5.99)

MDCY = -FDCY . z; (5.100)

MDCZ = -FDCX . il' + FDCY . X! (5.101)

MDCX FDCY . (5.94)

MDCY = -FDCY . (5.95)

MDCZ = MDCZI - FDCX . Yl' + FDCY . XÍ (596)
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Circular Cross Section For circular cross-sections, the horizontal forces

Forces and Moments on Tubular Bracing

Randomly oriented tubes are normally of two types - horizontal and verti-
cally inclined. Though horizontal, they have different orientations, i.e. they
have rotations about the Z'-axis only. On the other hand inclined bracing
have two different orientations - rotation about the Z'-axis as well as rota-
tion about the Y' -axis. The angle of rotation about the Z'-axis is a, i.e. the
X'-axis is the tube axis and the Y'-axis is situated in the horizontal O'XY
plane. Consequently represents the angle in the horizontal plane. between
the X'-axis and the X-axis. Similarly rotation about the Y'-axis is /3, i.e.
this is the angle between the X'-axis with the horizontal XY-plane. The
origin O' is the point of application of the force acting on the tube due to
the current velocity U. Now if the 'current velocity vector in the O'XYZ
system of axes is U and in the O'X'Y'Z' system of axes U' respectively,
then the following relation can be written.

U = AU' (5.107)

where

U = (Ucospc,Usinc,0)
A = Matrix of orthonornial basis transformation

f' cos a cos /3 sin a - cos a sin /3
A = ( - sin a cos /3 cosa - sin a sin /3

\ sinß 0 cosß

The velocity vector U' with respect to the bracing axis O'X'Y'Z' is:

and moments about the body-fixed axes are expressed as follows

FDCX = FDCXI = 0.50 pU2 Ap cosjLc (5.102)

FDCY FDCY' = 0.5OpU2Ap sinc (5.103)
FDCY . ZI (5.104)

MDCY = FDCY . Z (5.105)

MDCZ = FDCX . Y1' + FDQY . X( (5.106)
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O' = A'Ui (5.108)

Since the matrix A is orthonormal, the inverse or transpose of matrix A
are similar.

f cos a cos /3 - sin a cos /3 sin /3
A' = AT = ( - sin a cosa O

\cosa sinß siria sinß cos/3

Now, if P is the force vector with respect to the bracing axis, then

fix' U'x'
F'DC I JY'

\ fz'

in which Ü,, ÜÇ, and ti, are the components of the velocity vector Û'.

IDX' = O.50PCDX' Apx' I (7"x'
fDY' = 0.50 p CDyI Apyi I U'yi

IDZ' = 0.50 PCDZIAPZI I U'
I

FDC = A 'DC
MDC = B PDC

where B is the translational matrix from origin O' to O.

f O Z'i Y'i
B= (Z'1 O X'1

\Y'l X'1 O

(5.109)

(5.110)

(5.111)

When the bracing ends at other platform members, the value is zero and
L'ISO 1DCX' -
The force vector .PDC with respect to the body-fLxed O'XYZ-axis system

and the moment vector MDC with the body-fixed OXYZ-axis system are
now as follows:

(5.112)

(5.113)
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5.5.4 Interference of Drag between Bodies

in semi-submersibles where surface piercing vertical columns are placed side
by side and also one behind another, shielding effects between them become
increasingly important. For pairs of bodies placed one behind the other, the
drag of the one placed in the wake produced by the first one is usually less
because of reduced dynamic pressure. The drag can even be negative due to
the suction behind the first one. Similarly, in the case of a pair of cylinders
placed side by side, the resulting vortex street becomes' a combined one out
of that of a pair originating independently from each cylinder.

For shielded members in a row, DnV (1990) rules provide the appropri-
ate reduction in the values of the drag coefficients according to the cross-
sectional dimension of the shielded member and the center to center distance
between such members. Some information regarding interference effects is
also available in (berner 1965). -

5.5.5 Theoretical and Experimental Results
Horizontal Forces

In ordèr to validate the theoretical analysis, a comparison was made with
some published experimental data for' the semi-submersible I for both head
seas (c = 180 dg) and beam seas (a = 90'deg) conditions.

The results Of the theoretical calculations for full scale, dimensions are
compared in Figiíre. 5.13 with those based on the model tests. This compar-
ison shows quite good agreement.
-. . Furthermore, experiments, were carried out with a semi-submersible (ITTC
Model) for both head seas and beam seas conditions in the Towing 'Tank
No.1 of the Ship Hydromechanics Laboratory of. Deift University of Tech-
nology. Details have been discussed in Chapter 2.

The geometry and the principal particulars of semi-submersible I and
ITTC semi-submersible are shown in Figure. 5.14 and in Figure 5.15 respec-
tively.

The values of the measured drag coefficients based on the. measured
forces are plotted in Figure 5!16. For the beam sea condition, the. measured
coefficients of the four individual cohunns are shown in Figure 5.16' (left).
lt is clearly noticeable that the forces on the' two columns situated aft in
the vortex stream created by the two .forward columns are considerably less.
However, the interference effects between the columns placed side by side is
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submersible I in currents only in head seas añd beam seas

not. that significant. Finally in Figure 5.17 (left), the measured forces for the.
complete model are compared with the theoretical calculations. Calculations
based on the published values of the drag coefficients show higher values
than those measured. On the other hand, when using the experimentally
obtained values of the drag coefficients, the theoretical predictions match.
very well with the experimental results.

'Fôr the head) sea condition, the.columns on each pontoon are placed
in a row. In such a case, the distance between the columns is much less
than what it was' for the beam sea condition. Under such circumstances,
the interference effects are expected to play a much more dominant, role. In
Figure 5.16 (righe), the corresponding values of the drag coefficients based
on the measured forces are shown. The coefficients on Column #8 are the
largest because it is subject to free stream velocity. The coefficients on 'Col-
umn #2 are even negative because of'its immediate vicinity to Column #1
forward of it. The coefficients on' the other two columns are. also different ac-
cording to their individual position. Finally in Figure 5.17 ('right), the total
measured fOrces for the complete model are compared with the theoretical
calculations Again the theory using published values of drag coefficients
overpredlicts 'the experimental results. However, the comparison improves
after the experimentally obtained values of the drag coefficients Wére used
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Figure 5.14: Geometry and particulars of the semi-submersible I
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Figure 5.16: Experimental drag coefficients on different columns of the fixed
ITTC semi-submersible in currents only in beam seas .and head seas

in the theoretical predictibn.
From .Table5.1,it is seen that for senii-subrnersibles with circulai columns

and rectangular pontoons with tapered ends.,. the glób:aJ force coefficients for
the head and beam seas are close and they can be used for calculating the
force for N& < iø.

Forces in currents only were also measured for the free floating (moored)
ITTC semi-submersible model in head and in beam seas. Lower current
velocities were used because higher values cause the model to tilt due to
the vertical forces which results in different immersion of the columns. The

Tablé 5.1: Total projected area and global force coefficients

o c2
O C4
u cG

CS

Semi-submersible
'I,,

Semi-submersible
'ITTC MODEL'

Projected Area J to X 1337.0 m2 0.2240 m2
Projected Area J.. to Y 2292.0 m2 0.5440 rn2
Force Coefficiént CDCX 0.642 0.603
Force. Coefficient CDCY 0.961 0.962

o 2x104 5x104 i o
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Figure 5.17: Theoretical and measured horizontal forces on the fixed ITTC
sei'ni-submersible in currents only in beam seas and head seas

comparison between the measured forces and theoretical forces is shown
in Figure 5.18. Theoretical predictions using experimentally obtained drag
coefficient valuesmatch quite well.

Vertical Forces

During the model tests with the fixed ITTC semi-submersible, the vertical
forces were also measured for the complete model. Such vertical forces are
believed to be mainly caused by the velocity squared term of the Bernoulli's
equation in the potential regime. In the case of semi-submersibles such
contributions are only attributed to the completely submerged pontoons.
However viscous effects might play a role as well. A complete mathematical
model for calculating such vertical forces is beyond the scope of this work
and therefore experimentally obtained coefficients for vertical forces for a
completely submerged fixed pontoon which has been discussed in Chapter
4, were used to predict the same for the semi-submersible model. Coeffi-
cients were obtained through a power regression analysis for the force as
a function of the Reynolds Number. Comparison between calculated and
me3sured välus are shown in Figure 5.19. Theoretical predictions for the
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Figure 5.18: Theoretical and measured, horizontal forces. on the fixed ITTC
semi-submersible in currents only in head seas and beam seas

semi-submersible model both in beam seas and head seas condition show
good agreement when the. experimentally obtained values of the force coef-
ficients Were emplôyed.

5.5.6 Concluding Remarks

Depending on the design code available in the Rules and Regulations of
different International Classification Societies like Det Norske Ventas, Ger-
manischer Lloyds and American Bureau of Shipping, the developed mathe-
matical model can be used to calculate the current loads on offshore floating
structures like semi-submersibles and tension leg platforms.

Data from other literature and results of different model tests were uti-
lized in order to achieve results as accurate as possible. Redundancy is
bound to be expected in the results but the aim was to keep them as little
as possible.

If the elemental force coefficients involving interaction effects and the
velocity profile are suitably treated, the procedures described' for summing
up the elemental forces are useful for the estimatIon of the total loads on the
structures. The force coefficients used in the theoretical calculations are not
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Figure 5.19: Theóretical and measured vertical forces on the fixed ITTC
semi-submersible in currents only in head seas and beam seas

exaggerated; it is the overall geometry which as a whole results in less force
due to interference/interaction among different structural members because
of their close proximity.

Enormous criticisms nowadays exist due to conservative code of practicé
by the International Classification Societies. Unfortunately, so far no alter-
native nile has either been proposed or yet fully established itself to further
the present state-of-the-art of the Rules and Regulations. Choice of, drag
coefficients based on interference effects should be incorporated in details in
Rules and Regulations of the International Classification Societies.

How effective the model tests would be to predict the behavior of the
full scale structure, when there are questions of scale effects, blockage effects
and also to sorne extent employment of dubious techniques while performing
the tests, still remains obscure. The widely used traditional (empirical)
methods seem much more efficient in computation compared to individual
model tests. However important findings from different model test results
can be incorporated where relevant towards a more reliable prediction using
computatiónal methods.
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Chapter 6

Results of Computations
and Measurements

The mathematical model which has been presented in Chapter 5 was the
basis for developing a computer code in Fortran 77. The computer pro-
gram is able to calculate the viscous drift forces on a semi-submersible in
both regular waves in the frequency domain and in irregular waves in the
time dömain. Furthermore, the wave (potential) mean drift force results in
regular waves are also used for the frequency domain analysis in a waves
only field as well as in a wave-current coexisting flow field. The program
was developed in line with the configuration of the ITTC semi-submersible.
However, it is suitable for any twin-hull semi-submersible with a maximum
number of five columns on a pontoon. For the free floating, condition, any
standard output of regular wave motions and phases can be used. In this
study, such results from DELFRAC (1992) have been used. The discretiza-
tion of the ITTC semi-submersible is shown in Figure 6.1. The values of the
mean drag coefficient are those obtained from the experiments with verti-
cal cylinders and a submerged pontoon in different flow fields and they are
treated appropriately via controlling hydrodynamic parameters.

Details of all experiments have been elaborated upon in Chapter 2. Be-
fore developing the final computer code for a semi-submersible, independent
computer. code for a fixed vertical cylinder and a fixed submerged pontoon
were validated against experimental values of them and have been described
in detall in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively.

During this research work, a separate computer code was developed to
compute the forces on seiui-submersibles and tension leg platforms in cur-

203
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PANE DISTR1EUflONON flTC-SEjMI
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Figure 6.1: The panel distribution on the ITTC semi-submersible
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ru
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2 3

Figure 6.2: Top view of the fixed ITTC semi-submersible model (left) in
beam seas and (right) in head seas

rents only and also in winds. This computer program can take account
of semi-submersibles and tension leg platforms of different geometry (Dey
1993; Dey 1994). The same program has been used to calculate the forces
on the ITTC semi-submersible in currents only

6..1 Fixed Semi-Submersible

The orientation of the columns and the reference points for relative wave
elevation in beam seas and in head seas for the ITTC semi-submersible are
shown in Figure 6.2.

6.1.1 In Regular Waves

First Order Forces and Relative Wave Elevation

In Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, the first order horizontal and vertical forces for
the fixed ITTC semi-submersible in waves only are shown for head sea and
beam sea conditions for different wave frequencies associated with differént
sets of wave amplitudes. The comparison shows some scatter especially in
the vertical forces. However no marked non-linearity is observed.
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first order forces on a fixed semi-submersible in waves only in beam seas

Figure 6.3: computed and measured (left) horizontal and fright,) vertical
first order forces on a fixed. semi-submersible in waves only in head seas
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The relative wave elevation around the columns is one of the major
contributions for the wave drift forces in theoretical computatiOns. It was
therefore felt necessary to verify such relative wave elevation within the semi-.
submersible model by measuring them at two different positions (position .l:
and position 2). Comparisons are shown in Figure 6.5 and in Figure 6.6 for:
both head seas and beam seas. The comparisons are reasonable. This leads
to the conclusion that the theoretical calculations of the mean drift force
due to potential effects are consistent with the experimental analysis.

Mean Drift Forces

During the experiments, the horizontal mean drift forces were measured
for some individual columns of the semisubmersibles. Using the relative
wave elevation and second order pressure, the mean wave drift forces on
those columns were calculated. The results are shown in Figure 6.7 and
in Figure 6.8 fOr head seas. In Figure 6.9 and in Figure 6.10 the results
are shown for beam seas. From the figures, it is clearly seen that there are
always differences between the measured forces and the theoretical forces
revealing the fact that viscous effects increase the mean drift force ou each
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column thus resulting into a overall higher mean drift force for 'a complete
semi-submersible. There is minor scatter andthis is more in head seas which
may be due to the interference effects' because of the cläse proximity of the
columns. 'But in beam seas, the results are very consistent for column no2
and. column no.4 and also for column no.6 and column no.8 whose layout
are symmetric with respect to the coordinate system. The mean drift force
on a column based on potential theory is a constant value with the same
sign. if the interaction effects due' to wavé diffraction are neglected, 'the
total wave drift force on a complete semi-submersible consists of the sum of
the forces on the individual columns. The mean drift force on a column is a
constant for a given wave frequency and also a monotonous function of the
wave frequency. This leads to a total drift force which is also a monotonous
function of the wave frequency. But the results in the figures for some
individual columns show that this is not the case'however. Hence it must be
concluded that the oscillations in the drift force quadratic transfer functions
are due. to viscous effects'.

Computed and measured horizöntal' and vertical' mean drift forces in'
waves only for the complete semi-submersible are shown in Figure 6.11 and
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Figure 6.12: Computed and measured (left) horizontal and (right) vertical
mean drift forces on a fixed semi-submersible in waves only in beam seas
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in Figure 6.12 for head seas and beam seas. The measured drift mean forces
are higher than, the potential ones showing the marked viscous effects on
the'- horizontal mean. drift forces. Some differences are also observed in the'
vertical mean drift forces but in magnitude they are small compared to
potential contributions.

Finally in Figure 6.13, the computed (potential plus viscous) horizontal
mean drift forces for the semi-submersible in waves only are shown for differ-
ent sets of wave amplitudes. The theory also shows the higher forces when
viscous effects are accounted for. These phenomena were also observed in
the measured results.

6.1.2 in Regular Waves and Currents

Mean Drift Forces

During the experiments, two different carriage speeds (±U1 = 1.023m/s)
and (±U2 = 1.542m/s) were used to simulate positive and negative currents
to generate a wave-current coexisting flow field. Two different sets of wave
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Figure 6.14: Computed (potential plus viscous) and measured mean drift
forces on a fixed semi-submersible in waves and currents in head seas

amplitudes were used. The results are shown in Figure 6.14 and in Fig-
ure 6.15 for head seas and in :Fjgiare 6.16 and in Figure 6.17 for beam seas
respectively;

In the theoretical computations, experimentally obtained values of the
mean drag coefficients were used. The comparison shows satisfactory corre-
lation except for some cases In spite of some differences, the trend in the
predictions is similar to the measured results. The causes of deviations can
be due to the values in the mean drag coefficients and also to some extent
due to the interference effects.

6.2 Moored Semi-Submersible
6.2.1 In Regular Waves

All signals measured during model tests in regular waved were subjected to
a harmonic analysis to determine the mean values of the drift forces and the
amplitudes and phase angles of the motion component with wave. frequency.
The amplitudes of model motions were divided by the amplitude of the
undisturbed regular waves., measured at the position of the center of gravity
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Figure 6.17: Computed (potential plus úiscous,) and measured mean drift
forces on a fixed semi-submersible in waves and currents in beam seas

of the model, to.supply frequency transfer functions. The phase angles were
obtained using the wave elevation measured at a point adjacent to the cog -

of the model., The mean longitudinal drift force was divided by. the square
of the amplitude:Òf the undisturbed waves to give the mean wave drift force
transfer functions.. All experimental data shown were converted to full scale
values.

Motion Responses

Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 show the 'computed and the measured results
of mötion RAOs Excellent comparison between theory and measurement
for vertical, horizontal, and angular motion RAO is: observed. The results
shown in these figures confirm that the motions at wave frequencies are lin-,
ear functións of the wave amplitude. Furthermore, it 'is shown that such
motions are accurately predicted by computations based on' potential the-
ory. Nonlinearity is observed only in heave motion around heave natural
frequency where viscous effects play a dominant role. Horizontal motions
were corrected for the deck reference point, where the motions. had been.
measured.
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Mean Drift Forces

In the same figures, it is observed that in both head seas and beam seas,
the measured drift forces are comparatively higher than those predicted by
3-dimensional predictions. The transfer functions of the mean drift forces
show rapid variations to a base. of the frequency. The prediction is much
improved, when the viscous drift forces, calculated by the computer pro-
gram using theoretical regular wave motion RAOs and the experimentally
obtained values of the mean drag coefficients are added to the wave drift
forces. The comparison is shown in Figure 6.20. An anomaly is observed
around some frequencies near the peak which may be due to the values of
the mean drag coefficients and also to some extent due to the interference
effects among the columns.

In this connection, effects of viscous contributions are shown in Fig-
ure 6.21 for another moored semi-submersible I in regul3r waves in head
and beam seas. Model test results show discrepancies between 3-dimensional
predictions and the measured results. After viscous contributions are added,
the overall prediction improves.

6.2.2. in Regular Waves änd Currents

Motion Responses

In awave-current coexisting flow field, the motion RAOs are in fact. affected
by the forward speed phenomenon. As the present 3-D computations are
only valid for zero:speed, the use of such RAOs. do not sound appropriate.
even though the speed is of very low magnitude. From the measurements,
it is observed that there are no appreciable differences in the measurements
and theoretical predictions for the zero speed case except in beam seas where
differences are observed in sway motions and thus in roll motions in beam
seas. In beam seas, because of the presence of currents, lift forces are gener-
ated causing a steady tilt in the model which was not quite high in the case
of head seas. In the theoretical computations for the viscous drift forces,
zero speed motion RAOs were used.

The comparison of measured motion RAOs in waves and currents are
shown against those in waves Only in Figure 6.22, Figure 623 and in Fig-
uré 6.24 for both head and beam seas respectively. Comparison of these
results show practically no influence of current speed on the first order mo-
tions with and without current.
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Mean Drift Forces

In Figure 6.25 and in Figure 6.26, the measured mean drift forces in a wave-
current coexisting flow field is shown against the. theoretical predictions.
Similar to a fixed semi-submersible model, the computed results match very
well with the measured results. The differences observed in beam seas may
be due to the fact that sway and roll RAOs in experiments do not match
very well with those predicted for a zero forward speed case. Motion RAOs
used in the computations are for a zero forward speed. The other causes
may be due to the values in the mean drag coefficient.

6.2.3 In Irregular Waves

The investigations in irregular waves were mainly concerned with the va-
lidity of the computational methods for the prediction of first order wave
frequency motions and in particular to establish the extent of the viscous
effects imfluencing the low frequency drift forces as such effects have been
found to dominate the mean drift forces on a moored semi-submersible in
regular waves. The results of motions and the low frequency drift forces wifi

lo
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Figure6.27: Measured wave spectra in head seas and in beam seas

be presented here. The measured spectra of irregular waves used 'during the'
experiment for head seas and beam seas are shown in Figure 627.

'Motion Records

Similar to a moored semi-submersible in regular waves, the measured mo.
tions in the time domain are compared first for irregular waves. The reason
is that the theoretical motion transfer functions based on regular waves in
th&frequency domain are used in dealiùg with the viscous drift forces in the
time domain. The calculations were based on measured irregular wave time
trace and applying the FFT technique. In dealing with horizontal motions,
the measured time traces, which contain low frequency motions as well,
was first filtered through a hpf for obtaining high frequency motions only.
Additionally, the measured wave trace was also passed through the same
hpf to get rid of any low frequency energy present in the spectrum. After
these two filters, the correlation between the computed and measured ('after
filter) is quite satisfactory. Vertical and angular motions show reasonable
comparison between the computed and the measured results.

Figure 6.28' and Figure 629 show the comparison of horizontal, vertical
and angular motions waves only in head seas and beam seas respectively.
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Measured Uncorrected and Corrected Force Records

Experiments were carried out using a soft-spring restraining or mooring sys-
tern which consists' of horizontal wires incorporating soft linear springs which
are connected to the force transducers mounted to the carriage. As a result
of the model set-up, the total restraining force is not equal and Opposite
to the low frequency wave exciting force thus resulting in low frequency
residual horizontal motions of the model. hi order t obtain the true drift
forces on the model from a test,, the measured restraining force must be cor-
rected for the effects of low frequency horizontal motions of the model. The
'basic assumption behind this process is that the Instantaneous discrepancy
between the true drift force and the measured restraining force results in
horizontal motion velocities and accelerations which are described by the
following relation:

(kf + MA) (t) + B i(t) = Fdrft(t) - Fmeaa(t) (6.1)

in which Fdrjf t represents the horizontal'drift excitation forces, Fmeas
the measured spring forces and the acceleration and damping force together
on the left hand side f the equation is the correction force Fcorr. Assuming
that at low frequencies both virtual mass and damping coefficients are con-
stant, the acceleration and the damping force together can be determined
in the time domain by differentiation of the measured horizontal motions.
Having obtained 'the low frequency force records' from the low' frequency'
components of the measured motions, the best estimate of the time record
of the horizontal drift force then follows 'from:

Fdrift(t,) Fmea3(t) ± (M + MA) (t') + B th(t) (6.2)

The method just indicated is based on the assumption of linearity in
the hydrodynamic reaction forces and thus fully consistent with potential
theory.

In order to measure the mean and slowly varying horizontal wave drift
forces in irregular waves, ideally the model should be moored in such a way
that all low frequency motion response is suppressed while leaving the model
completely free to carry out the motions at wave frequencies. The first re-
quirernent ensures that the measured force is not affected by dynamic mag-
nification effects. ihe second: requirement can be deduced from theoretical
analysis of the second order wave drift forces which shows that part of the
total second order excitation forces are directly dependent on the structural
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frequencies (Pimkster 1980). As a consequence, the modél restraining system
must possess the characteristics of an ideal Dynamic Positioning System. In
order to verify the accuracy of this procedure, model tests were repeated us
ing different settings of dynamic restraining systems (Pinkster et at. 1993)
like the system of restraining being adjusted to representing a spring sys-
tem (Proportional control), a spring and damper system (Proportional- Dif-
ferential control) and 'a Proportional-Differential control including Fêed
Forward based on the relative wave elèvation measurements. The results
shown in (Pinkster et al. 1993) indicate that the spectral density of the.
drift force obtained froni tests with significantly different characteristics of
the restraining system are reasonably consistent.

Examples of time traces of measured waves, measured horizontal mo-
tions, measured restraining forces, correction forces and the slowly varying
drift forces for the ITTC semi-submersible are shown in Figure 6.30 and in
Figure 6.31 for head seas and beam seas respectively.

The records in Figure 6.32 and in Figure 6.33 for head seas and beam
seas respectively show that there are considerable differences between the
measured uncorrected and corrected (true) drift force. The differences are
not so much in the force magnitude but rather in the phase of the force in
relation to the waves. It is further notedthat, the corrected force records
show peak forces which are in phase with groups of higher waves in the
wave train, while the peaks in the uncorrected force records tend to lag,
behindsomewhat. Based on such comparisons, it is felt that the corrected
'drift force records reflect the true drift force sufficiently accurate in. order tö
justify certain general conclusions to 'be drawn with respect to the magnitude
of the drift forces.

Potential vs. Viscous Low Frequency Drift Forces

Results of tests in irregular waves only are given in' the form of time records of
the measured low frequency drift forces' compared with the same of the cor-
responding predicted' low frequency wave drift forces based on 3-dimensional
potential theory. For' the time domain predictions, use was made .of second
order impulse response functions combined with measured time traces of the
irregular wave records in the tank. The time domain second order 'impulse
response functions' for the drift forces are obtained from the complete. second'
order' quadratic transfer functions computed in the frequency domain. 'The
quadratic transfer functions were computed based on the pressure integra-
tion method (Pinkster 1980).
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Time records of measured and computed drift force records for both
irregular head and beam seas are shown in Figure 6.34 and in 'Figure 6.35
respectively. Significant differences are observed' in the force peak values as
well as in the phase shift between the peaks in the measured and computed-.
records.

The results found from tests in irregular waves 'is in a way related to
those obtained in regular waves. The correlation between measurements
and computations clearly indicates that the drift forces are not a quadratic
function of the wave amplitudes. Such differences provide, a clear indication
that the low frequency drift forces are also well affected by viscous effects.
The peaks in the computed drift forces tend to shift relative to the wave
groups. This is related to the fact that in longer waves diffraction effects
which form the major part of the drift forces in shorter waves are reduced.

In order to investigate the differences, the mathematical model shown
in chapter 5 in connection with viscous drift forces in the time dómain will
now be applied and further comparisons will be- made- between the measured
and the computed drift fórces including viscous contributions.

The results of these computations are- shown in Figure- 6.36 and Fig-
ure 6.37 -for irregular head seas and beam seas respectively. In these figures,
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Figure 6.35: Computed (potential) and experimental (measured corrected,)
drift force on the ITTC moored semi-submersible in irregular beam waves

the wave elevation record, the potential part of the drift force and the vis-
cous part of the drift force are shown in top three traces. The lower trace
shows the sum of the viscous force and the potential force compared with
the total measured force.

It is clear from the figures that the result of adding the viscous contri-
bution is a clear indication of better correlation With the measured force.
Differences still exist but there is no doubt that the force calculated by the
3-dimensional potential theory computation is far less than the measured
force and that viscous effects need certainly be taken into consideration for
the overall prediction. The differences can be caused by the uncertainties
in the choice of the mean drag coefficients though they have been used
as a time function rather than a constant value in all the foregoing work
related to viscous effects in the drift forces even in irregular waves. One
important aspect not accounted for in the mathematical modeling is the
interference/shielding effects due to the close proximity of the. columns of a
semi-submersible. However, the above results give, a satisfactory confirma-
tion that there are indeed significant viscous effects in the drift forces on
semi-submersible type structures which, in irregular waves without current,
is confined to the splash zone (free surface zone) of the columns.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

As a result of both experimental and theoretical investigations carried out
in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn in connection with
viscous effects in the drift forces on semi-submersiblès:

i. Wave (potential) drift force computations based on 3-dimensional po-
tential theory are not adequate for predicting the drift forces on a
-slender body structure like semi-submersibles in a seastate. The dif-
-ferences in the mean drift force. calculations and the. experimental re-
sults are due tointerference effects in which- the diffracted waves play a
majpr. role. In longer waves diffraction effects are reduced 'and viscous
effects. become comparatively important as a result of which the mean
dìift force is not a quadratic transfer 'function of thè. wave amplitude
indicating' that the drift forces are proportional to the wave amplitude
to a power greater than two.

2. Systematic model tests in regular waves with major structural compo-
nents (vertical columns and submerged pontoons) of a semi-submersible
established the fact that the splash zone (free surface zone) of the
vertical columns is the main source of viscous contributions in the
horizontal mean drift force in' waves only. In the- case of submerged
structures like the constantly submerged zone of a vertical column or
a completely submerged pontoon in waves only, the experimental in-
vestigations show similar trends in the mean drift forces' as predicted
by the present 3-dimensional computational techniques. However, in
the presence of currents with waves, an additional sourcè is established
for further contribution o viscous effects even 'for the constantly sub-
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merged structures.

The viscous drag fOrce term of the Morison equation along with the
linear (Airy) wave theory up to the instantaneous wave elevation can
be taken as a basis in order to dévelop the mathematical model for a
complete semi-submersible when independent model tests with vertical
cylinders and a submerged pontoon in waves only and also in waves
and currents validate the theory.

Uncertainties lie in the choice of the controlling hydrodynamic param-
eters and subsequently ascertaining the values of mean drag coeffi-
cients. In this connection, the values of oscillating drag coefficients in
published literature should not be manipulated while dealing with the
mean force. In a waves only flow field, the mean drag coefficients are
found to be a function of the Keiilegan-Carpenter number at very low
diffraction values whereas with the increase of the diffraction parame-
ter, they should be evaluated as a combination of both viscous parame-
ter (), and the diffraction parameter (kD),i.e. .wavesteepness (kB).
In a wave-current coexisting flow field, instead of using separate hy-
drodynamic parameters like the Keulegan Carpenter number and the
Moe-Verley number, a modified Keulegan-Carpenter number can take
care of both with additional effects of crest and, trough phases of the
interacting waves with either positive currents or negative currents
respectively.

The present theory can predict the horizontal viscous mean drift force
on a vertical column and a submerged pontoon in regular waves in the
frequency domain with comparatively better accuracy when experi-
mentally obtained values of the mean drag coefficients are employed.
It is expected that the above analogy to behave in a similar fashion
for a free floating structure and accordingly they can be applied for a
free floating (moored) semi-submersible.

The mathematical model when applied to a moored semi-submersible
in regular waves with and without currents shows relatively improved
predictions of the total drift forces when compared with experimen-
tal results. Application of the mean drag coefficients as function of
mentioned controlling hydrodynamic parameters seem appropriate.

Application of the same mathematical model in the time domain for
the viscous effects to the drift forces indicated that in irregular waves
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without current, the major. source of the viscous contribution is. found
to be conlined at the splash zone of the columns of a semi-submersible.
However, additional treatment of the values, of the mean drag coeffi-
cienta for the low frequency viscous drift forces needs to be evaluated as
function of the hydrodynamic. parameters based on' the slowly varying
wave kinematics.

First order motions which are required in the mathematical model
to deal with viscous eects for a semi-submersible can well' be pre-
dicted 'by 3-dimensional diffraction theory. Model tests with the float-
ing semi-submersible validates the comparison between the theoretical
and experimental results. Even in the presence of small magnitude of
currents, the zero' speed results f motions and phases can be used.

In both regular waves and 'irregular wave analyses, either the waves-
only field or the wave-current coexisting flow field requires to be dealt
with separately. Generation of a waves-only flow field from a wave-
currentcoexisting flow field. afterdeducting a currents-only flow field
is not. appropriate. Similar fact app'lies in the case of a wave-current
coexisting flow field which, wifi not produce the same. results when the
esults'of two independent flow fields are simply 'added neglectin'g the

interaction effects of the coexisting flow field.

TO. The actual flow around vertical columns and submerged pontoon in'
waves and also in waves and currents 'including viscous effects is hi fact
an extremely complex' phenomenon. Using the drag force term 'of the
Morison equation and' overcoming the main uncertainties in the chóice
of the values of mean drag coefficients from experimental mvestigations
is. not a robust technique because of its fragile nature. But at this
time, an improved indication can be given with regard 'to such viscous
effects on the horizontal mean drift forces on moored structures like
semi-submersibles. The present theory can also be applied' for tension
leg platforms.
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Chapter 8

Recommendations

A rational approach based partly on experimental findings has been devel-
oped in this research, work to treat viscous effects on the horizontal mean
drift forces on semi submersible type structures in both regular and irregular
waves with and without currents. At present, 3dimensionaF'cornputatioñ
techniques cannot 'handle the horizontal drift forces on -slender body struc-
tures 'like semisubmersibles in low frequencies where diffraction effects are
'less dóiuinant. The developed computational 'method- -for'caJculating thé
viscous contributions 'has certainly been found to be beneficial toward an
improved prediction. Anomalies are stifi present but no doubt the 'inherent
gap between 3-dimensional computations and 'experiments has 'been nar-
rowed down 'to a reasonable magnitude.

While the numerical solution for dealing with viscous effects remains
not very- attractive- from 'the point of view of mathematical modeling and
consequently 'in terms of computer time, the approach adopted in this work
can still be considered as au alternative solution technique provided' more
experimental back-ups are evaluated and added. -

Experiments conducted during this work mainly dealt with a single cylin-
der and a single pontoon whereas in reality a semi-submersible consists of
a number of vertical columns and two pontoons. Because of the orientation
of the columns, the interference effects among them are bound' to affect the
mean drift forces in the. viscous regime as well, like what is always taken into
account in 3-dimensional diffractiòn caiculatiòns. This important hydrody-
namic aspect has not been 'looked into in this work which has definitely some
bearing on the overall viscous predictions.

Apart from uncertainties in viscous effects, some limitatiöns were also
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faced in the 3-dimensional computational technique. Motions were used
for the zero speed case for a hydrodynamic field where forward speed was
present. No robust solution was applied as for the forward speed effects on
the mean drift force. Approximate empirical relations were applied without
knowing their validity especially for a complete semi-submersible structure.

It wifi be of great help to reduce uncertainties in the choice of the values
of the mean drag coefficient which remain as a highly sensitive parameter
in the whole solution domain. In this connection the following experiments
can be pursued in future:

Model tests with various diameters of fixed vertical cylinders in regu-
lar waves with and without currents for obtaining a wide range. of the
Keulegan-Carpenter number and the Moe-Verley number. If permit-
ted, the Reynolds number dependency can also be. looked into though
its variations remain not very appreciable. The. technique of a seg-
mented model as done in this work should still be followed up .for
unique additional experimental findings.

The above model tests again with cylinders in arrays (resembling the.
orientation of a semi-submersible in head seas and in beam seas) to-
investigate the interference effects in the viscous force .regith. In: this
situation, vertical cylinders with a single test section. should be used.
These .tests can be extended to irregular waves also.

Model tests with two fixed rectangular submerged pontoons of different
aspect ratios need to be conducted in waves without and with positive
and negative currents to. generate more data on the mean drag coeffi
cients so that .they can be. applied for a wide range of geometric.sections
often used in semi-submersible constructiOn. Tests with two pontoons
will also enable the investigation of the interference effects though ap
parently it does not seem much because of the larger distance between
them compared to that between columns. Such experiments will also
facifitate the. understanding of the circulation phenomenon which was
strongly observed in the case of a single submerged pontoon. These
tests can be extended to irregUlar waves also.

Model .tests with asingle fixed vertical cylinder in irregular waves with
and without positive and negative currents and to make a comparison
between the experimental results in .the time domain with theoretical
computations using theexperimentally obtained mean drag coefficients
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as functions of appropriate hydrodynamic parameters such as the vis-
cous parameter, diffraction parameter, wave steepness and the newly
defined Keulegan-Carpenter number.

5. Model tests with a bed vertical cylinder with low frequency motions
in regular and irregular waves. This type of experiment is necessary
to investigate the different aspects of using controlling hydrodynamic
parameters to ascertain their suitability in computer coding for a com-
plete serai-submersible.

Apart from the above experimental investigations in connection with
viscous effects, the present 3-dimensional computational method certainly
requires modifications for the presence of a forward speed. It is expected
that changes in the first order forces will occur and so the motions which
have not been found so critical in the present work but for the completeness
of the solution of the problem, it wifi remove any doubt. However more
important is the change in the drift force due to a forward speed which is
required while dealing with the total (potential plus viscous) dtift fOrces in
the presence of currents.

In the present study, the validation of the developed computer program
has been shown for the head seas and beam seas exclusively as the exper-
iments were done in those two conditions only. But further experimen-
tal investigations are necessary to validate the computations against other
headings between head and beam waves.

Last but not the least is the "scale effects". Due to the absence of the
Reynolds number similarity in model testing, the direct, application of the
model tests results for the full scale predictions is questionable as long as
viscous effects are dominant in the hydrodynamic behavior of structures
like serai-submersibles and tension leg platforms. The present investiga-
tion presents first line approach toward developing a proedure to deal with
viscous effects in the horizontal mean and slowly varying drift forces and
the problems of scale effects were kept aside for the time being. The low
frequency excitation forces on floating structured like serai-submersibles are
well dominated by viscous effects. Equally viscous effects are important for
the low frequency dampingforces. The presence of currents further enhances
viscous effects. However, differences must be established first between model
tests and full scale measurements in order to justify the magnitude of such
scale effects before any firm conclusion about the importance of such "vis-
cous scale effects" is made.
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List of Symbols

Latin symbols:

Symbol Description
Ap Projected Area
b Pontoon breadth
B Damping coefficient
Cal Calculation (theoretical/computational results)
CA Added mass coefficient
CD Oscifiating drag coefficient
CDO Mean drag coefficient
CDC Drag coefficient due to currents only
CL Lift coefficient
CM Virtual mass or inertia coefficient (1 + CA)
d Draft
dt Length element of the water line
dS Surface element of S or So
D Cylinder/Column diameter
e Exponential (=2.718)
Exp Experiment (measured/experimental results)
f Wave or oscifiating frequency (+)
F Force on structure
g(2)(ti, t2) Quadratic impulse response function
F0 Mean Force
FDC Drag force due to currents only
FD Oscifiating drag force
FDa Viscous mean drift force
F1 Inertia force
Fp0 Wave (potential) mean drift force
F0 Wave (potential) drift force
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F,,13 Viscous drift force
g Gravitional' acceleration
h Water depth; Pontoon depth
H Wave height
H3 Significant wave height

Viscous Parameter
i Imaginary quantity (/T)
k Wave number
kD 'Diffraction Parameter
kH Wave, steepness
K Spring constant
i Pontoon length
le Pontoon end length
£ A point along the water line
M Mass; Moment; Mass matrix
MA Added mass
Mv Virtual Mass (M + MA)
NK_C Keulegan-Carpenter number
NM_V Moe-Verley number
NRc Reynolds number
n Outward pointing normal
p Pressure
Pub Publication (published results)
P1 Component of the qtf dependent on wj and ci

Component of the qtf dependent on and w
S Instantaneous wetted hull surface
So Mean wetted hull surface

Wave spectrum
t Time
t1, t2 Time shifts
T Wave or oscifiating period
T Spectral peak period
Tr Relative wave period in currents
T13 Amplitude of the qtf
u Horizontal water partide velocity
U Current velocity
UR Reduced velocity
y Transverse water particle velocity
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V Volume: of structure
w Vertical water particle velocity
W Weight
X First order motiim of a surface element dS
x Longitudinal (horizontal) coordinate or oscillation

Transverse (horizontal) coordinate or oscifiation
z Vertical coordinate or oscillation
2-D Two dimensional
3-D Three dimensional

Greek symbols:

Symbol Description
Angular motion

IO Frequency parameter (beta parameter)
Phase angle

e Random phase uniformly distributed over O - 2ir
Velocity parameter (gamma parameter)

r Circulation
Wave length
Absolute viscosity Wave heading
Current heading

i' Kinematic viscosity
V gradient

Wave or oscillating angular frequency
Spectral peak frequency

W,. Relative wave frequency in currents
Velocity potential (spatial)
Second order diffraction potential
Second order "undisturbed wave" jotentiai

so Roll motion
ir Dimensionless quantity (=22/7)
p Mass density of water
9 Pitch motion
C Wave surface elevation
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Systems of axes:

Symbol Description
O0X0Y0Z0 Righthanded earth-fixed coordinate system

with positive. Z0-axis pointing upward
OXYZ Righthanded body-fixed coordinate system
O'X'Y'Z' Righthanded local body-fixed coordinate system
O'X(Y11Z Coordinates of the center of application of force

Superscripts:

Symbol Description
- Nondimensional quantities
* In the presence of currents with interactions
+ In the 'presence of currents without interactions

First order
Second order
Refers to a vector quantity
First derivative with respect to time
Second derivative with respect to time

N Total number of components

Subscripts:

Symbol Description
a Absolute amplitude
c Refers to a column
d Refers to the distance between a point and cog
g Refers to cog
i i-th component
j j-th component
k k-th component
p Refers to a pontoon
ra Relative amplitude
t Time derivative
s, X In x-direction or head seas

Y In y-direction or beam seas
Z In z-direction
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Acronyms:

Symbol
BS
cog
DUT
FFT
FPS
ilS
hpf
ITTC
lpf
mwl
MARIN
nf
qtf
RAO
SW'

SW

SSB
TLP
TUD

Description
In the beam sea condition
Center of Gravity
Deift University of Technology
Fast Fourier Transformation
Floating Productión System
In the head sea condition
High Pass Filter
International Towing Tank Conference
Low Pass Filter
Mean Water Level
Maritime Research Institute Netherlands
Near Field DELFRAC
Quadratic Transfer Function
Response Amplitude Operator
Still Water Level
Strip Theory SEAWAY
Semi-Submersible
Tension Leg Platform
Technische Universiteit Deift
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